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Sectarianism has become a destructive feature of the modern Middle East. Whether it is driven by political elites as a regime-survival strategy, by major powers as part of a strategy for building regional influence, or by religious leaders and believers who are unwilling to accept the equal status of other religious groups, sectarianism is likely to remain part of the regional landscape for years to come. This does not mean, however, that sectarianism defines all facets of the Middle East or that the violence that stems from this strand of identity politics is irreversible in all cases. Although sectarian conflicts have led to horrific bloodshed, sectarian violence in the region is still the exception rather than the norm. Middle Eastern communities are generally resilient to the worst sectarian impulses, and even communities that experience sectarian strife can recover from it. Indeed, the research described in this report demonstrates that, at least at the local level, communities can resist the slide toward sectarianism.

This report takes a multidisciplinary approach to explore resilience to sectarianism in four Middle Eastern case studies: Lebanon, Bahrain, Syria, and Iraq. The case study authors—who have backgrounds in political science, anthropology, and conflict resolution—analyze what accounts for the ability of some communities to remain resilient in the face of sectarianism. Despite the different disciplinary lenses, all cases apply a similar methodological approach. First, the authors employ an in-country comparison (cross-sectional or temporal) to explore what makes one community more resilient to sectarianism than another. Second, the authors consider common factors across cases, including political and social mechanisms for mediating among sectarian communities, the nature of the physical environment, and the proximity and access of outside forces that might have an interest in instrumentalizing sectarian identity. This allows for more-generalizable conclusions, particularly because the four cases represent a large share of the total universe of Middle Eastern cases where there is significant sectarian diversity and some history of sectarian tension or violence.

From the case studies, several findings emerge about which factors better insulate communities from sectarianism and promote resilience, highlighting a complex interplay of external and domestic factors. Border management was a critical factor in several communities’ vulnerability to sectarian actors. In the Syrian case, for example, the ability of sectarian actors to cross the border from Turkey into Idlib was a key driver for
higher levels of sectarian violence there than in communities on the Jordanian border, like Dara’a. Similarly, in Iraq, the ability to prevent the physical entry of sectarian militias into some neighborhoods helped explain the variation in the levels of sectarian violence in different communities.

The role of political leaders also proved critical in all cases, in both positive and negative ways. Political elites with patronage systems, particularly from external sources, tended to foster sectarianism and stymie cross-sectarian cooperation. But when such elites lose legitimacy and are unable to deliver to their constituencies, as we saw in the Lebanon case, windows of opportunity can emerge for leaders and movements with nonsectarian agendas. However, it is difficult to capitalize on windows of opportunity if there are no alternative political leaders or movements with nonsectarian agendas who can seize the moment. This requires some opening of political space, at least at the local level, for movements to form around issues that transcend sectarian politics, such as economic development, education reform, female empowerment, or environmental challenges.

Communities with higher levels of existing cross-sectarian interaction can further boost resilience, even in the face of sectarian-driven armed conflict, as occurred during the height of the civil war in Iraq. The stronger the level of trust and social connection among community members across sectarian lines, the better equipped communities are to avoid sliding into sectarianism when conflict emerges. Conversely, when communities are built to segregate citizens along sectarian lines, as occurred in the Bahrain case, the prospects for division and conflict increase. And finally, less pronounced socioeconomic gaps improve a community’s ability to resist sectarianism.

Several policy recommendations emerge from the case study analysis and findings. Beyond the long-term goal of reducing the salience of sectarianism by ending conflicts or narrowing socioeconomic gaps that make populations more susceptible to sectarianism, this research offers the following more-achievable recommendations in the short term:

- **Improve the control of borders.** Cutting off the resources, supplies, and fighters coming from foreign sources is critical, as is pressing border countries to stop these flows, particularly in conflict zones like Syria and Iraq. Communities that are better walled off from external sectarian influence exhibit higher levels of resilience and lower levels of violence.
- **Limit foreign funding of sectarian leaders and parties.** One of the most significant drivers of sectarian tension and violence in the region is the fueling of sectarian conflict from external sources and the patronage systems that sustain it. Exerting leverage on regional governments (in particular, Iran and Saudi Arabia) to curtail such activities is critical. Preventing sectarian conflicts that have negative spillover effects across the region should create a common incentive among external
powers to limit the influence of sectarian actors, even if the external powers are at odds on broader policy goals.

- **Encourage civil-society development.** Pressing for freedom of expression and association in bilateral dialogues with regional partners is crucial. This does not mean insisting on elections or backing specific opposition leaders or parties. Rather, the focus should be on opening up space at the local level for civic engagement as a peaceful channel for expressing grievances and discussing policy challenges that cut across sectarian agendas. Civil-society movements can help cultivate new cadres of leaders and form an important alternative to sectarian-driven elites.

- **Focus on governance.** Like encouraging civil-society development, supporting regional leaders with domestic governance agendas is critical, particularly in terms of the ability to better deliver public services through institutional capacity-building and skills development among their youthful populations. Highlighting leaders who are dependent on patronage and corrupt practices and who are not delivering basic services to their people can open up opportunities for alternative leaders. Cultivating leaders who support domestic reform programs aimed to benefit the broader public—not just a particular group or tribe—will be critical for reducing sectarianism and solving day-to-day public policy challenges.

- **Take urban planning seriously.** How cities are designed in the Middle East matters, not only for sustainable development but also for social and political stability. Urban areas designed to better integrate different sectors of society and increase opportunities for interaction through public spaces are more likely to remain stable and peaceful when societal tensions increase. Although it will be difficult to redesign villages and urban areas already based on segregated models where interaction across tribal or sectarian affiliations is limited, post-conflict areas provide an opportunity to rebuild in ways that could foster greater integration and reduce intercommunal tension in the future.

- **Promote local media.** Regional media outlets on both sides of the sectarian divide are increasingly promoting sectarian agendas. Sectarian framing by the media reinforces the narratives of sectarian leaders and movements and increases the prospects for conflict in communities with high levels of socioeconomic grievance and low levels of cross-sectarian interaction and trust. More support for local media could help counter such trends, increasing coverage of technocratic municipal issues that transcend sectarian differences, such as water challenges, trash collection, youth unemployment, and education gaps.

The premise of this research effort is not that Western governments are required to save the Middle East from sectarian prejudice; rather, the premises are that the international community should be cognizant of factors that act as antibodies against sectarianism and that its involvement in regional affairs should be calibrated to strengthen—or, at a minimum, not to undermine—these resiliencies. This research
seeks to fill important gaps in our understanding of how resilience might already be at work and the factors that might boost or undermine it. Although research has already illuminated what might be driving sectarianism in the region, we have far less understanding about how we might counter it. Identifying resilience at the community level in divided societies in the Middle East is a step in that direction.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AQI</td>
<td>Al-Qaeda in Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUB</td>
<td>American University of Beirut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHD</td>
<td>Bahraini dinar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BICI</td>
<td>Bahrain Independent Commission of Inquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTS</td>
<td>Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDP</td>
<td>internally displaced person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>Islamic State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIL</td>
<td>Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS</td>
<td>Islamic State of Iraq and Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCC</td>
<td>Joint Crisis Coordination Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDP</td>
<td>Kurdistan Democratic Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRI</td>
<td>Kurdistan region of Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRG</td>
<td>Kurdistan Regional Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>nongovernmental organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIF</td>
<td>Network of Iraqi Facilitators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUK</td>
<td>Patriotic Union of Kurdistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>START</td>
<td>National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHCR</td>
<td>United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USD</td>
<td>U.S. dollar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Spurred by the shock of multiple regional conflicts, the challenge of sectarianism in the Middle East has generated significant research. Whether the focus is the Lebanese civil war (1975–1990), the insurgency that followed the 2003 invasion of Iraq, the 2011 uprising in Bahrain, or Saudi-Iranian rivalry, scholars have sought to better understand how sectarianism fuels conflict, contributes to regime-survival strategies, and is reproduced at different levels of society.

Although the literature is diverse, some common themes have emerged. The first is an emphasis on sectarianism as instrumental in understanding poor state-society relations or regional instability. The second theme is a fierce internal debate among scholars of the salience of sectarianism as a cause of conflict, whether as the principal or a secondary factor to regional-power competition and regime survival. What is missing from these debates, however, is an expansion beyond what makes a society susceptible to sectarianism to what makes a community more resilient in the face of sectarianism.

More practically, if sectarianism undermines the outcomes (e.g., stability, peace) and values (e.g., tolerance) that the international community seeks to advance, what can be done to mitigate those effects and enhance societies’ resilience? This study aims to address these gaps. Readers will come away with a better understanding of what makes a community resist the descent into sectarianism or recover from it, as well as

---

how regional actors and the international community can best support resilience and cross-sectarian cooperation.

**Literature on Sectarianism**

Many analysts are quick to cite identity politics—and sectarianism in particular—as feeding the multiple conflicts raging across the Middle East in recent years. As noted by Vali Nasr, “Since the Iraq War, sectarian conflict between Shiites and Sunnis has emerged as a major fissure in Middle East politics. . . . From country to country, across the region, sectarian conflict is the thread that runs through each crisis, tying them into a strategic Gordian knot.”2 It was Nasr’s influential book, *The Shia Revival*, that helped ignite more general interest in sectarianism and provoked a debate on whether sect was the appropriate lens through which to understand regional developments.3 The 2003 Iraq War is a frequent point of departure for the study of sectarianism, because of the horrific intercommunal violence it featured and for shifting the regional balance of power in ways that some argue have motivated Saudi Arabia to more aggressively confront Iran and Shi’a movements.4

The contemporary literature on sectarianism in the Middle East can be grouped into three principle units of analysis: single-country case studies, regional or sub-regional treatments, and in-depth studies of “sectarian entrepreneurs.” Among the case studies that explain how sectarianism manifests in a particular society, Lebanon is one of the most oft-studied countries, with its clientelism and consociational political system serving as entry points for exploring sectarian loyalties. More recently, Bahrain has emerged as a focal point for this research, with scholars seeking to solve the riddle of how the Sunni Al Khalifa monarchy perpetuates its rule in a Shi’a-majority country.

In this branch of the literature, a common argument is that sectarian mobilization is an instrument for regime survival.5 Specifically, states with a history of sectarian politics and division, such as Bahrain and Lebanon, mobilize support around sects to reinforce the existing power structure. The regimes not only are derelict in supporting cross-sectarian cooperation but also actively work against it to head off the emergence

---

of political challengers that could construct a broader, more inclusive coalition. As noted by Justin Gengler, “That decades have passed without the emergence of a successful cross-sectarian political movement in Bahrain, is, of course, no accident. The state has a direct interest—and a direct hand—in preventing such an emergence, as cross-societal coordination alone represents a viable political threat to the regime.”

The second branch of the literature looks across cases—focusing on the Middle East as a whole or on a subregion, such as the Arab Gulf—to identify common themes that drive sectarian behavior. Because this literature treats multiple cases and often takes the form of edited volumes in which contributing authors may differ in their arguments, these studies vary considerably in their conclusions. That said, regional-power rivalry between Saudi Arabia and Iran features heavily in these works. Frederic Wehrey flags “the long shadow of the Iranian Revolution” and Ayatollah Khomeini’s threats to export the revolution as motivating the Arab Gulf’s sectarian mobilization. Like single-country case studies, these treatments also delve into governing strategies that seek to divide publics into in-groups and out-groups to strengthen regime control.

In addition, both sets of literature (i.e., single-country case studies and regionally focused treatments) feature historians who often trace cycles of sectarianism to colonial strategies. For instance, Ussama Makdisi points to the legacies of both Ottoman rule and Western imperialism in the post-Ottoman period as cultivating sectarianism, either purposely—in a divide-and-rule strategy—or inadvertently, because of foreign powers’ ignorance of societies’ histories of communal coexistence. Among single-country treatments, “Greater Lebanon” has generated enormous scholarly interest, with French cultivation of the Maronites and British cultivation of the Druze as a way

---


7 Gengler, 2015, p. 143. Madawi Rashid makes a similar argument as it relates to Saudi Arabia, contending that the Saudi “strategy to depict protests as a Shia conspiracy was successful in pushing the Sunnis to renew their allegiance to the regime.” Madawi Rashid, “Sectarianism as Counter-Revolution: Saudi Responses to the Arab Spring,” Studies in Ethnicity and Nationalism, Vol. 11, No. 3, 2011, p. 522.


9 Wehrey, 2014.

of understanding European competition with Ottoman rule and fostering of specific communities as conduits for their ambitions.\textsuperscript{11}

The third branch of the literature on sectarianism shifts the unit of analysis from states to individuals, focusing on the “sectarian entrepreneurs” who awake and amplify religious identities. Muhammad Baqr al-Sadr and Musa al-Sadr, two individuals central to the emergence of Shi’a political mobilization in Iraq and Lebanon, respectively, are among the most studied.\textsuperscript{12} Accounts of Muhammad Baqr al-Sadr typically focus on his appeal to religious authenticity, effectively offsetting the inroads communism was making in the Iraqi Shi’a community in the mid-20th century, as both al-Sadr’s al-Da’wa Party and communist groups were seeking to mobilize around similar grievances. More recently, violent Salafi jihadists, such as Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi, have become the subject of attention, although their views are fringe and their followings are small.\textsuperscript{13}

Taken together, this research provides an important foundation for understanding one of the more destructive variants of Middle East identity politics. Debates remain, but scholars have generally reached consensus on the following key points:

- Middle Easterners possess multiple identities (nation, gender, class, religion, etc.), and the hierarchy among them varies based on circumstance.
- Identities are created, nurtured, and stifled; they are not a given or primordial.
- Rulers, foreign powers, and sectarian entrepreneurs seek to mobilize religious identities in service of their interests.
- Sectarian identities might be real, but they are not the only factor explaining regional dynamics. Other key drivers include geostrategic rivalry, domestic political considerations, economic pressures, geography, and other social identities.

**Policymaker Views on Sectarianism**

In contrast to the scholarly treatment of sectarianism, political leaders are typically coarser in their discussion of the issue. The Middle Eastern leaders who reference sects are often doing so to cast aspersions at rivals. For example, King Abdullah II of Jordan famously warned of a rising “Shi’a crescent,” and the Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia, Mohammed bin Salman, has rejected dialogue with Iran so long as the Islamic Republic is dedicated to spreading Shi’ism “in all areas of the Islamic world until the Awaited


\textsuperscript{13} Al-Zarqawi was killed in 2006.
Mahdi returns.”14 Not to be outdone, Iranian policymakers and their local partners (e.g., Hizbullah) are prone to dismissing their Sunni rivals as “takfiris.”15

Regional powers are quick to blame their adversaries for the spread of sectarian prejudice while glossing over their own roles. In an obvious shot at Saudi Arabia, Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif noted in 2013 that Tehran’s rivals were “fanning the flames” and that “fear-mongering has been a prevalent business.”16 The Arab Gulf States assume a similar pose of innocence, typically by calling on Iran to commit to a good neighbors’ policy and noninterference in their internal affairs without mentioning their backing of co-sectarians to counter Iran.

Middle Eastern leaders foment sectarianism to attack external adversaries. Equally insidiously, the same tropes are often leveled at internal opposition to delegitimize their demands. Bahraini government leaders attempt to portray oppositionists as advancing a distinctly Shi’a and pro-Iran agenda, and the Hadi-led government in Yemen uses a similar message to discredit its Zaydi rivals, the Houthis. It is not always the recognized power that mobilizes sects, however. In Syria, Sunni groups whip up hatred against the “Nusayris” (a derogatory term for ‘Alawis) or “Majus” (a derogatory name for Iranians, alluding to their Zoroastrian heritage). On the other side of the ledger, Hizbullah uses the religious symbolism of the Sayda Zeinab shrine to mobilize supporters to fight for their co-sectarians.

Although playing on sectarian fissures was a hallmark of the colonial period, Western leaders typically do not overtly wade into those issues today. That said, leaders across the political spectrum are quick to attribute violence in the Middle East to sectarian hatred and to explain away inaction or failed action by noting the intractability of this problem. A major theme of President Barack Obama’s March 2016 interview with Jeffrey Goldberg, for example, was “the reversion to sect, creed, clan, and village . . . [as] the source of much of the Muslim Middle East’s problems.”17 The 2015 National Security Strategy’s treatment of the Middle East begins with the assessment that “nowhere is the violence more tragic and destabilizing than in the sectarian conflict from Beirut to Baghdad, which has given rise to new terrorist groups such as [the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)].”18 More recently, the administration of

14 Al-Arabiya, “In an Interview Today, Mohammed bin Salman to Tackle Saudi, Regional Issues,” May 1, 2017.
15 Takfiri is derived from the word kafir, meaning unbeliever. In this context, takfiris are those that excommunicate Shi’a and sometimes Sunni co-sectarians based on different interpretations of religious orthodoxy.
18 The White House, National Security Strategy, Washington, D.C., February 2015. The organization’s name transliterates from Arabic as al-Dawlah al-Islamiyah fi al-’Iraq wa al-Sham (abbreviated as Da’ish or DAESH). In the West, it is commonly referred to as the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, the Islamic State of Iraq and the Sham (both abbreviated as ISIS), or simply as the Islamic State (IS). Arguments abound as to which is the most accurate translation, and the different case study chapters in this report refer to the group differently. For the purposes of this report, we thus use all three abbreviations.
Donald Trump has focused on building a Sunni, Saudi-led bloc to counter Shi'a Iran, a theme prominently on display during the President's visit to Riyadh in spring 2017. The 2017 National Security Strategy acknowledges “sectarian grievances” as drivers of violence and terrorism in the Middle East.19

Knowledge Gaps

Despite all the attention sectarianism receives from scholars and policymakers alike, major gaps exist in our understanding of how to counter it. The premise of this research is that a useful place to start is by building on community resilience that already exists in the region. Although the violent manifestations of sectarianism are easy to identify and the horrific nature of them sticks in our minds, sectarian violence remains an aberration and not the norm in the Middle East.

Even in the darkest periods in Iraq during the height of sectarian conflict in the mid-2000s, Ami Carpenter identified five neighborhoods in Baghdad—spanning majority Sunni and majority Shi’a areas—that resisted the retreat to sectarianism.20 In Lebanon, Melani Cammett documents welfare-providing groups that cater to both in-groups and out-groups.21 Regional bridge-builders, such as Oman, a country at the forefront of efforts to de-escalate sectarian tensions, receive less attention than the headline-grabbing rivalry between Saudi Arabia and Iran.22 And countless examples of survey research show Middle Eastern publics with complicated views on religious identity that transcend simple sectarian prejudice.23

Given this backdrop, the natural question is what factors account for some communities’ ability to resist the slide into sectarian violence, or, once it is unleashed, recover from it? And, based on those factors, how can the international community best advance local efforts within the Middle East to counter sectarianism by supporting those resiliencies?

This research effort is intended to shift the focus by identifying and analyzing cases of resilience in which leaders or societal groups are actively countering sectarianism or where its attraction has been contained or managed. Resiliencies exist at

21 Cammett, 2014.
multiple levels of society and are commonly expressed in the shared bonds and values that cut across in-groups and out-groups. At the level of personal relations, resiliencies include intermarriage and neighborhood ties; at the level of civil society, they include participation in groups with cross-sectarian memberships; and at a national level, resiliencies include political projects and business interests that span sectarian fault lines. These resiliencies are easiest to find in countries at peace, but they also exist, if dormant, in conflict zones.

Examples of resilience or active countering of sectarian pressures demonstrate the potential to mute destructive sectarian conflicts in the Middle East, even though they cannot stop conflict entirely. Drawing attention to resiliencies and active counter-sectarian strategies can provide lessons for how to structure policies more successfully to counter sectarianism and reduce conflict in the future.

Conceptual Issues

Sectarianism is defined in Western scholarship as “the politicization of religious, ethnic, or other ascriptive group identity.” Forms of sectarianism include mobilizing support around religious affiliation or, conversely, mobilizing opposition to other religious groups. Similar definitions prevail in Arabic-language scholarship. For example, the Iraqi author Falah ‘Abd al-Jabar identifies one defining feature of sectarianism as “the politicization of [religious] identity as the unit for collective action.”

What sectarianism is not is devotion to, or identification with, a specific sect. It is only when religious identification is used to break societies into in-groups and out-groups for the purpose of advancing a political project that religious identification becomes sectarian. Thus, a defining feature of sectarianism is that it is associated with exclusion of the “other.” This aspect is well developed in religious studies literature, such as Rodney Stark and William Bainbridge’s *A Theory of Religion*, which asserts that sectarians claim unique legitimacy to their particular belief systems. A negative—but containable—manifestation of sectarianism is when the sectarian group withdraws from society to avoid diluting its identity. A more destructive manifestation is when sectarianism is used as a rationale to impose a belief system on others. ISIL’s brand of sectarianism, in which identification with another belief system is punishable by death or enslavement, is the most virulent.

---


Scholars of sectarianism often lament that their research interests can be misinterpreted as primordialist or neo-colonialist; the study of sectarianism does not need to be essentialist. Primordialism—i.e., where identities are treated as fixed—has led to the assertion of cultural stereotypes that ignore variation within a society, the multiplicity of identities, and the evolution of identities over time. In the policy realm, primordialism has led to mono-causal assessments of regional developments, such as a “Shi’a crescent” rising. This research begins from the principle that identities are constructed and that their salience ebbs and flows according to conditions. Societies are not inherently sectarian; identification by sect operates in parallel to competing identities (e.g., national, tribal, class-based, ideological), and the salience of these identities fluctuates over time.

The rejection of primordialism does not mean that we are ignoring or downplaying the very real phenomenon of sectarianism. The Middle East contains individuals and movements that genuinely embrace sectarianism. Sometimes the sectarian agenda is used as a means to an end, but there are many instances in which sectarianism is real and literal. There are Salafi clerics who genuinely believe that practicing Shi’ism is the equivalent of apostasy. There are violent extremists who genuinely believe that those who do not follow their interpretation of Islam are legitimate targets of violence. We are not contesting that. Rather, we are suggesting that the breadth of this behavior and the characteristics of those who adopt it are not presupposed.

**Resilience (or resiliency)** is a term used across academic disciplines; for example, in psychology, the unit of analysis is typically the individual and the focus is often on a person’s resilience after trauma. It is also used in the context of humanitarian efforts in which the objective is to improve the resilience of a community in the face of natural and man-made disasters. In peacebuilding, resilience refers to “the ability to rebound, maintain, or strengthen functioning during and after a disturbance, or to cope successfully in the face of extreme adversity or risk.”

---

27 John Warner, “Questioning Sectarianism in Bahrain and Beyond: An Interview with Justin Gengler,” Jadaliyya, April 17, 2013.
33 Carpenter, 2012.
Resiliency can take different forms. One such form is immunity to the spread of conflict, while another is the ability to rebound from conflict. Thus, a community in Lebanon that resisted the descent into the 1975–1990 civil war would be described as resilient. Likewise, a community that fell into violence but recovered might also be described as resilient. The fact that resilience encompasses both the maintenance of peace in the face of sectarian actors and the ability to rebound from conflict is an important point developed in Ken Menkhaus’s work. Resiliencies are best understood as relatives rather than absolutes in the sense that a community might be described as more or less resilient than communities that chronically sit on a knife’s edge.

Because the concept of resiliency cuts across disciplines, its definition and form differs, making it difficult to identify common factors that promote or stymie it. Indeed, existing literature on resilience—whether by academics or practitioners—often suffices with identifying those factors that, when absent, override resilience and lead to conflict. This could be because resilience is context-specific and unique to the “complex adaptive system” of a particular conflict environment, making resilience difficult to reduce to generalizable associated factors.

Resiliency also is featured in the U.S. government’s approach to diagnosing and treating conflict. The U.S. Agency for International Development’s *Conflict Assessment Framework* describes resiliencies as “those institutions, mechanisms, or other factors in society that provide the means to suppress or resolve conflict through non-violent means.” The framework provides some concrete examples of how strengthening institutions can make a community more resilient to conflict. For example, judicial actions perceived as fair reinforce the rule of law and build faith in nonviolent resolution of disputes. Similarly, security forces protecting nonviolent demonstrators reinforce peaceful action.

**Research Approach and Organization of This Report**

This report starts from common understandings of sectarianism and resilience and includes several case studies designed to explore how the impulse of sectarianism and

---


35 Menkhaus, 2013.


37 Milliken, 2013.

the antibody of resilience interact. This effort is intended to highlight cases that have
demonstrated varying levels of sectarianism and resilience in different subregions—
namely, the Gulf and the Levant—specifically in Lebanon, Bahrain, Syria, and Iraq.
Each case has sectarian fissures of different kinds, but the intensity and duration of
sectarianism across the cases vary. As a result, the commonality among the four cases
is the degree of sectarian diversity within their borders, and the difference is the level
of sectarian conflict.

Our case-selection criteria led us to focus on Lebanon, Bahrain, Syria, and Iraq,
which all include the key risk factor (sectarian diversity) but have experienced different
scales of sectarian conflict. Yemen and Iran are two other states with significant sectar-
ian diversity and some history of sectarian conflict, making them potentially interest-
ing cases for follow-on research.

Figure 1.1 depicts the levels of sectarian conflict in the Middle East at the time of
this writing. Because identifying a conflict as sectarian in nature is ultimately a subjec-
tive judgment, the figure simply categorizes countries based on levels of violence and
sectarian diversity. The countries shaded in orange have a moderate level of sectarian
diversity, while those shaded in red have a high level of sectarian diversity. The states
that have experienced more than 1,000 battle deaths—the highest commonly used
threshold for a civil war—as of 2016 (the last year for which data are available) are sig-
nified by diagonal lines. As seen in the figure, the four case studies this report treats in
depth—Lebanon, Bahrain, Syria, and Iraq—are all characterized by moderate or high
levels of sectarian diversity.39 Two of the four cases focus on countries in the midst of
civil wars (Syria and Iraq), while the remaining two cases treat a country that experi-
enced previous civil wars (Lebanon) or sectarian tension and some violence but not a
full civil war (Bahrain).

The four case studies identify resiliencies already present in the societies, as well
as potential resiliencies that could be cultivated to counter and mitigate further sec-
tarian conflict. Each case focuses on a particular episode of resilience or a counter-
sectarian strategy and examines the underlying political, economic, and social condi-
tions that supported or undermined it. Factors considered across cases include political
and social mechanisms for mediating between sectarian communities, the nature of
the physical environment, and the proximity and access of outside forces that might
have an interest in instrumentalizing sectarian identity. Such an analysis can inform
policies for how to counter sectarianism more effectively and identify the challenges
that are likely to remain.

The cases draw on different disciplinary perspectives and include analysis at the
subnational level. One of the limitations of much of the current research is that it
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39 Figure 1.1 depicts the largest minority sect as a percentage of the total population. In the case of Syria, this
means that the ‘Alawi population is depicted as sitting within the range of 10 percent to 20 percent of the total
population. However, if ‘Alawis, Christians, and other non-Suni minorities were summed, they would eclipse
the 20-percent threshold and Syria would be colored red to signify high sectarian diversity.
Figure 1.1
Levels of Sectarian Division and Conflict in the Middle East, 2018

SOURCE: For minority sect populations, see Todd M. Johnson and Brian J. Grim, eds., World Religion Database, Boston, Mass.: Brill, 2015; for battle deaths, see Uppsala Conflict Data Program, “Armed Conflict Dataset,” Uppsala, Sweden: Uppsala University, Department of Peace and Conflict Research, 2016.
begins with the state or society writ large as the unit of analysis, missing the most logical control group: a community that shares many attributes with its neighboring communities but displays a different degree of resilience in resisting sectarian impulses. The subsequent chapters outline measures for judging resilience in a particular case, which include such factors as how a community self-identifies, the religious composition and outlook of state institutions, and the levels and types of societal conflict. Once an empirical basis for describing an example of resilience is established, each case analyzes the factors that account for that resilience.

In her treatment of Beirut Madinati in Chapter Two, Amanda Rizkallah charts the development of civil society as a factor that enabled cross-sectarian cooperation during Beirut’s 2016 municipal elections. Because Rizkallah’s comparison is temporal—the city of Beirut at different points in time—she is able to analyze how changes in underlying conditions contributed to the emergence of Beirut Madinati. Rizkallah argues that Beirut Madinati’s impressive performance in the 2016 municipal elections owed partly to the window of opportunity created by Lebanon’s 2015–2016 trash crisis, which eroded the legitimacy of traditional elites and provided the movement with a cross-sectarian issue around which to mobilize voters. The second explanation advanced by Rizkallah focuses on the time and space necessary for a group of activists and professionals to develop the wherewithal to launch a political challenge to established elites. She argues that Beirut Madinati was the beneficiary of propitious political conditions but also was able to leverage the efforts and learn from the successes and failures of forerunner movements.

In Chapter Three, and in contrast to Rizkallah, Justin Gengler analyzes Bahrain via a cross-sectional approach, comparing outcomes in two different locations: ‘Isa Town and Hamad Town. Although geographic segregation has long been cited as a tool of states to promote sectarian agendas, bolster sectarian identification, and reduce pressure for conflict resolution, Gengler tackles how urban planning can engender or inhibit resilience to sectarianism. In comparing the spatial layout of mixed ‘Isa Town with the more sectarian and homogenous Hamad Town, Gengler argues that physical infrastructure and spatial layout contribute to ‘Isa Town’s resilience to Bahrain’s sectarian conflict. Specifically, ‘Isa Town’s greater walkability leads to intercommunal mixing, whereas Hamad Town’s more-austere roundabouts, with few public spaces for interaction, inhibit such mixing. Gengler asserts that the impact of physical infrastructure is strengthened by its effect on the provision of government public services, with mixed areas more immune to the state’s strategy of cultivating sectarian loyalty by targeting subsidies to the regime’s preferred recipients (Sunnis), because residents are embedded in a mixed Sunni-Shi’a community.

Kathleen Reedy’s analysis of Syria’s civil war in Chapter Four identifies foreign involvement as a key factor feeding sectarian mobilization. In her comparison of sectarian violence in the northern governorate of Idlib and the southern governorate of Dara’a, Reedy notes how external actors with sectarian agendas exacerbated conflict
in Idlib by providing support (sanctuary, funding, armaments) to sectarian-oriented militias, whereas Dara’a remained resilient, in part, because Syrian rebels were seeking support from external patrons committed to “moderate” factions. Reedy is one of two case-study authors who focus on border management as a critical factor in explaining resilience.

Finally, in Chapter Five, Ami Carpenter highlights the role of border monitoring in limiting sectarian actors from infiltrating Iraqi areas that avoided internal conflict during the 2003–2011 war and again during the 2014 ISIL takeover of portions of western and northern Iraq. In her analysis of stable areas in Baghdad and Dohuk, Carpenter identifies preexisting social networks in both areas as important ingredients in explaining community resilience.

Collectively, these cases point to several factors that can enhance a community’s resilience. No one factor is likely to be sufficient on its own, but the cases suggest that formal and informal mechanisms for mediating the early onset of conflict, preexisting levels of trust between community leaders, activists with experience in building movements, strong border monitoring, and physical infrastructure that encourages mixing all help. Of course, readers should be cautious in generalizing these findings. For example, Syria—a republic of more than 20 million people dominated by an Alawite minority that engaged in a state-building project based on Ba’thist ideology—is certainly distinct from the Arab Gulf monarchies or even from Lebanon. The lack of comparability across societies misses the important fact that, at a subnational level, there are communities that share many key traits. For example, Beirut shares many characteristics with Damascus, including that each is a multiconfessional capital city of 1–2 million people. Within societies, comparing the experience of one neighborhood in Manama with another provides useful insight into what factors accelerate or slow sectarianism.

In Chapter Six, the report concludes by applying lessons from the case studies and exploring policy implications for countering sectarianism and promoting community resiliency in the Middle East. The premise is not that Western governments need to save the Middle East from its sectarian prejudice but rather that external powers—including the U.S. government—should be cognizant of indigenous factors that act as antibodies against sectarianism, and that Western involvement in regional affairs should be calibrated to strengthen—or, at a minimum, not to undermine—these resiliencies. Such awareness will certainly not eliminate conflict in the Middle East, but it can reduce that conflict.
On May 8, 2016, Lebanon held the first of four rounds of municipal elections. These elections were the first since 2010 and represented the first opportunity for citizens to exercise their political voices since the beginning of the Syrian civil war, the ensuing influx of refugees, Parliament’s unconstitutional extension of its term in office, and popular protests against a paralyzing trash crisis that had rattled Lebanon’s political elite. In the wake of widespread protests and public frustration targeting the ruling elite in its entirety, Beirut’s citizens decided to take matters into their own hands. For the first time in the city’s recent history, an independent nonsectarian volunteer-based campaign, called Beirut Madinati (Beirut, My City), presented the city’s voters with an alternative to sectarian political parties and their candidates. The group mounted a grassroots campaign, raising funds through individual donations and reaching voters through town hall meetings. It presented a program that prioritizes “the primacy of the public good, social justice, transparency, and stewardship of our city for future generations.”

Although Beirut Madinati lost the election, it still managed to get 32 percent of the vote (or 40 percent when blank and invalid ballots are excluded). It offered voters a glimpse of a path forward and a new way of doing politics in a country and region where politics has long been a dirty word.

This chapter examines the rise of Beirut Madinati. In a moment when regional politics have polarized the Middle East along sectarian lines, and in a place where sect is the institutionalized currency of the political system, how did a movement of cross-sectarian unity and resistance to the status quo emerge? To answer this question, this chapter traces the development of the Beirut Madinati campaign. It compares the 2016 municipal election with the previous round in 2010 to gain insight into how changes in key structural and organizational variables opened a window of opportunity for Beirut Madinati. A temporal comparison is preferable to a cross-sectional one in this


case. Beirut is a rather unique city in Lebanon: It is unusually diverse, cosmopolitan, and home to a critical mass of activists and intellectuals. Comparing its elections to contemporaneous ones in another city would overwhelm the study with confounding variables. Data are drawn primarily from structured in-depth interviews with key players in the movement, including founding members, candidates, volunteer coordinators, and legal advisers.3

The findings suggest that Beirut Madinati emerged for two reasons. The first is a structural window of opportunity that had opened in the political environment. Unusually weak elites and heightened public awareness and discontent as a result of the trash crisis provided a conducive environment for challengers. The second reason for the emergence of Beirut Madinati is the increasingly rapid accumulation of experience and dense network formation within civil society that supplied the campaign with personnel, expertise, and organizational know-how.

This chapter is organized into six main sections. First, this chapter provides some background about Lebanon’s electoral institutions. It then examines the formation of Beirut Madinati and the importance of historical antecedents in civil society. The next two sections delve into the details of the campaign, including its successes, failures, and transformation into a more permanent political movement. The analysis then turns to an investigation of why the window of opportunity opened for Beirut Madinati in 2016 and examines the sustainability of the movement. The final section concludes with a discussion of policy implications.

**Lebanese Political Institutions and Elections**

Since its independence in 1943, Lebanon has had a political system that rests on a sectarian power-sharing agreement. Both before and after the civil war (1975–1990), preserving a sectarian balance has been the chosen mechanism for managing conflict among Lebanon’s various religious communities. The largest among these are Shi’a Muslims, Sunni Muslims, Orthodox and Maronite Christians, and Druze. In parliamentary elections, this consociational arrangement means a strict sectarian quota, in which particular seats are allocated to religious communities. In contrast, no sectarian quotas exist in municipal elections.4 However, similar norms have evolved in which municipal candidate lists often are put together with sectarian considerations in mind. Such an institutionalization of religious identity reifies these differences and produces a politics more centered on identity than on substantive policy debate. In municipal elections, each voter has as many votes as there are seats. Although the system allows
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3 Interviews took place between August 2017 and January 2018. To maintain the anonymity of the interviewees, individuals are not identified by name, but rather by number.

voters to cast ballots for candidates from different electoral lists, in practice, many cast their ballots for a single list. Candidates with the highest numbers of votes are elected. The system enables a winner-takes-all outcome. In heterogeneous municipalities, this system encourages cross-sectarian alliances in order to capture the votes of constituencies outside one’s own.5

Sectarian patronage machines dominate Lebanese politics, and municipal elections are no exception. One study of the 2009 parliamentary elections concluded that political parties bought an estimated 60 percent of the votes cast. Standardized ballots did not exist until reforms came into effect in 2018. Parties and coalitions prepared their own ballots with candidate lists on them and distributed them to their voters. By changing small details, such as honorific titles, name order, and paper color, parties were able to trace ballots back to particular extended families and supporters. This compromised the secrecy of the ballots and made the targeted provision of goods and services in exchange for votes much easier.6 The systemic barriers in the face of new political forces seeking to crowdfund a campaign and win votes on a nonsectarian basis were formidable. This was exactly what Beirut Madinati sought to do during the 2016 municipal elections in Beirut.

Although municipalities were important sites of executive power in the prewar period, municipal councils lost much of their influence during the civil war.7 Even though the war ended in 1991, new elections were not held until 1998. Since then, municipal elections have proceeded at regular six-year intervals. A sizable portion of municipal revenue comes directly from the national-level Independent Municipal Fund, but local taxes also are an important source of revenue. Officially, funds are disbursed according to population size, but a lack of transparency plagues the distribution process. A 1977 law codified relatively far-reaching municipal powers, stating that any “work having a public character or utility” is within the jurisdiction of the local municipality.8

Despite these formal powers, municipalities often are heavily constrained in their ability to implement local policies and projects. This is mostly because of their small size. The country is divided into 985 municipalities. Many municipalities contain fewer than 4,000 residents. Under current laws, in which municipalities receive most of their revenue from local taxation, the size of most municipalities makes them too small to undertake needed public works projects and local development.9
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2 million residents, the capital city of Beirut is exceptional in this regard. Governing a population orders of magnitude larger than that of most municipalities, the municipal council of Beirut is among the most consequential bodies of local government in the country, affecting the lives of nearly half the Lebanese population.\(^\text{10}\)

In recent years, gridlock and inaction at the national level have turned municipalities into the de facto front line in managing both the flow of Syrian refugees and the trash crisis that began in 2015.\(^\text{11}\) In response, international donors have directed aid flows for Syrian refugees in Lebanon through municipalities instead of the central government.\(^\text{12}\) In this political context, municipal elections have taken on additional symbolic and practical importance.

**Formation: What Is Beirut Madinati?**

The original vision and aim of Beirut Madinati was well defined and limited in scope—to organize a nonsectarian campaign and contest the May 2016 municipal elections in Beirut, providing voters with a clear alternative to the candidates of traditional establishment parties. Most interview participants strongly emphasized that, at its founding, Beirut Madinati was fundamentally an electoral campaign and not the broader political movement that it has become since the end of the elections. Yet despite its initial short-term goals, Beirut Madinati’s formation cannot be understood apart from long-standing efforts at political, legal, and urban reform in Beirut. It represents a coming together of disparate preexisting networks of activists, urban planners, and political aspirants with a common interest in improving the quality of life for those living in the city.

There are multiple overlapping—yet different—historical movements that preceded Beirut Madinati and supplied it with critical personnel, experience, and expertise. In one sense, Beirut Madinati is an outcome of the historical evolution of postwar civil society in Lebanon. After the end of the civil war in 1990, civil society began advocating for various legal reforms, lobbying elites in power, and, in particular, calling for the holding of municipal elections. Civil society was successful in this regard, and the first postwar municipal elections were held in 1998.\(^\text{13}\) Since then, civil society has been careful to remain nonpartisan and has organized only narrow, issue-based campaigns. These include campaigns to remove sectarian identity from identification cards and legalize civil marriage. Others were active in the cultural sphere, working to

\(^{10}\) Rizkallah, 2016.

\(^{11}\) Rizkallah, 2016.

\(^{12}\) Abu-Rish, 2016.

\(^{13}\) Interview 1.
preserve and strengthen Arabic literature or to restore historic buildings. However, recent defeats led some in civil society to consider seeking political power in order to make significant change.

A second current is an urban renewal movement led by two generations of urban planning scholars and practitioners who know the city intimately. They have advocated for the importance of planning in urban life, and, more specifically, planning that prioritizes public spaces and the common good. From this perspective, Beirut Madinati is the result of decades of work by urbanists that began in the aftermath of the civil war. In the immediate postwar years, Rafik Hariri spearheaded a parliamentary decision to give unprecedented power to Solidere, a real estate company that set about erasing “most of [Beirut’s] urban fabric and [altering] the scale of its squares and neighborhoods” to transform the capital city into a global destination. This neoliberal approach to urban planning marginalized the city’s own residents, reducing mobility and access to public spaces and affordable housing. The first postwar generation of urban scholars mobilized and protested against Solidere’s activities. Although they ultimately failed in achieving their goals, their struggle led to two important developments: first, the consolidation of urban planning and urban studies curricula at Lebanese universities and, second, the formation of a new generation of activists, many of whom were students of the first generation who were inspired by their work. A critical urban discourse emerged and a robust network of activists pursued successful projects throughout the city. Mona Harb, one of these urban scholars and a member of Beirut Madinati, chronicles three successful examples in her recent scholarship: the nongovernmental organization (NGO) Nahnoo’s campaign to reopen Beirut’s largest park, Horch Beirut; the Dalieh Civil Coalition’s delay of plans to develop a large historic area of coastal Beirut; and the efforts of the coalition to stop the building of a highway that would have cut through the Achrafieh neighborhood of Beirut and build a park instead. This network of urbanists joined forces with activists working in other domains of civil society to launch the protest movement against the garbage crisis. These same networks were mobilized for the creation of Beirut Madinati after their failure to achieve concrete gains through protest.

A third current, which overlaps with the first two in many ways, emanates primarily from the American University of Beirut (AUB). A first generation of student activists often is associated with the campus movement Bala Hdoud, or No Frontiers, which was actively working on such issues as gender equality in personal status law and civil
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marriage in the early 2000s. Many of these students continue their activism as part of the civil society and urban renewal movements described earlier. More recently, activist students at AUB have organized through the Secular Club, which runs in student body elections as an independent group, unaffiliated with traditional sectarian parties. As recently as 2011, the Secular Club was considered a fringe group on campus, but it now has one of the largest followings of any campus organization, demonstrating the appeal (perhaps surprisingly to outside observers) that such ideas have to youth living in the current political climate. University networks were critical, both by providing Beirut Madinati’s core members and during the campaign itself by getting previously apolitical students and faculty involved as volunteers or supporters.

Another current that contributed to Beirut Madinati’s formation is a group of activists that consistently aspired to run for office or participate in formal politics. Many of these members were involved in other political parties and joined Beirut Madinati out of frustration borne from not being able to accomplish their goals through other avenues. Many of these activists turned to local politics after the cancellation of the 2013 parliamentary elections.

Deep roots in these preexisting networks produced a Beirut Madinati membership that was united and like-minded in several ways. All members supported a vision that puts the individual at the center of city policy. Furthermore, Beirut Madinati’s members are nonsectarian, independent, and unaffiliated with other political parties. The few who had memberships in other political parties were required to dissolve those ties as a condition of entrance into the organization. Although the members are not all personally secular, they share a secularism with regard to politics. Members are moderately left-leaning on social issues and are generally supportive of civil marriage and of gay and transgender rights. Beirut Madinati’s core members and candidates had little to no experience in formal politics or elected office and had a reputation for “clean hands”—i.e., they were free of the corruption endemic in Lebanese politics.
Many of the members are professionals who are well known in the fields of architecture, urban planning, engineering, medicine, law, and art.29

These similarities might falsely suggest that the members of the organization knew each other beforehand or that the organization is lacking in diversity. The reality is quite the opposite. Many members became involved with Beirut Madinati because a single person they knew from a previous experience of activism or through their workplace invited them to a meeting. In this sense, Beirut Madinati is much more than a cobbling together of two or three activist networks. It represents the building, formalizing, and growing of a new, larger network of people who were only loosely connected beforehand. Whether through Beirut Madinati or outside of it, members desiring to launch a campaign, protest a policy, or undertake a local initiative now have access to each other in an unprecedented way.

**Anatomy of a Campaign**

In September 2015, Beirut Madinati began through a series of small, informal meetings. These meetings gradually became larger and more formalized.30 Public input through town hall meetings was taken into consideration, the program was developed and disseminated, and volunteers were recruited through universities and social networks. The candidate list was the last piece to fall into place, with names announced only three weeks before election day. Announcing the program before the candidates was an intentional strategy used to avoid the personalization of the campaign and to maintain a focus on substantive policy issues.

The centerpiece of the Beirut Madinati campaign was the Municipal Program, which prioritized the livability of the city. The program addressed the need for greater mobility, public spaces, waste disposal, security, and the preservation of cultural and natural heritage.31 This was novel in Lebanon. Most interviewees cited the program as one of the most successful components of the campaign’s credibility, inspiring confidence in residents and forcing traditional elites to plagiarize the program in order to bolster their legitimacy among voters. However, one interviewee expressed the opinion that the program, although a huge step in the right direction, was not progressive enough. It avoided the issues of migrants, refugees, and noncitizens in general. Although this was a pragmatic electoral calculation, the respondent suggested that silence on these human-rights issues might have been a wasted opportunity to use a public platform to raise awareness.32
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From September 2015 to May 2016, Beirut Madinati was structured as a campaign, with no written document except the program. There were no bylaws and no post-election plan had been articulated. The campaign had a flexible and fluid structure. It was divided into three wings, one for operations, which contained all efforts to coordinate volunteers, as well as communications, legal, and fundraising teams. Another wing was in charge of developing the program for the city, and the third wing was a candidate-selection and -vetting committee. Together, the leaders of each wing formed a steering committee. Members acknowledged the virtues of such a fluid and flexible structure while running a campaign for the first time, even as an unclear chain of command led to numerous bottlenecks.

When asked to identify the successes of the campaign, interviewees tended to give similar answers. They pointed to the remarkable feat of trying to build an electoral machine from scratch in the space of a few months. A software application coupled with old-fashioned university networks helped to solve collective-action problems among young supporters. Faculty and student activists successfully tapped their networks on campus to generate a base of volunteers. Television appearances were effective in reaching an older demographic and brought national name recognition to the campaign. Beirut Madinati succeeded in creating a powerful and appealing brand that could be deployed in future mobilization efforts.

Another success was the fundraising effort. Once the program, website, and candidates were announced, the money poured in at a rate that surprised those working on the campaign. Beirut Madinati raised $440,000 in donation amounts ranging from $7 to $50,000, which was a self-imposed ceiling for any one individual contribution. The announcement of a slate of unknown candidates was critical to this fundraising effort. A lack of name recognition was paradoxically reassuring to those seeking a new alternative.

When asked to identify the internal weaknesses or challenges to the campaign, interviewee responses converged on particular elements. Timing and election day logistics were consistently noted as weak spots.

Candidates were not announced until three weeks before the elections. The interviewed members all had a sense that the timing was too late. For instance, when the donations started to come in after the announcement of the candidates, the campaign struggled to spend the money quickly enough as the elections approached, whereas
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they were short of funds earlier in the campaign. One interviewee asserted that the number of people who heard about Beirut Madinati peaked only after the election.38

Beirut Madinati’s electoral machinery was woefully insufficient to mobilize the city’s voters.39 The most basic difficulty was because of Lebanon’s electoral law, which requires citizens to vote in their town or village of origin. Because of this provision, only a fraction of Beirut’s residents are eligible to vote in Beirut. Identifying these voters requires a significant amount of intelligence on neighborhoods and their populations. Establishment parties have huge databases that monitor voter turnout and keep track of particular families’ needs. They use this information in combination with pre-prepared ballots to monitor their voters, provide transportation to polling stations, and strategically target their vote-buying efforts. One interviewee explained that Beirut Madinati had accumulated a list of 4,000 phone numbers of eligible voters. In comparison, the Beirutis establishment list had about 100,000 phone numbers. The respondent recounted that every Sunni he or she knew was called by Hariri’s Beirutis list.40 Beirut Madinati also was limited by the fact that its members were, by their own accounts, unwilling to buy votes and were attempting to mobilize voters around a programmatic platform rather than through patron-client relationships.41

Despite these organizational challenges, the most serious internal threat to the campaign’s existence came from a profound disagreement over strategy, namely whether to field 18 or 24 candidates. A list of 18 candidates would leave the door open to alliances with other parties or groups. Some were adamant that Beirut Madinati would be crossing a red line if it allied with almost any other group, although others saw this approach as shortsighted or counterproductive. The decision ultimately was made to field 24 candidates and make no alliances. An interviewee admitted that, at one point, the internal friction over this decision was so great that it threatened to tear apart the movement.42 Some indirect evidence suggests that this decision might have cost Beirut Madinati the election. In Tripoli, a list of relative outsiders incorporated some neighborhood leaders in order to draw on their local networks and won against the establishment. Beirut Madinati made the strategic choice to forgo this route. It also made a similar choice when it failed to back any candidates for mukhtar (local headman), despite the fact that these candidates often can bring entire neighborhoods to the polls.43 Finding a way to broker such alliances without losing independence will be key to tapping into larger networks of voters in future elections.
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All respondents reported that intimidation from establishment parties was minimal for most of the campaign. The most tangible way in which establishment parties limited Beirut Madinati’s activities was by making it difficult to organize in certain places. For example, Beirut Madinati was prevented from campaigning and meeting in some lower-income neighborhoods where sectarian sentiments and loyalties were high. Most respondents cited an incident in which they had to cancel a public meeting they were planning in the lower-middle class Sunni neighborhood of Tariq El Jedideh, a well-known stronghold of Saad Hariri’s Future Movement.44 Once Beirut Madinati became a perceived threat, the establishment parties took steps to heighten sectarian fears. Rumors were spread accusing the campaign of being supported by Hizbullah, which was a deliberate tactic designed to tap into Sunni fears and push them to vote for familiar faces.45 One respondent said that the costs of participation in Beirut Madinati became more apparent after the election, when some members who worked with government contracts stopped getting new contracts.46 Toward the end of the campaign, as Beirut Madinati’s success became a possibility, traditional parties also attempted a strategy of cooptation rather than repression. The establishment parties submitted a proposal to include five of the Beirut Madinati candidates on the establishment list if they would pull out of the race. Beirut Madinati refused.47 On election day, according to the Lebanese Association for Democratic Elections, 647 violations were observed, which is double the number for the 2010 elections, signaling that establishment parties might have felt seriously threatened.

There were some indications that voters felt pressure to conform. One interviewee described how a man from a Sunni area traditionally affiliated with the Future Movement came to Beirut Madinati a few days before the election to pick up Beirut Madinati ballots. He explained that he and his neighbors could not be seen publicly supporting the movement but that he represented 200 people who wanted to defect. In order to do so, they needed to take their Beirut Madinati ballots discreetly.48 Disgruntled members of the Free Patriotic Movement (a Christian party) who broke ranks to advocate for Beirut Madinati were disciplined or expelled from the party.49

**Election Results**

On May 8, 2017, Beirut Madinati lost the municipal elections and won no seats on the municipal council. Voter turnout stood at 21 percent, exactly the same as in 2010.
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Several factors explain the low turnout. It is estimated that 25 to 30 percent of voters do not actually live in Lebanon. A further 5 to 10 percent represent deceased voters. It is unclear why voter lists are not adequately updated, but these discrepancies might be linked to fraud tactics. This translates to 40 to 50 percent of voters in Beirut staying home on election day. One of Beirut Madinati’s glaring challenges was its lack of an electoral machine and its inability to mobilize apathetic and skeptical voters.

There were some notable differences between 2016 and earlier elections. Not since the first postwar elections in 1998 had there been any significant competition in Beirut’s municipal elections. Since 1998, most of Lebanon’s elites have put their differences aside and run on the same electoral list in the capital, with the Future Movement routinely nominating the head of the list. This strategy discouraged challengers until the emergence of Beirut Madinati. Table 2.1 shows the share of the votes won by the winning list and the runner-up in each election.

In an unofficial post-election assessment, several members of Beirut Madinati examined more–fine-grained election data to understand how different sectarian communities voted. It is important to note that municipal Beirut does not extend beyond the traditional boundaries of the city. The Hizbullah strongholds in the southern suburbs are not part of the municipality. This results in a diverse but overwhelmingly Sunni and Christian electorate. Shi’a voters form a substantial minority, but, according to tradition, only two of 24 seats in Beirut are Shi’a seats. In other words, municipal Beirut is a district in which Hizbullah is not a central player and in which Hariri’s Future Movement historically dominates. This context helps to explain some of the results.

The aforementioned unofficial report found that Sunni voters were the least likely to vote for Beirut Madinati, largely choosing the establishment list or staying home. Hizbullah did not participate in the establishment list and did not give Shi’a voters specific directives. The result was a Shi’a electorate that evenly distributed its votes between Beirut Madinati’s list and the establishment list. Armenian voters followed

### Table 2.1
Beirut Municipal Election Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Share of votes: winning list</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of votes: runner-up list</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Chaaban et al., 2016.
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their parties’ directives and voted for the establishment list. Christian voters (non-Armenian) defected from traditional parties and gave most of their votes to Beirut Madinati. These results have mixed implications for Beirut Madinati as a movement. The only religious group that deviated from politics as usual was Christians. It is difficult to know if this is because of Beirut Madinati’s appeal or particular weaknesses within Christian parties. Still, despite defeat at the polls, it is important to note that Beirut Madinati forced the establishment list to adopt a similar substantive program in the final days of the campaign. The movement raised citizen expectations of their government.

From Campaign to Political Movement

Beirut Madinati found itself in a difficult and ambiguous position after election day. Although the campaign ultimately failed to produce an electoral victory, candidates affiliated with the group received a share of the vote that exceeded popular expectations. International news outlets covered Beirut Madinati as more than an alternative slate in a municipal election: It was billed as a turning point in Lebanese politics. Interviewees described public expectations as impossibly high, given that the group had no seats and no means to execute its plan. Ordinary people would come to Beirut Madinati’s offices with complaints about problems, expecting immediate change. This was both a blessing and a curse from the perspective of those inside the organization. Although the members were motivated to continue working for the city, the campaign was not structured as a permanent political party and was thus unprepared to meet public expectations.

To remain relevant and meet the challenges of the post-election period, the organization turned inward and began to totally restructure into a sustainable political movement. The size of the group’s general assembly doubled, from about 70 to 150, and procedures for inclusion in the body were institutionalized. The general assembly elected a steering committee in October 2016 to restructure the movement and write bylaws that would formally govern operations. The new structure includes a collegiate body of seven elected members. Three of the body’s members lead three committees whose collective work embodies Beirut Madinati’s agenda for sustained political action. The first committee is an alternative municipality, which acts as a watchdog for the municipality in power. Members monitor the municipality’s activities and pressure
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officials to release the budget, which they are required to do by law but never do in practice. Members also propose items to be placed on the municipality’s agenda. The second committee consists of neighborhood groups, which seek to extend Beirut Madinati’s grassroots presence. They act as local pressure groups, aggregating demands of ordinary citizens and lobbying the municipality to address those concerns. The third is an elections committee, which is preparing for future municipal elections and addressing electoral laws and their flaws from a research perspective. Other internal groups include committees to manage membership and grievances.

**Why Now?**

The 2010 municipal elections were the least competitive in Lebanon’s postwar history, with the results a foregone conclusion. This section discusses key changes that took place between 2010 and 2016 that laid the groundwork for the establishment of a non-sectarian political movement and a competitive municipal election contest.

**General Political Environment**

In 2010, the international and regional political environment stood in marked contrast to 2016 in ways that indirectly influenced the coalescing of Beirut Madinati. The Arab Uprisings had not yet occurred. Although the direct effect of the uprisings on Lebanon was marginal, protests across the Arab world expanded the realm of what kind of change was possible through activism. Although it did not gain much momentum, this was the beginning of a protest movement demanding the downfall of the sectarian system in explicit terms.

Domestically, the country was still politically polarized along the lines of the March 8 and March 14 Coalitions. These movements had not been discredited in the public eye, and even secular activists tended to have sympathies. For those looking to present an alternative to the sectarian establishment, there was no political opening to do so. Multiple respondents cited the absence of an alternative as an important factor differentiating the political climate preceding the 2010 and 2016 municipal elections. One interviewee explained that, in 2010, some people were still hopeful that reform could be achieved from within March 14, the coalition of traditional parties that had adopted and then co-opted the 2005 Independence Intifada protests, demanding the withdrawal of Syrian troops from Lebanon.
In 2010, traditional elites were also stronger. By 2016, escalating tensions among regional patrons had led to gridlock at the national level. A restive public was outraged by the resulting trash crisis. This difficult climate, in combination with decreased funding from outside patrons, had put elites on the defensive. This was especially true of Saad Hariri’s Future Movement, the most powerful political party in municipal Beirut. Saudi Arabia had withdrawn its patronage of the Hariri family after decades of support. In fact, Saad Hariri was nearly bankrupt and was facing multiple challenges to his leadership from within the Sunni community.61 One way in which the elites responded to this moment of weakness was to join forces to overcome such popular movements as Beirut Madinati. In districts all over the country, the March 8 and March 14 Coalitions chose to band together to put forward one list.62 One interviewee explained how this weakness served as an important window of opportunity for a grassroots and crowdfunded effort like Beirut Madinati. Activists knew that they would be fighting an uphill battle. They explained that “it would not have been possible unless it was during a moment of weakness for them, during a weak spot. They were not ready or able to spend in the same way that they had in the past, so we took advantage of this.”63 This is direct evidence that the relative financial weakness of elites in 2016 was part of the calculus of those who organized the Beirut Madinati campaign.

Finally, in 2010, members of Parliament had not yet unconstitutionally extended their terms. Parliamentary elections were still following their regular schedule and would have been held in 2013. Parliament canceled the 2013 elections after citing security concerns and fearing that elections would invite further spillover from the civil war in neighboring Syria. This spawned yet another cycle of protest.64 The municipal elections in 2016 were held at a time when Lebanese voters had lost the only other formal mechanism for holding their leaders accountable. One respondent traced the interest of those with political ambitions in a group like Beirut Madinati to the 2013 election cancellation, explaining that “[in] 2010, there was still the hope of parliamentary elections coming. Many of those who had been traditionally interested in running were planning for that election. And then it got canceled. So they turned their focus very deliberately to the local [elections].”65 This is evidence that the cancellation of parliamentary elections made the municipal elections the only remaining focal point for those organizing against the establishment.
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The “You Stink” Movement

One of the most important differences between the municipal elections of 2010 and those of 2016 is that one occurred before and the other after the trash crisis of 2015. It is difficult to understand the emergence of Beirut Madinati without the trash crisis, popular outrage concerning it, the “You Stink” protest movement that developed in response to it, and the ultimate failure of that movement to effect political change.

In July 2015, the contract providing the Sukleen Company with a monopoly on waste disposal in Beirut came to an end after two decades. Why the contract came to an end is unclear, but it seems to have been related to the breakdown of a long-standing agreement between Saad Hariri and Walid Jumblatt, the leader of the Druze community. Garbage started to pile up in Beirut and Mount Lebanon, creating a major health crisis.66 In contrast to the gradual deterioration of infrastructure and services, one of the unique features of the trash crisis lay in the undeniable clarity of blame for its occurrence. The fact that politicians failed to secure a waste management contract, one of the most basic parts of their job description, provided a focal point for public anger and outrage.

Another important feature of the trash crisis is that it halted the provision of a public service for which no readily available private or party-based solution existed.67 Postwar Lebanon has chronically suffered from an underprovision of water and electricity by government agencies. In response to these shortages, Lebanon’s population has resorted to buying electricity and water privately. This unregulated private sector is closely connected to sectarian parties who benefit from the monopoly they have over water and electricity.68 Despite the fact that residents overpay for a suboptimal provision of these essential services, their discontent is dampened by the fact that a private solution exists. Furthermore, once it is arranged, the problem recedes from view. The public does not directly witness the environmental damage caused by these makeshift solutions.69

Trash collection proved to be different. Once the contract with Sukleen expired, there was no ready makeshift alternative. People were faced with an ugly and unsanitary reminder of how the political class had failed them. Although politicians had arranged for a solution to water and electricity that placated the public and strengthened their own leverage, they were unable to do so with trash. The power of sectarian elites rests not only on playing identity-based politics and stoking communal fears but also on dense patronage networks through which votes are exchanged for practical,
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material benefits and services. Politicians’ inability to even selectively deliver a basic service to their supporters in the city undermined one of the key pillars of the sectarian contract between voters and politicians.

By the time trash had inundated the streets of Beirut in 2015, civil-society and activist networks in Lebanon were robust and well established, as discussed earlier. However, they remained organized around narrow issues that touched the daily lives of only a small percentage of voters. Even the 2013 extension of Parliament’s mandate did not appreciably affect the life of the ordinary Lebanese citizen. The trash crisis was a critical moment in which the long-standing work of activists suddenly collided with the lived experiences of ordinary people. For the first time in decades, nonsectarian activists had a window of opportunity. Public discontent touched all segments of society and was high enough to make mass mobilization around the issue of trash management possible. One interviewee, a long-time activist, explained that analysts might easily take popular discontent for granted and assume that it had always existed. By this respondent’s account, it had not; the trash crisis was instrumental in bringing it to the forefront. Public outrage about the trash crisis was a positive surprise to seasoned activists who had tried to mobilize the public since the end of the civil war.

The acuteness of the trash crisis led directly to the growth and development of the You Stink movement and its offshoots. The movement brought existing networks of activists and civil-society groups together to protest the corruption and inaction of an entire political class. At its height, there were between 60,000 and 70,000 protesters in the streets, which was significant in a small country like Lebanon. For those who participated, it was a powerful experience. For some, it was the first time they were involved in politics. The government’s harsh response against protesters, coupled with the regime’s dismissive rhetoric downplaying the protesters’ grievances, convinced some newcomers that change was necessary. You Stink brought unity to civil society in a way that opened a political space for the formation of Beirut Madinati. Although support for the March 8 and March 14 Coalitions was already in decline, the universality of the You Stink movement’s critique broke the polarization between the two coalitions’ supporters and created consensus around the idea that the entire political class was to blame. The mood within civil society changed. Activists became bolder in their critiques of the establishment, even in written work. The thawing of this political divide was important in making a diverse effort like Beirut Madinati possible.

---
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Paradoxically, the most important legacy of the You Stink movement was its failure to achieve political change. The movement solved collective-action problems among activists, brought newcomers into political advocacy, and generated momentum for continued action. However, it simultaneously discouraged people. Students, frustrated by the failure to achieve tangible gains through You Stink, needed to find a way to shift from protest politics to official politics. Activists learned important lessons from You Stink’s lack of focus. The protesters had demanded a solution to the trash crisis, an end of the sectarian system, and everything in between. Bickering, disorganization, and a loss of direction weakened the movement. Many became convinced that nothing would ever change if they continued protesting and lobbying instead of running for election. One respondent described a sense of incompleteness after the movement fizzled out. It seemed that the demand for an alternative was present among the public and that activists had to move to supply that alternative. Another respondent described it as a turning point in the thinking of those who desired change.

There were other lessons learned from You Stink’s mistakes. Besides choosing an electoral rather than a protest strategy, another lesson was to avoid negative language and sweeping demands to overthrow the system. When Beirut Madinati emerged, its strategists were explicit in trying to focus on a concrete and positive message. The campaign’s rhetoric was diplomatic toward elites and zeroed in on the goal of making Beirut more livable. The rationale was that the negatives were common knowledge, particularly after the trash crisis. Beirut Madinati avoided pointing fingers. In fact, the campaign rarely commented on what others did. Furthermore, the steering committee chose to prioritize transparent communication, pursue local influencers and celebrities, and invite people to use their particular skill set in creative ways—to make art, design the logo, give legal advice, and develop a program grounded in the expertise of engineers, architects, and urban planners. These decisions were attempts to build on the momentum generated by You Stink while explicitly pursuing a nearly opposite organizational strategy.

---
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Sustainability and Continuity

The future of a nonsectarian political movement like Beirut Madinati is far from certain. Both internally and externally, there are factors that point to the movement’s sustainability, adaptability, and flexibility to changing circumstances. However, there are also reasons to doubt Beirut Madinati’s ability to survive internal divisions, win elections within a system designed to benefit sectarian parties, and replicate their movement in municipalities outside the capital.

Signs of Sustainability

One of the most important signs of the movement’s sustainability is its ability to adapt, restructure, and continue working after the May 2016 elections. As discussed, the movement weathered disagreements in order to write bylaws that provided a permanent structure and procedures for internal governance. This was a critical moment in which Beirut Madinati could have disbanded after the failure of its electoral bid. Turning this corner intact and reorganized made it possible for Beirut Madinati to continue its work, even when not in office. The alternative municipality and neighborhood committees also have survived since the elections and continue their work.

One of the most important accomplishments of the election was to establish Beirut Madinati as a recognizable and trustworthy brand. The greatest evidence of this has been the victory of Jad Tabet, an independent endorsed by Beirut Madinati, in the April 2017 elections to head Lebanon’s Order of Engineers. To place this victory in context, the Order of Engineers is among the largest and most important syndicates in Lebanon, with a membership of 64,000 and competitive elections for leadership. Jad Tabet won despite running against a candidate supported by nearly every establishment party, including both Hizbullah and the Future Movement. Tabet ran on a list calling itself Naqabati (My Syndicate), deliberately identifying with the values of Beirut Madinati’s nonsectarian independent brand. Although the rest of the Naqabati list did not win their seats, Tabet won against his opponent by several hundred votes. One interviewee described this as a watershed moment: Beirut Madinati demonstrated that it could actually win an election. The organization was still active and producing results one year after the municipal elections. The election outcome and Tabet’s leadership have generated new activism and energy among the Order’s members for using their profession to improve urban life in Beirut and in Lebanon more generally.
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The new electoral law, which came into effect during Lebanon’s 2018 parliamentary elections, is another encouraging sign for the longevity of Beirut Madinati and other small nonsectarian political groups. For the first time in Lebanon’s postwar history, elections were held under a system of proportional representation. According to one simulation, if the Beirut municipal elections had been run under the new law, Beirut Madinati candidates would have taken eight seats on the council. The law includes several other reforms that also could benefit small parties and newcomers in the long term. These include pre-printed ballots, which make it more difficult for sectarian parties to monitor voters. Another is a double-counting system. In addition to traditional manual counting, an automated counting system was introduced, which places an additional logistical barrier in the way of those seeking to commit fraud. Finally, Lebanese living abroad were allowed to vote for the first time. Although only 82,970 expatriates registered to vote in the 2018 election, which is a low number, given the estimated millions in the Lebanese diaspora, this provision could have serious political consequences if nonsectarian groups can find ways to mobilize this sizeable voter bloc—a bloc that might be less beholden to sectarian patronage networks.

Admittedly, the new electoral law divides Lebanon into small homogenous districts that benefit the political elite. This advantage was on full display in May 2018 with the resounding victory of traditional parties. On the other hand, the new law also led to the first instance of a civil-society candidate winning a parliamentary seat. If maintained, this new law could create unprecedented opportunities for nonsectarian and independent groups to win seats in future elections. Furthermore, if these nonsectarian voices can coordinate their actions once in Parliament, they will have the potential to influence policy. Despite its serious flaws, the electoral law is a net positive for new political actors. All interview respondents were positive in their assessments of the law’s impact on groups like Beirut Madinati.

A final sign of sustainability for Beirut Madinati is the appeal that it (and nonsectarian movements like it) have among youth. One respondent assessed that time is simply not on the side of the establishment elites. Lebanon’s high voting age of 21 is kept in place to protect sectarian elites precisely because the younger generation is more educated, less sectarian, and less embedded in the networks of traditional sectarian
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strongmen. As this generation gradually comes of voting age, elites will have to adapt or could be voted out of office.

**Challenges to Continuity and Replication**

The earlier analysis risks painting too rosy a picture of Beirut Madinati’s prospects. Serious challenges remain. The most obvious challenge is that grassroots movements like Beirut Madinati cannot control international developments that can impact Lebanon’s domestic politics. The most recent example of this was Prime Minister Saad Hariri’s detention and forced resignation while on a trip to Saudi Arabia in November 2017. This was part of a larger campaign by the Saudi crown prince to pursue a more aggressive foreign policy of containing Iran’s influence in the region, which included pressuring Hariri to take a harder line against the growth of Hizbullah’s political power. Contrary to the Saudi crown prince’s expectations, however, Lebanon’s elites and population did not accept the resignation and almost immediately suspected that it was coerced. Domestically, both Hariri’s allies and opponents stood with him against such a brazen display of foreign interference. At the popular level, this has generated unity and sympathy for politicians trying to prevent gridlock and maintain stability in Lebanon while placating their foreign patrons. Paradoxically, Hariri has returned to Lebanon stronger and more popular. If this sentiment persists, it will make elections more difficult for groups challenging the ruling elite. There is also a perennial concern within the movement that instability and uncertainty will cause voters to retreat into familiar sectarian enclaves and vote for the status quo. The region’s volatility highlights the little control that small nonsectarian grassroots organizations have over the larger opportunity structures that can determine their success or failure.

At the domestic level, important gaps in Beirut Madinati’s ability to mobilize certain segments of voters in 2016 point to similar challenges in future electoral contests. One respondent noted that Beirut Madinati failed to mobilize the majority of the middle-aged population, the generation that came of age during the civil war. This is despite the fact that the older generation of activists spearheading the campaign comes from this demographic. Young voters were enthusiastic about the campaign and so were some of their grandparents. However, many middle-aged voters, skeptical of all religious or political organization, refused to participate in elections in any way.
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Although some of these voters could change their attitudes after seeing more of Beirut Madinati’s advocacy work, the organization has yet to successfully turn them out in an election.98

Beirut Madinati also struggled to reach lower-income voters, the less educated, and those more embedded in sectarian patronage networks. One respondent explained that the campaign was more visible in cosmopolitan neighborhoods like Hamra, Mar Mikhael, and Achrafieh. The campaign’s presence at private colleges like AUB or the Lebanese American University was much more robust than at the public Lebanese University.99 Respondents were aware of this problem but acknowledged that it is natural for a movement to mobilize those within its personal networks first, because they are the easiest to reach. Moving beyond this demographic will be critical to success in future elections. Some interviewees expressed concerns about the movement’s elitist label. Although the members of Beirut Madinati are not wealthy, their educational pedigrees signal a middle- and upper middle–class background. One respondent argued that “Education shouldn’t be a bad word. Education can help you serve your country better. It makes you more politically aware, more conscious.”100 This interviewee hoped that education would be an advantage, not a liability. However, another respondent expressed other concerns, explaining that the risk of appearing condescending remains; speaking in a certain way can put people on the defensive. Expanding the movement’s reach into lower-income areas will be important in future elections.101

Beirut Madinati also failed to attract the majority of Sunnis in a stronghold of the major Sunni political party. Most voter defections from sectarian networks came from Christian voters whose parties are weaker junior players within the boundaries of municipal Beirut. If Beirut Madinati cannot inspire sufficient defections from voters of the identity group corresponding to a region’s dominant party, parliamentary elections will present a formidable challenge: districts are designed to be homogenous and comfortably within the strongholds of particular sectarian leaders. National success hinges on bleeding establishment parties of a critical mass of their co-sectarians. The question remains whether Beirut Madinati or any explicitly nonsectarian actor could attract Sunni voters in Tripoli, Shi’a voters in Tyre, or Christian voters in Metn.

A related challenge is the ability to replicate a movement like Beirut Madinati in other regions and localities in Lebanon, particularly in less-urban locales with less educated voters and where a secular discourse is less acceptable or simply less familiar.102
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102 Despite these challenges, it is important to note that other nonsectarian movements emerged in other regions. The most important example is Baalbek Madinati (Baalbek, My City). The group emerged in a Hizbullah–controlled district and explicitly borrowed Beirut Madinati’s brand.
Conditions in Beirut are specific and relatively unique within Lebanon. For example, a base of secular voters exists. In other areas where this base may not exist, campaigns might need to do more work to persuade voters. One respondent also pointed out that Beirut, despite the importance of Hariri’s party, is no sectarian group’s home turf. Beirut is diverse and symbolically important as the capital city. Sectarian parties usually find compromises behind closed doors and run together in elections. This allows challengers like Beirut Madinati to confront the elite while avoiding the divisive national issues embodied in the March 8 and March 14 Coalitions.103 If Beirut Madinati transports its model to a stronghold of one of these coalitions, keeping the campaign focused on local matters will be difficult and the movement will be more vulnerable to exploitation.

Also, challenging parties that have armed militias in their strongholds could invite a harsher response than that which Beirut Madinati encountered in 2016. In fact, intimidation and voter fraud are likely to be more serious across the board in future electoral contests. Now that Beirut Madinati is a recognizable brand capable of threatening the status quo, members are unlikely to be permitted to campaign so freely in the future.104

The 2018 Parliamentary Elections

Of all the challenges to Beirut Madinati’s sustainability and continuity, there may be none more formidable than its own pluralism and political diversity. During the campaign for municipal elections, national issues were avoided and left unaddressed in the interest of building a diverse coalition. Members come from every part of the left-right ideological spectrum. Members do not necessarily have the same views on Hizbullah. Some see it as a constitutionally problematic force, while others believe that the problem is a more systematic one created by a sectarian system that produces and allows movements like Hezbollah to exist and thrive.105 There also are debates about the extent to which Beirut Madinati should identify as a secular organization. Some fear that such a stance will alienate the public and risk misunderstandings. Beirut Madinati does not want to put restrictions on religious life; rather, it wants to keep religion and politics separate spheres.106 However, this nuance might be difficult to communicate. One interviewee explained that something must change within the movement for it to become relevant at the national level. It is currently staying out of divisive but important debates like refugees and relationships with neighboring countries. By doing so, it leaves sectarian parties to shape both discourse and policy in this realm. This respondent reported believing that this is a mistake but was also at a loss for how
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to authentically enter the world of high politics while still seeking consensus within the movement and appealing to voter desires for stability.\textsuperscript{107} This could prove to be the thorniest challenge to Beirut Madinati’s viability at the national level.

This pluralism was connected to internal divisions over whether to run for parliamentary elections in 2018. Those who were against running in the elections explained that Beirut Madinati’s members simply do not occupy the same political space on the spectrum of national politics.\textsuperscript{108} A national campaign would force decisions on secularism and Hizbullah’s weapons that the movement might not survive.\textsuperscript{109} Others emphasized the supremacy of local issues and argued that concrete successes at the local level are the most efficient and effective way to build credibility and undermine the sectarian system. There is a fear of getting lost in traditional Lebanese politics and losing sight of the everyday concerns of the individual.

Another argument is that Beirut Madinati does not currently have the capital and human resources to divide itself between the two levels of government. People in this camp advocated allowing members to participate in elections under other labels but argued that Beirut Madinati should focus on organizing the battle in Beirut around its agenda, building local institutions and a grassroots presence, and preparing for the municipal elections of 2022. They contended that Beirut Madinati simply did not have a clear alternative to present at the national level.\textsuperscript{110} There were also short-term strategic reasons to oppose running. Some thought that they might be able to do better outside of Beirut Madinati. Others were concerned that, because the movement’s supporters tend to be more sympathetic to the March 14 Coalition, running would weaken March 14 and indirectly enhance the relative power of Hizbullah’s March 8 Coalition.\textsuperscript{111}

Another faction within Beirut Madinati believed that real change would not come without entering national politics. Members of this group argued that local and national politics in Lebanon are interrelated and that the organization should be working within each layer in order to bring about policy change. Decisions to decentralize government and empower and fund municipalities are made at the national level. Transforming the city could not happen without engagement in national politics.\textsuperscript{112} This group also highlighted the issue of momentum. Members of this group believed that the elite agreement on an electoral law and holding national elections for the first time in nine years presented a window of opportunity that should not be wasted. They argued that Beirut Madinati had a moral responsibility and obligation to run. If Beirut
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Madinati was absent from electoral politics for six years, it might have squandered the political capital and goodwill it built during the municipal contest. Although members of this group acknowledged the reasonableness of the strategic concerns of the other camp, they rejected the notion that running would indirectly strengthen Hezbollah and argued that Beirut Madinati’s success would weaken all sectarian actors. One respondent also voiced concerns that establishment lists had been trying to lure members with tempting offers. Such suspected attempts at co-optation could harm Beirut Madinati by breeding mistrust within the organization.

Ultimately, Beirut Madinati voted not to participate in parliamentary elections. Such strategic decisions have to pass with a two-thirds vote in the general assembly. The pro-running faction received more than 50 percent of the vote but less than the necessary two-thirds. A second vote was conducted with a similar outcome. Despite this organization-level decision, several respondents mentioned that groups within Beirut Madinati chose to run their own campaigns for parliamentary elections. For example, the LiBaladi (For My Country) civil-society group that ran as part of the Kollouna Watani (All Are My Nation) civil-society coalition has overlapping membership and supporters with Beirut Madinati. The continuity with Beirut Madinati is also evident in LiBaladi’s branding and grassroots mobilization approach. This is just one example of Beirut Madinati members running as part of other coalitions.

Beirut Madinati will continue to wrestle with the thorny implications of its members running as part of other organizations in national elections. It is possible that some Beirut Madinati members might end up on opposing lists in certain districts. The organization is keen to avoid this and sees it as a serious threat to its cohesion. At the time that the interviews were conducted, efforts were ongoing to rewrite bylaws to address conflicts of interest and prevent such a situation.

As these details make clear, the coordination of a strategy for parliamentary elections presented Beirut Madinati with a formidable test. It remains to be seen whether Beirut Madinati can build cohesion despite significant internal disagreements on overall strategy. If the organization maintains its momentum long enough to be a relevant player in the 2022 municipal elections, it is likely to survive external challenges from the sectarian establishment.
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Implications and Conclusions

Beirut Madinati emerged because of a confluence of factors emanating from both the external political environment and internal developments within civil-society networks. Embattled elites, cut off from their foreign patrons and short on cash, were a critical factor. A public confronted daily with a tangible and disruptive reminder of the failures of the political elite was another. A protest movement uniting activists and disparate strands of a well-established civil society, but failing for lack of organization and direction, was the final piece. It is difficult to imagine the emergence of Beirut Madinati without all three of these conditions present. Once the campaign began, it took full advantage of Lebanon’s imperfect but noteworthy freedoms of assembly and press.

This analysis of Beirut Madinati’s emergence reveals that instances of cross-sectarian cooperation and resilience to sectarian pressures are multilayered processes, likely because of multiple variables coming together in a particular moment. Yet this study does suggest some implications and ways forward for international policymakers seeking to promote such resilience in the region.

Encouraging movements like Beirut Madinati requires a two-pronged approach. The first is a concerted effort to promote substantive rather than procedural liberalization in the region. Instead of trying to sponsor particular organizations (which may end up delegitimizing those movements), U.S. and international actors should use their leverage to pressure allies to open the political space in general. This includes broadening the focus beyond holding elections to encouraging greater freedom of the press and freedom of assembly. This carries some risks, but it is the only way to create an opportunity for the development of truly independent nonsectarian grassroots political action.

Although it is easier said than done, the second approach requires taking steps to limit the foreign funding of sectarian parties and actors throughout the region. Weaker sectarian leaders, with less funding and foreign support, have a more difficult time providing the goods and services that are the backbone of sectarian patronage networks. This creates public discontent and an opportunity for those seeking to provide a nonsectarian alternative. Outside of comprehensive political solutions to larger regional conflicts between Iran and Saudi Arabia, this case study suggests that making it more difficult for regional powers to funnel resources to sectarian actors is an indirect but effective way to de-escalate sectarian tensions in the region. For new nonsectarian alternatives to emerge, their sectarian competitors must be weak, embattled, and unable to deliver on material promises to their voters.
For most of the modern history of Bahrain, and especially since the 1979 Iranian Revolution, episodes of political tension have naturally overlapped with strained relations between the island kingdom’s Sunni and Shi‘i citizens. Shi‘a Muslims constitute approximately 55 to 60 percent of the population but are politically and economically disenfranchised, making Bahrain the only remaining Arab state—after the 2003 fall of the Ba‘thist regime in Iraq—still dominated by a Sunni minority elite. Given this demographic makeup, popular efforts to limit the largely unconstrained authority of the ruling Al Khalifa family are synonymous with Shi‘a empowerment for many Bahrainis, and even grievances shared by citizens of both confessional communities—grievances such as corruption and financial mismanagement, appropriation of public lands, and the importation of foreigners, among others—have not given rise to sustained cross-sectarian political mobilization. Bahraini Sunnis hesitate lest their cooperation with the Shi‘a-led opposition end in a radical change to the political status quo that finds the fortunes of the two groups reversed.\(^1\) Moreover, Sunnis who dare to join forces with Shi‘i actors are generally the first to be targeted for state reprisal, both as a punitive measure against alleged defectors and because a vigorous cross-societal reform movement represents the only real domestic threat to the Al Khalifa monarchy.\(^2\)

Bahrain’s most recent and violent episode of sectarian-based political conflict—the popular uprising of February 2011—saw these dynamics exaggerated to their extreme, in line with the severity of the challenge to the prevailing order. Mass protests involved the better portion of the adult Shi‘a population, while pro-government counter-demonstrations claimed to turn out an equal number of mainly Sunni loy-
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alists. On several occasions, members of the two sides engaged in direct armed confrontation. The breakdown of law and order spanned a month and was put down only with the intervention of the Bahraini military at the encouragement of ground forces dispatched by neighboring Saudi Arabia and other Gulf Cooperation Council states. An extended period of martial law followed, during which the leaders of, participants in, and even sympathizers with the protest movement were systematically sought out for punishments ranging from incarceration to dismissal from work to revocation of academic scholarships. Ordinary citizens were invited to take part in this task of rooting out those whom the government and its supporters termed “terrorists” by helping to identify demonstrators from photographs shared via state television and social media. Meanwhile, a labyrinthine network of official and makeshift security barriers effectively cut off much of the Shi’a population, concentrated in outlying villages, from the rest of the island. The political and physical gulf long separating Bahrain’s sectarian communities was widened incalculably.

And yet, amid this turmoil and division, Sunni-Shi’i relations in some locations and arenas, even if strained, fared better than elsewhere. Although some mixed districts were sites of regular clashes between protesters and loyalists, other districts saw few clashes. In some sectors of the economy, Shi’a employees were summarily fired for absenteeism during the early days of the protest, whereas striking workers in other industries were granted relative reprieve by management and colleagues. Such variation in the intensity of sectarianism during the initial period of the 2011 uprising suggests sources of resilience that can help counteract pressures toward conflict, even in such an acutely polarized environment as Bahrain’s. This chapter seeks to draw out these mechanisms, aided by insights from interviews with Bahrainis who lived through communal relations in 2011 and empirical evidence from a nationally representative public opinion survey of citizens completed in early 2017.

Results of the analysis point to residential integration as the key factor associated with sectarian resilience. First, mixed neighborhoods provide shared physical space that encourages positive intergroup contact, militating against negative feelings that can lead to escalation and violence in times of social tension. Second, and perhaps more important in the context of an authoritarian distributive state such as Bahrain, integrated settings complicate elite efforts to target resources to coethnics as presumed political supporters while excluding non-coethnics from these benefits, because many of the goods demanded by supporters—hospitals, schools, municipal offices—are non-excludable. This inability to segregate political constituencies efficiently reduces local inequality among communities and thus feelings of resentment stemming from unfair economic distribution. A final factor underlying the association between residential
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integration and sectarian resilience in Bahrain is geographic self-selection. It is reasonable to expect, and historical accounts seem to substantiate, that citizens who already hold more-positive sectarian orientations have been disproportionately likely to choose or accept living alongside members of the other community in mixed neighborhoods. The link between local intergroup mixing and resistance to sectarianism is, in this way, partly endogenous.

The remainder of this chapter unravels these mechanisms of resilience through an examination of Bahrain’s sectarian geography and of the public-policy choices that have helped shape patterns of citizen settlement since the country’s first large-scale state housing efforts in the 1960s. The analysis begins with a qualitative comparison of the country’s two largest planned settlements, ‘Isa Town and Hamad Town, with attention to the divergent physical attributes of these confessionally mixed urban spaces, how they encourage or discourage positive intergroup contact, and how they relate to the dissimilar government priorities motivating their respective creations. A second section widens the scope of the inquiry to evaluate the systemic impact of local intersect mixing on sectarian resilience via state goods distribution in Bahrain. It leverages subnational demographic variation captured in the survey data to assess the extent to which individual-level economic outcomes vary according to the degree of local confessional segregation. The aim is to understand how the expected economic payoffs of Sunni and Shi‘i citizens in Bahrain differ depending on the confessional makeup of their neighborhoods, and how these patterns should be expected to stimulate or dampen local sectarian tensions. In a final section, this chapter returns to the cases of ‘Isa Town and Hamad Town to trace the impact of these pathways to resilience on local sectarian relations during the 2011 uprising.

A Tale of Two Bahraini Cities: ‘Isa Town and Hamad Town

Patterns of settlement in Bahrain have been closely connected to the country’s economic and political development. Bahrain was the first Arab Gulf State to exploit oil in large quantities, and in the decades after oil’s discovery in 1932, the capital, Manama, was transformed under British tutelage to become “the central place of oil modernity in the Gulf.”5 Yet, by the time of Bahrain’s first large-scale government housing projects outside of the capital, begun in the 1960s, oil was already beginning to run out: Production from the main onshore field would peak in 1970.6 The largest undertaking, the new city of ‘Isa Town, located south of the capital near Bahrain’s oil facilities,
was built expressly for workers at the state petroleum company, many of whom were Bahraini Shi’a from remote agricultural villages or migrant laborers in need of housing. However, as Nelida Fuccaro states, for the former group of Shi’i “peasants turned oil and service workers,” employment in the modern economy did not need imply “physical dislocation from their homes.” Those who felt strong connections to their villages chose to remain, while new “suburban Shi’i dormitory communities” proliferated around Manama and around the oil refinery in Sitra.

Thus, the early phase of post-oil public housing in Bahrain represented by ‘Isa Town did not coincide with mass urbanization, even among the relatively narrow category of workers in the new oil economy for whom it was primarily intended. The option of modern, state-provided housing occasioned instead a selection effect whereby Shi’i villagers with weaker familial or emotional attachments to their agrarian communities were more likely to relocate to what would become a far more diverse environment, while others with stronger attachments tended to remain in rural or suburban sectarian enclaves. Although the communities were not necessarily tied to religious orientations, Bahraini interviewees with family links to modern-day ‘Isa Town suggested that religion might have played a role in determining internal migration decisions, with more-secular and left-leaning families tending to exit village life for the wider social and economic opportunities of the mixed urban setting.

If Bahrain’s first efforts at mass government housing were spurred by the needs of the new oil economy, then its ongoing second phase, embodied in the sprawling, fingerlike Hamad Town, reflects the contemporary rise of a very different sector: security. Aptly named for current ruler King Hamad bin ‘Isa Al Khalifa during his three-decade tenure as defense minister and architect of the Bahrain Defense Force, Hamad Town was established in 1984, ostensibly to accommodate the growing number of Bahraini families priced out of a booming local property market. Unlike in ‘Isa Town, housing in Hamad Town took the form of explicit government welfare—a gift, or what Abdulhadi Khalaf terms a royal makrama—rather than compensation provided by an employer in return for labor. The list of applicants thus came to include much of the citizenry, and the state needed to prioritize cases.

In practice, since the time of its founding, Hamad Town has been noted among both Sunni and Shi’i Bahrainis for its conspicuously high concentration of households, especially those of foreign nationals and newly naturalized citizens, whose members
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7 Fuccaro, 2009, p. 207.
9 Interviews with the author via Skype, May 2017.
10 Gengler, 2013, pp. 53–79.
are employed in the police, military, and various other security services.\(^\text{12}\) Three years prior to the founding of the town, Bahrain witnessed a failed coup attempt by the Iranian Revolution–inspired Islamic Front for the Liberation of Bahrain, and one might speculate that the settlement was conceived at least in part for the purpose of housing newly imported soldiers viewed as essential to safeguarding the regime.\(^\text{13}\) Whatever the case, extended periods of Shi’a unrest in the 1990s, in the 2000s, and following the uprising of February 2011 coincided with a massive security buildup that saw Bahrain’s annual military spending increase by 118 percent between 2001 and 2010 alone (leading the Middle East).\(^\text{14}\) With this spending came an influx of Sunnis from Syria, Yemen, Jordan, Pakistan, and elsewhere recruited for police and military service. These groups often clashed with Bahrainis and with each other. During the author’s stay in Bahrain from 2008 to 2009, it was not uncommon to see signs in Hamad Town shop windows warning, for example, “No Syrians allowed.” At the same time, the author listened to several Shi’i villagers complain of public housing applications pending since the 1980s.\(^\text{15}\)

Beyond conceptual differences related to the impetus behind their creation and the nature of the housing they provide, Hamad Town and ‘Isa Town also are distinguished by their physical layouts. ‘Isa Town proper possesses all the attributes of a typical urban setting: a city of approximately 40,000 citizen residents extending more or less evenly from a center core, with roads named after Arab capitals and dwellings of various types alongside such points of public congregation as mosques, malls, university campuses, government offices, restaurants, the national stadium, and a noted traditional market. As described by one Bahraini interviewee, its layout is such that a person driving or walking to retrieve takeaway food from a restaurant will very likely have to cross through various districts and interact with citizens and noncitizens of different backgrounds. To the east, the city merges almost imperceptibly into the mainly Arab and Persian Shi’i settlements of Jidd ‘Ali, Tubli, and Jurdab. With the exception of some more-rural portions, these villages form an effective extension of the urban space. An aerial view of the typical urban landscape of ‘Isa Town is given in Figure 3.1.

Hamad Town, by comparison, is something of a misnomer, being not so much a town as a collection of deliberately organized roundabouts and walled villa compounds separated by empty desert landscape. Hamad Town is purely residential, home to about 85,000 citizens, and broken only intermittently by an isolated public school or convenience store. Points of common gathering, such as markets and shopping malls, are located beyond the boundaries of the town proper, and pedestrian activity is mini-

\(^{12}\) Interviews with the author via Skype, May 2017.


\(^{14}\) Gengler, 2013, pp. 72–73.

\(^{15}\) Gengler, 2015.
The streets and 22 roundabouts of Hamad Town are laid out with industrial sterility in a geometric north-south pattern and are known only by their numbers. Thus, a resident will refer to himself as hailing from, say, “Hamad Town Roundabout 14.” Crucially, many of these sectors are dominated by members of a single sectarian and/or national community. So, although Hamad Town is often referred to as a rare “mixed” region of Bahrain, it is mixed mostly in the aggregate and tends to be balkanized at the local level both between Sunni and Shi‘i Bahrainis and between citizens and noncitizens. Moreover, unlike the seamless integration of ‘Isa Town with its eastern periphery, Hamad Town is flanked to the west by several of Bahrain’s most restive Shi‘i villages, including Karzakan, Dumistan, and al-Malikiyya, with clear boundaries separating them from the edges of town. A view of a typical stretch of Hamad Town is shown in Figure 3.2.
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In short, Hamad Town is a commuter city, providing housing and little else. Its residents generally work, do their shopping, and seek entertainment in other urban centers and need never interact with any but a localized and often homogenous group of neighbors. Indeed, the layout of the settlement suggests that this lack of communal fabric was perhaps by design. Yet, despite these social shortcomings and Hamad Town’s reputation for sectarian tensions, Bahrain’s housing shortage remains urgent enough that most citizens are happy to take advantage if they are fortunate enough to be offered a home there. ‘Isa Town represents the opposite dynamic: Founded around the peak of Bahrain’s resource wealth, it is a city born of abundance rather than poverty. Bahrainis chose to relocate to ‘Isa Town in search of employment in the burgeoning oil and service sectors, and migration was more likely among families with higher

Figure 3.2
Hamad Town

levels of education and greater openness to mixed cultural environments. In this way, ‘Isa Town attracted a group of settlers that was relatively diverse demographically but similar ideologically. This history has continued to differentiate ‘Isa Town from other parts of Bahrain throughout the modern period: It is one of the last strongholds of secular and leftist political movements and candidates since the reopening of Parliament in 2002.

As noted earlier, the divergent characters of Bahrain’s two largest planned urban spaces are not mere accidents of history but have been influenced by deliberate design decisions reflecting very different periods and corresponding to elite approaches to housing policy. The impetus behind ‘Isa Town was economic efficiency at a time of regime security, when the position of the Al Khalifa was still guaranteed by the British crown. Hamad Town, on the other hand, was meant to bolster political stability amid economic decline and in the wake of a failed revolution.

Bahrain and other distributive authoritarian regimes preserve power by maintaining a coalition of supporters who are materially invested in the political status quo and who enjoy a preponderance of military wherewithal with which to enforce it. In the Arab Gulf region, significant variation exists in the manner by which and among whom this political support is cultivated. Such variation in ruling strategy is underlaid by substantial cross-national differences in resource wealth and demography, among other factors. In richer, more-homogenous states, such as Qatar and the United Arab Emirates, rulers can afford to distribute oil and gas revenue liberally among citizens, yielding a broad popular consensus around the legitimacy of the regime. In poorer, more ethnically fractionalized states like Bahrain and Saudi Arabia, however, leaders lack both the resources to patronize all citizens and confidence in the loyalty of all groups in society, creating more-difficult allocation choices with clearer winners and losers. For these leaders, the provision of welfare benefits to communities seen as inclined toward opposition represents a poor political investment, because the same limited resources could be used to reinforce support among loyalists.

In the context of Bahrain, then, a set of problems arises around distribution. The first is a coordination problem: The state aims to reward supporters without allocating scarce resources to nonsupporters, but it cannot know with certainty whether a citizen is of one or the other type. That is, the Al Khalifa monarchy faces a challenge in targeting beneficiaries-cum-supporters effectively. A compounding issue is that many goods demanded by supporters—e.g., quality roads, schools, and clinics—are public in nature, such that the state might be unable to target loyalists with resources without benefiting opponents. This problem of nonexcludability means that leaders, even if capable of identifying constituents and targeting them effectively, still might find it difficult to do so efficiently within acceptable limits of spillover to nonsupporters. Thus, the political return on the state’s economic investment decreases as a function of geographic heterogeneity: Provision of public goods in a district populated only by supporters involves no dissipation of resources on nonsupporters, but deploying resources
in a neighborhood evenly mixed between supporters and nonsupporters entails a high level of misallocation. Meanwhile, areas known to be dominated by nonsupporters can be disproportionately underresourced.

One tool that can help ease these problems is geography. In the post-oil Arab Gulf States, land and housing distribution generally has involved the creation of new settlements to accommodate ever-expanding numbers of citizens and foreign workers. In the process, skillful elites have seized the opportunity to shape a nation's political geography in a way that hampers coordination between societal factions while also earning the gratitude of citizens who benefit from financially consequential public housing and land allotments.17 At the same time, citizens who wish to increase their likelihood of capturing government resources can relocate to areas perceived to be populated by regime supporters or, at a minimum, migrate away from regions perceived to be opposition strongholds. These dynamics encourage the political-cum-ethnic segregation and self-segregation of communities.

In Bahrain, geographic segregation of social groupings as political constituencies is both more extensive and more deeply engrained than in neighboring states. Although Bahrain’s population is confined to a tiny island and compacted by the world’s second-highest population density, Sunni and Shi’a citizens are separated into sectarian enclaves; maintain competing histories; speak distinct Arabic dialects; are employed in different sectors of the economy; tend to have wildly divergent political orientations toward the monarchy; and are readily distinguishable to fellow nationals by given and family names, dress, and any number of other outward cues. More fundamentally, the foundation of modern Bahrain is rooted in a military conquest widely perceived, and indeed celebrated officially, as possessing a clear sectarian dimension: the 1783 capture of the archipelago, then a Persian protectorate, by an alliance of Sunni tribes based in modern-day Qatar. In the decades after their victory, the allies would divide the territory into independent feudal estates on which native Shi’a agricultural workers served tribal landlords. Such a system persisted until legal reforms were imposed by British colonial administrators in the 1920s over the strong objections of the ruling family.18 This historical legacy underlies the two communities’ continued

17 Farah Al-Nakib, for example, traces how state housing policies that were implemented from the 1950s through the 1980s in Kuwait “divided the population into discrete social residential zones” and stratified the urban and tribal classes. In Qatar, land allocation is an opaque process, leading to complaints over plot size and location, particularly with regard to plots far from the urban center that are seemingly reserved for specific descent-based groups. See Farah Al-Nakib, “Revisiting Ḥaḍār and Badū in Kuwait: Citizenship, Housing, and the Construction of a Dichotomy,” International Journal of Middle East Studies, Vol. 46, No. 1, 2014; and Jocelyn Sage Mitchell, “Beyond Allocation: The Politics of Legitimacy in Qatar,” Ph.D. thesis, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., 2013.

18 Khuri, 1981.
geographical separation, which the linguist Clive Holes has described as an “almost apartheid-like system of voluntary segregation.”

Segregation and Distribution in Bahrain

Measuring Sectarian Segregation

This section discusses the impact of spatial segregation on local sectarian relations in Bahrain as a way of understanding the causes of disproportionate resilience to conflict in some confessionally mixed areas relative to others. In particular, this section empirically tests the notion that geographic segregation of social groupings facilitates unequal distribution of resources in Bahrain and in other allocative states, and that these economic inequities drive local sectarian competition and resentment. Conversely, where communities are interspersed residentially, the state cannot efficiently target benefits toward a specific group as presumed political supporters, resulting in reduced sectarian-based economic inequality and, thus, in reduced animosity and tension at the local level. The quantitative analysis relies on the results of a nationally representative survey of 500 Bahraini households carried out by the author in late 2016 and early 2017.

The survey provides previously unavailable, nuanced data on local sectarian composition in Bahrain. A total of 89 of Bahrain’s administrative districts were sampled for the survey, with an average of 5.5 respondents interviewed from each. By sampling numerous subjects in each neighborhood, this approach offers a quite straightforward and reliable estimate of district-level sectarian composition. The author created a variable capturing the sectarian composition of a respondent’s district. This variable ranges theoretically from zero to one, with zero meaning that no members of a respondent’s sectarian community reside in his or her district and one meaning that the district is populated entirely by members of the respondent’s community, again as estimated by sampled respondents. The lower bound of zero is logically impossible, because each respondent represents an observed member of his or her community in a district, so the smallest observed value of segregation is one in six, or 0.167. That is, for instance, one of the six respondents interviewed in that district was Sunni, while the remaining
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20 The survey was conducted face to face with 500 adult citizens at respondents’ homes using traditional paper-and-pencil methods. It was commissioned by the Social and Economic Survey Research Institute at Qatar University and funded by a grant (NPRP 6-636-5-064) from the Qatar National Research Fund, a member of The Qatar Foundation. The statements herein are solely the responsibility of the author.

21 For present purposes, this method is an upgrade of the sampling employed in a 2009 household survey also carried out by the author. That study surveyed a larger number of districts, but the average number of respondents in each surveyed district was much lower. Gengler, 2015, p. 103.
five were Shi‘i, or vice versa. The group-specific distributions of the resulting measure of local segregation, expressed as a percentage of the total number of Sunni and Shi‘i observations, respectively, is visualized in Figure 3.3.

As shown in Figure 3.3, the data confirm Holes’s and others’ qualitative impressions of extreme sectarian segregation. According to the survey, around one-third (31 percent) of Bahraini Sunnis and one-half (54 percent) of Shi‘is live in districts that are populated almost exclusively by citizens of their own confessional community. An estimated 60 percent of Shi‘a and 45 percent of Sunnis live in neighborhoods where their community represents at least 80 percent of the local citizen population. By contrast, the data reveal that very few Bahrainis of either sect live in neighborhoods where they represent a minority: A startlingly low 14 percent of Sunnis and 12 percent of Shi‘a live in areas where their community constitutes less than half of the local citizens. Segregation is also apparent at the governorate level. In the Capital (Manama) Governorate, Shi‘is represent approximately 75 percent of the population and no less than 33 percent of any single district. Shi‘a likewise represent an estimated 71 percent of the population of the Northern Governorate. In the Southern Governorate, by contrast, Sunnis constitute around 69 percent of the population, and no district within the governorate is estimated at less than 40 percent Sunni. Muharraq Governorate, at
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Figure 3.3
Sectarian Segregation in Bahrain
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22 Because noncitizens were not included in the survey, here, as elsewhere, population estimates and other survey results correspond only to Bahrain’s citizen population.
around 65 percent Sunni versus 35 percent Shi‘i, is the closest to approaching sectarian balance.

Finally, and notably, the 2017 survey corroborates previous survey-based estimates of Bahrain’s overall sectarian balance. A 2009 household survey also conducted by the author found that Shi‘a Bahrainis constitute an estimated 58.2 percent of the citizen population, or somewhere between 54.1 percent and 62.3 percent within the standard level of statistical confidence. In the 2017 survey, Shi‘a citizens are estimated to be 56.6 percent of the population, with a corresponding 95-percent confidence interval of 52.1 percent to 61.2 percent. It is worth noting that the decline in estimated means over this eight-year period from around 58.2 percent to 56.6 percent is within the margin of error and thus is not indicative of a change in the country’s overall confessional demography. Instead, the data give further evidence that Shi‘a Muslims most likely account for between 55 and 60 percent of Bahrain’s citizenry, rather than the much higher ratios of 65 percent or even 75 percent often cited by journalists and scholars alike.

Beyond the physical separation of Bahraini Sunnis and Shi‘is, survey results from 2009 also revealed stark socioeconomic disparities distinguishing the two groups. Compared with Sunni respondents, Shi‘i citizens reported greater difficulty in accessing basic public services, including procuring official documents, enrolling children in school, accessing nearby medical care, receiving police assistance, and accessing the justice system. Shi‘a also reported much lower levels of neighborhood safety, with three times as many Shi‘is as Sunnis describing their area as “less safe” than it was three years ago. Finally, findings from the 2009 survey gave substance to long-standing accusations of sectarian-based discrimination in hiring in the government sector. Conditional on employment and controlling for other determinants such as age, gender, and education level, a Bahraini Shi‘i was an estimated 42 percent less likely to be employed in the public sector, compared with a 65-percent probability for a Sunni of identical employment-related attributes. This relative premium of 56 percent enjoyed by Sunnis was significant with a high degree of statistical confidence. Furthermore, among Bahrainis who were working in the public sector, Shi‘a were associated with an occupational level that was significantly lower compared with equally qualified Sunni employees.

**The Impacts of Sectarian Segregation on Economic Outcomes**

The updated data from the 2017 survey both corroborate and extend these findings. Although it did not include questions about local government services, the survey did
capture household economic and demographic data that allow one to evaluate the factors that increase or decrease a Bahraini citizen’s likelihood of receiving various types of state benefits. These new data show, first, that the overall percentage of citizens working in the public sector would appear to have declined somewhat since 2009. Whereas 51 percent of working Sunnis and 38 percent of working Shi’a reported working in the government or semi-government sectors in 2009, the corresponding percentages in 2017 were only 47 percent and 33 percent, respectively. This downward trend likely reflects Bahrain’s lower capacity for government spending following the 2014 crash in oil prices, and it possibly also reflects the impacts of mass public-sector firings in the wake of the 2011 uprising.

More importantly, however, the new data on local sectarian demography contained in the 2017 survey permit direct quantitative assessment of not only overall Sunni-Shi’i disparities in economic outcomes in Bahrain but also how these outcomes are influenced by the geographical segregation (or integration) of the two communities at the local level. Leveraging local variation in sectarian demography, one can readily evaluate the effects of residential sectarian composition on the quality and magnitude of economic benefits that accrue to individuals. The analysis in this section considers three economic outcome variables in particular: the likelihood of employment in the public sector, total household income, and subjective overall economic satisfaction as assessed by survey respondents. The author’s hypothesis, again, is that higher levels of residential integration are associated with reduced between-group disparities in economic well-being because of the state’s practical inability to target benefits disproportionately toward local Sunnis as presumed political supporters. It is this relative equality in distribution among neighbors that helps foster local resilience against sectarian conflict.

The results of this analysis in the case of public-sector employment are depicted in Figure 3.4, which shows the likelihood of being employed by the government (conditional on being employed and according to local sectarian composition). These probabilities are estimated separately for Sunni and Shi’i respondents. The results are striking and intuitive. Among Bahraini Sunnis, the probability of working in the public sector increases directly as a function of the local concentration of Sunnis, whereas conversely among Shi’a citizens the chances of working for the government decline, if not as markedly, with the local population of Shi’a. As denoted by the 95-percent confidence intervals surrounding the individual point estimates, this between-group disparities in economic outcomes in Bahrain but also how these outcomes are influenced by the geographical segregation (or integration) of the two communities at the local level. Leveraging local variation in sectarian demography, one can readily evaluate the effects of residential sectarian composition on the quality and magnitude of economic benefits that accrue to individuals. The analysis in this section considers three economic outcome variables in particular: the likelihood of employment in the public sector, total household income, and subjective overall economic satisfaction as assessed by survey respondents. The author’s hypothesis, again, is that higher levels of residential integration are associated with reduced between-group disparities in economic well-being because of the state’s practical inability to target benefits disproportionately toward local Sunnis as presumed political supporters. It is this relative equality in distribution among neighbors that helps foster local resilience against sectarian conflict.

The results of this analysis in the case of public-sector employment are depicted in Figure 3.4, which shows the likelihood of being employed by the government (conditional on being employed and according to local sectarian composition). These probabilities are estimated separately for Sunni and Shi’i respondents. The results are striking and intuitive. Among Bahraini Sunnis, the probability of working in the public sector increases directly as a function of the local concentration of Sunnis, whereas conversely among Shi’a citizens the chances of working for the government decline, if not as markedly, with the local population of Shi’a. As denoted by the 95-percent confidence intervals surrounding the individual point estimates, this between-group disparities in economic outcomes in Bahrain but also how these outcomes are influenced by the geographical segregation (or integration) of the two communities at the local level. Leveraging local variation in sectarian demography, one can readily evaluate the effects of residential sectarian composition on the quality and magnitude of economic benefits that accrue to individuals. The analysis in this section considers three economic outcome variables in particular: the likelihood of employment in the public sector, total household income, and subjective overall economic satisfaction as assessed by survey respondents. The author’s hypothesis, again, is that higher levels of residential integration are associated with reduced between-group disparities in economic well-being because of the state’s practical inability to target benefits disproportionately toward local Sunnis as presumed political supporters. It is this relative equality in distribution among neighbors that helps foster local resilience against sectarian conflict.

27 I model economic outcomes as a function of the variable capturing sectarian segregation, as well as a multiplicative interaction with a respondent’s sectarian identity. This specification tests the effect of local segregation on outcomes separately for Sunnis and Shi’is, respectively. All models also include standard demographic control variables, namely gender, age, education level, and others as noted.

28 Apart from the additional variables capturing geographic segregation and its interaction with sectarian group membership, this statistical model is identical to the two-step Heckman estimation described in Gengler, 2015, p. 108.
gap is statistically significant at levels at or above 75-percent local segregation. At the extreme, a Sunni in a Sunni-exclusive district has an estimated 64-percent likelihood of working for the government, compared with just 27 percent for a Shi‘i of identical age, gender, and education level who resides in a Shi‘i-exclusive district. By contrast, the results show that no such discrepancy exists among respondents in more-mixed districts, where there is no statistically significant difference in the probability of public-sector employment between Sunni and Shi‘a. Yet, as shown earlier in Figure 3.3, about two-thirds of Shi‘a and half of Sunnis live in neighborhoods where their communities represent at least 80 percent of the local citizen population. In reality, then, the disproportionate access to public-sector employment among Sunnis residing in Sunni-dominated areas and the disproportionate exclusion of Shi‘a residing in Shi‘a enclaves has an enormous practical impact on Bahraini households.

The real-world impact of this unequal distribution of welfare benefits is even more apparent when one considers the effect of local segregation on overall economic outcomes as measured by reported household income. This result is depicted in Figure 3.5. As in the case of state employment, the survey data show that the income of citizens is closely tied to the demographic character of their local communities, with Bahrainis residing in neighborhoods dominated by one sect witnessing exaggerated positive or negative outcomes. After accounting for the effects of a respondent’s gender, age, education level, marital status, and employment status, the predicted household income of a Sunni living in a 100-percent Sunni neighborhood is more than 2,000
Bahraini dinars (BHD; about $5,300 U.S. dollars [USD]) per month. Conversely, the predicted monthly household income of a Shi‘i in a 100-percent Shi‘i district is about 1,300 BHD (about USD $3,500). Once again, group-based discrepancies disappear as neighborhoods become more mixed: At segregation levels of between 35 and 75 percent, there is no statistically significant income disparity based on sect.

Notably, however, at the low end of segregation, the gap in income between Sunni and Shi‘a is once again statistically significant—but in the opposite substantive direction. Here, Shi‘a residing in Sunni-dominated districts fare far better than Sunnis residing in Shi‘a-exclusive areas, despite the small numbers of residents in these situations. (A similar pattern, although not statistically significant because of the small number of Bahrainis who reside in areas where they constitute a confessional minority, is visible in Figure 3.4.) This is strong evidence in favor of the notion that the state deploys resources at the group level, with geography used as an imperfect proxy, rather than at the individual level. Although some individuals might receive a smaller or greater allocation of state largesse than intended, the process is an efficient and cost-effective way of benefiting presumed supporters while not dissipating scarce resources on those thought to be opponents.

The final outcome variable examined is a subjective rather than objective measure of economic well-being. Survey respondents were asked to rate their overall satisfaction with their household’s financial situation on an ascending scale from 0 to 10. Overall, Sunnis reported a higher mean satisfaction level of 6.0, compared with an average of
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**Figure 3.5**

**Household Income and Local Sectarian Segregation**

![Graph showing household income and local sectarian segregation](image-url)
5.4 among Shi’î ($p = 0.001$). But, like in the cases of the two other economic outcomes, the aggregate discrepancy widens significantly when local sectarian composition is taken into account. Figure 3.6 illustrates this familiar pattern: Self-rated economic satisfaction among Sunnis increases with their local demographic concentration, while among Shi’î it declines with Shi’î dominance, in this case quite dramatically. Indeed, a Shi’î residing in a Shi’î-exclusive neighborhood is estimated to have a subjective satisfaction level of less than 5 on the 0–10 scale, compared with a predicted level of 7.5 for a Shi’î living in a Sunni-exclusive neighborhood. In relative terms, this corresponds to a 50-percent premium in expected economic satisfaction for Shi’î living in Sunni rather than Shi’î enclaves.

The data collected in the 2017 survey show a common substantive result: Whether measured in objective or subjective terms, the economic fortunes of Sunni and Shi’î citizens in Bahrain are tied inextricably to their places of residence. Students of Bahraini history might observe that such has always been the case, but the foregoing analysis paints a precise picture of the magnitude and consequences of the country’s residential segregation. Members of the Sunni community benefit from geographical homogeneity as the state can be confident that resources deployed in these regions will be well spent. Concentrated Shi’î populations, on the other hand, also facilitate easy state decisionmaking surrounding distribution, but to their detriment. Ironically,
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**Figure 3.6**

**Self-Assessed Economic Satisfaction and Local Sectarian Segregation**

NOTE: *Higher* denotes that members of the group are more satisfied with their economic well-being (e.g., rated higher than 7). *Lower* indicates that members of the group are less satisfied with their economic well-being (e.g., rated lower than 5).
the same outward markers of Shi'a identity intended as symbols of defiance of the Al Khalifa monarchy—black flags flying above houses, anti-regime graffiti, and street banners invoking the martyrdom of the Imam Hussain—serve as veritable beacons, informing the state that such an area is safe to neglect, for its residents are already lost politically. What remains to be done in the final section is to trace how distributive discrimination according to local demographic makeup served as a driver of sectarian resilience, or alternatively of conflict, during the 2011 uprising. For this we return to the illustrative cases of ‘Isa Town and Hamad Town.

Local Integration and Sectarian Relations During the 2011 Uprising

As demonstrated earlier, very few Bahrainis live in areas where they represent a sectarian minority, with one-third of Sunnis and more than half of Shi’a citizens residing in neighborhoods exclusive to their communities. The extended period of unrest that followed the February 2011 uprising offered few opportunities for direct confrontation between ordinary Sunni and Shi’a citizens, especially when combined with official and unofficial roadblocks barring travel between residential zones. Indeed, James Fearon and David Laitin cited the island’s “metrocommunity scale” to explain why Bahrain has escaped full-scale civil war so far, which they say would be predicted by most empirical models of intrastate conflict. For present purposes, the spatial separation of Bahrain’s confessional groups is important because it means that latent sectarian conflict is only rarely observable, given substance primarily in anecdotes recounting destroyed friendships and marriages, vague communal “tensions,” and so on.

In addition, rare observed instances of physical confrontation between Sunni and Shi’i citizens during the uprising owed as much to simple opportunity as to the character of local group relations. For instance, the two largest and most violent sectarian clashes, witnessed at the height of the breakdown in law and order in March 2011, occurred outside residential settings altogether. On March 13, violence erupted between opposition and state supporters at the main public University of Bahrain, an isolated campus located on the southern inhabited edge of the country. According to the authoritative account of the Bahrain Independent Commission of Inquiry (BICI), “knives, swords, wooden planks, rocks, and other objects were used”; fire was set to a building in which protesters allegedly had taken refuge from pro-government assailants; and “a number of private vehicles were destroyed.” Riot police were dispatched to disperse the opposition demonstrators, and classes were suspended for more than two months.

The second notable case of direct Sunni-Shi‘i confrontation took place two days earlier, when hard-line opposition groups organized a march to the Royal Palace compound in al-Riffa‘, the traditional seat of the ruling family and allied Sunni tribes. Around 3,000 protesters from neighboring Shi‘i villages joined the march, while “large numbers of predominantly Sunni residents of Riffa . . . gathered behind [a] police barricade” erected to stop demonstrators from entering the district.31 In total, an estimated 8,000 individuals armed with makeshift weapons squared off on opposite sides of the barrier, leading to hundreds of reported injuries. Among the participants was local member of Parliament and Salafi imam Sh. Jassim al-Sa‘idi, who was caught on video exhorting the crowd and insulting Shi‘a while brandishing a sword.32 Sometime afterward, police used tear gas to clear the marchers and pro-government crowds “gathered in the vicinity of the Prime Minister’s residence to voice their support of the [government].”33

Both incidents involve a confusing mixture of politics and social relations: Were combatants fighting against the rival sect or against the rival political faction whose membership overlapped with sectarian identity? Although both sides were able to motivate followers through the use of politicized stereotypes of the opposing group—with Sunnis referring to Shi‘a protestors as rawāfyd, or “rejecters” of rightful religious and political authority, and Shi‘a dismissing Sunni loyalists as baltajiya, or mercenary “thugs” of the regime—the competition on each side was tied essentially to the state. Shi‘a protesters sought to exert pressure on the government by demonstrating popular opposition both domestically and to international audiences, while Sunnis aimed to confront Shi‘a, not as followers of a deviant school of Islam but as challengers to a preferable, if not perfect, political system (at least for them).34 In defending the state, Sunnis aimed to defend their interests enshrined in the status quo: superiority in social and political status over their Shi‘a co-nationals and preferential access to state resources. Physical separation perpetuates group-based inequalities, fueling rivalry between regime beneficiaries and outcasts.

This conclusion helps explain the long-standing differences in sectarian relations between residents of the two mixed settlements examined at length earlier. Although

33 BICI, 2011, p. 122.
34 One arguable exception is the December 2011 melee in al-Muharraq involving a procession of Shi‘a mourners celebrating the holy festival of ‘Ashura’ and Sunni residents led by a former state security officer. Organizers apparently ignored Ministry of Interior orders to reroute the procession to avoid Sunni areas, sparking a backlash among residents of one neighborhood. However, given the overtly political nature of ‘Ashura’ processions in Bahrain (Khuri, 1981; Laurence Louër, Transnational Shia Politics, New York: Columbia University Press, 2008; and Gengler, 2015), it is difficult to view the episode purely as a case of religious intolerance. See Mohammed al-A‘ali, “Clashes Spark Plea for Calm,” Gulf Daily News, December 4, 2011.
hostility might have existed during the uprising in both Hamad Town and ‘Isa Town—“individual relationships ended in both places,” said one Bahraini—only the former saw sustained physical confrontations between ordinary members of the two communities. In fact, Hamad Town even witnessed the rise of self-styled Sunni “militias” that documented their anti-Shī’ā exploits on YouTube. By January 2012, conflict was regular enough to prompt a letter to King Hamad from the leader of the main opposition society al-Wifaq, Sh. ‘Ali Salman, complaining that “the residents of Dar Kulaib [a Shi’i village adjoining south Hamad Town] . . . are being exposed to attacks by groups of armed civilians under the protection of the security forces, suggesting coordination and collusion between security forces and militias.” He continues that the “nightly” attacks and the “failure of the security forces in their role of deterring the militias” left residents with no other choice but to appeal for protection from international organizations.

Part of the explanation for the relatively greater resilience to sectarianism observed in ‘Isa Town—both during the uprising and over the previous decades—lies in the physical layout of the city. Compared with Hamad Town, ‘Isa Town features far greater demographic integration at the local level and more public spaces where residents have the opportunity to meet and interact. Of the five districts of ‘Isa Town included in the 2017 survey, for instance, four reflect a sectarian mix of 60 percent Shi’i to 40 percent Sunni, while the most extreme neighborhood-level imbalance was 67 percent Sunni versus 33 percent Shi’i. By contrast, of the ten Hamad Town neighborhoods surveyed in 2017, three had populations that were 80 percent or more Sunni, two others were 83 percent and 75 percent Shi’i, respectively, and another was 67 percent Shi’i. Thus, half of the surveyed areas of Hamad Town skewed more or less heavily toward majority Sunni or Shi’i citizen residents. (Although not captured in the survey data, non-national residents will further augment the local Sunni population in areas in which they are numerous.) Although it is a mixed urban space in the aggregate, Hamad Town is largely segregated along sectarian lines at the neighborhood level.

Yet, ‘Isa Town too shows signs of communal separation. When the author visited in 2009, its main shopping mall, for example, possessed separate Sunni and Shi’i mosques located at opposite ends of the arcade. So, beyond physical integration per se, what else about ‘Isa Town helps explain its residents’ noted resistance to sectarian conflict during times of political crisis? A key difference would seem to lie in the larger public versus private nature of Hamad Town relative to ‘Isa Town. Residents of the former, both citizen and noncitizen, literally owe their homes—and, for many work-

36 One example is the Faruq Militia. See Alfarooqmli, “The Faruq Militia Storms Karzakan and Wipes Out Graffiti,” YouTube, August 10, 2011.
ing in the security sector, their jobs—to the largesse of the state. Moreover, internal segregation of Hamad Town between Sunni and Shi‘i enclaves enables the state to target resources to specific constituencies within the city. For Sunnis, vigorous defense against perceived attacks on the regime helps arrest the possibility of a personally injurious shift in the allocation of economic resources resulting from radical political change and sends a strong signal of support that could earn one additional benefits.

By contrast, public housing (iskān) constitutes a smaller percentage of residences in ‘Isa Town, which is dominated by private homes inherited, purchased, or rented by middle-class Bahrainis. The notably even distribution of Sunni and Shi‘i citizen residents at the neighborhood level also means that the state is unable to efficiently target resources to supporters without simultaneously benefiting nonsupporters. Unlike in Hamad Town and most other locations in Bahrain, in ‘Isa Town, either everyone benefits or no one benefits from public goods, reducing sectarian inequalities and grievances based on perceptions of unfairness in government service provision. At the individual level, too, residence in ‘Isa Town offers a degree of social anonymity not often found in Bahrain. Whether in an employment application or in everyday interaction with fellow citizens, the appellation ‘Isa Town itself conveys no sectarian information, whereas a citizen living in Sanabis will immediately be assumed a Shi‘i, one from Al-Riffa‘ a Sunni, and so on. Finally, with personal economic fortune being de-linked from sectarian identity in ‘Isa Town, opinions of the government are less likely to reflect standard group-based patron-client dynamics. There, citizen views and behavior toward the state are shaped by individual circumstances, dampening incentives to attack or defend the regime as a member of either a privileged or disadvantaged group.

Further evidence in favor of this interpretation can be found by comparing sectarian relations during the uprising in another domain divided between public and private: the economy. Infamously, soon after the outbreak of protests in February 2011, the Bahraini government took wide-ranging punitive action against public-sector workers accused of taking part in or otherwise assisting protests, including those who joined labor strikes, doctors and nurses who treated demonstrators at Bahrain’s public Salmaniya Hospital, and even individuals identified as government employees who expressed critical opinions on the internet. In total, several thousand workers were fired, prompting a labor rights complaint from the U.S.-based American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations on the grounds that the dismissals violated Bahrain’s free trade agreement with the United States.38 BICI received 1,624 statements from individuals fired or suspended in February and March 2011. In total, 84 percent of these cases took place in state or semi-state entities, compared

---

with 259 complaints from employees in “other,” private-sector companies.\textsuperscript{39} The different criteria used to dismiss workers can explain this public-private disparity. BICI reports that, whereas termination in the private sector was justified by “absence from work” and “involvement in union activity related to the demonstration,” in the public sector, another reason was used to fire workers: “public display of opinions incompatible with the internal regulations of the ministries involved.”\textsuperscript{40} In agencies and corporations linked to the state, workers were expected to be supportive or at least keep quiet as an effective condition of their employment. In other words, whatever the government’s political failings, its employees should be grateful to the hand that feeds.

Accounts of Bahrainis working during the crisis tell a similar story. According to one interviewee, Shi‘a medical workers at Salmaniya Hospital who either were dismissed or felt unwelcome after the uprising generally found ready employment in private facilities.\textsuperscript{41} Another contact employed in the financial sector described isolated tensions that were defused by management efforts to limit rather than exacerbate conflict between Sunni and Shi‘i workers. For example, nothing came of an internal memo that purported to list names of bank employees involved in demonstrations. Similarly, workers whose absence coincided with a two-week strike called by opposition groups were excused for safety reasons, on the grounds that their commutes to the office might have put them in danger.\textsuperscript{42} Thus, absenteeism, the basis for dismissal in one organization, is tolerated and ostensibly encouraged by another out of concern for workers’ welfare. The divergence here again lies in the nature of the relationship between the individual and the corporation: Whereas a bank needs its specialized employees in order to carry on operating efficiently, a ministry views its workers as needing it more than it needs them. When the end itself is welfare distribution through employment, the individual deemed unworthy of the state’s benefaction ought naturally to be replaced with another who is worthy. From the perspective of Bahrain’s ruling elite, anything else is a misallocation of scarce resources.

\textbf{Conclusion}

This chapter has explained variation in sectarian resilience observed in Bahrain during and after the 2011 popular uprising. The results of a qualitative comparison between the country’s two largest mixed settlements, ‘Isa Town and Hamad Town, and empirical insights from a nationally representative survey of Bahraini citizens identify resi-

\textsuperscript{39} The “other” category also likely includes some smaller, quasigovernmental organizations, making this a conservative estimate of the public-private ratio in employee dismissals.

\textsuperscript{40} BICI, 2011, p. 331.

\textsuperscript{41} Interview with the author via Skype, May 2017.

\textsuperscript{42} Interview with the author via Skype, May 2017.
dential integration as the key determinant of such resilience. The chapter argues that the positive effects of communal mixing flow via two separate pathways. The first and most direct mechanism relates to the physical properties of genuinely mixed urban settings, which encourage quotidian interaction between residents and contact between members of different social and political groups. This observation is in line with substantial literature in psychology and other fields suggesting that positive intergroup contact can mitigate feelings of enmity toward and reduce conflict with members of social out-groups.

A second, indirect mechanism elaborated here is the effect of communal mixing on local distributive parity in the context of a rentier economy such as that of Bahrain. Analysis of individual-level survey data collected in 2016 and 2017 offered compelling support for the proposition that economic outcomes in Bahrain depend critically on the demographic character of a citizen’s area of residence, with residents of Sunni-dominated districts—of both sects—faring far better than individuals living in Shi’i-populated districts. Such a finding, which is consistent across both objective and subjective measures of economic well-being, indicates a clear geographic-based strategy of resource distribution. Lacking the capacity to allocate benefits on an individual basis, Bahrain and other Arab Gulf States to varying degrees seek to segment political constituencies geographically, targeting known in-group strongholds and neglecting out-group enclaves, even if it means that some individuals will receive more or less than their intended share of benefits. This physical segregation perpetuates group-based economic and political inequalities, fueling rivalry and resentment between members of overserved and underserved communities.

Mixed residential districts counteract this pressure toward conflict by helping to equalize economic distribution at the local level. Bahraini neighborhoods in which Sunnis and Shi’a live side-by-side preclude straightforward targeting of resources toward members of a single sectarian-cum-political constituency. In mixed areas, such public goods as infrastructure, educational and medical facilities, and security will tend to benefit residents either together or not at all. Moreover, residence in a mixed community such as ‘Isa Town reveals nothing about likely sectarian affiliation or political orientation, whereas residence in a sectarian enclave can be used to infer such information to a citizen’s benefit or detriment. In short, integrated geographic settings offer the state no sectarian proxy to inform allocation decisions, forcing upon it a difficult choice: either neglect an entire area and risk alienating many supporters or deploy resources even if it means that some opponents will likely benefit.

It should be apparent that such a dynamic provides strong incentives for members of both communities to relocate to areas where they can expect to capture a greater share of state resources. For Shi‘i citizens, this likely means leaving an underserved village or suburban enclave for a more mixed urban setting, because relocation to a Sunni-dominated area entails considerable formal and informal barriers. For Bahrain’s Sunnis, on the other hand, the tremendous economic premium enjoyed by those resid-
ing in Sunni-exclusive settings means that there is a universal incentive to be located in a sectarian stronghold. To be sure, Sunni migration to Sunni-dominated parts of Al-Muharraq, and especially to Al-Riffa', has been reported by Bahrainis in the years since the uprising. Absent a perceptible shift in the basis on which economic resources are distributed, self-segregation of Bahrain’s confessional communities is likely only to accelerate under intensified competition over dwindling state oil revenues.

Unfortunately for Bahrain, these incentives for relocation fuel a vicious political-economic cycle that works to undermine resilience to sectarianism. As geographic regions become more homogeneous, they permit more-efficient government targeting or withholding of resources, exaggerating local positive or negative economic outcomes. More-efficient geographic discrimination in allocation further widens the gap between served and underserved regions, creating ever-greater perceptions of unfairness and incentives for resettlement. Yet, as observed in earlier periods of internal migration in Bahrain, certain populations are less likely than others to take advantage of the economic opportunities afforded by relocation, especially those with a strong attachment to the land itself or a normative preference for being surrounded by members of their own community. Bahrain’s poorest citizens might simply lack the means to move elsewhere. The result is that individuals with a greater cultural openness and pragmatism will be more likely to seek to exit sectarian enclaves, leaving behind those who are more ideologically driven to self-segregation. In this way, regional confessional homogeneity comes to overlap with a certain political orientation, a self-fulfilling prophecy that reinforces the logic behind geographic-based deployment of state benefits in the minds of decisionmakers.
The drawn-out civil war in Syria, with its massive numbers of casualties, refugees, and internally displaced persons (IDPs), has sparked an intense debate about whether the nature of the conflict is inherently sectarian.\(^1\) The alignment of various minority groups with the government, the role of international actors with political agendas couched in sectarian politics (i.e., Iran and the Gulf countries), and the purported violence directed specifically against confessional targets—by both certain opposition groups and the regime—all lend a cast of sectarianism to the conflict. Although sectarian-based violence is difficult to verify because of limitations on access to the country,\(^2\) there are enough incidences to suggest that certain populations have been targets of killings and sexual violence based on their religious leanings. This is particularly true of groups like the Islamic State (IS) and, to a lesser extent, Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham (HTS, formerly the al-Qaeda–affiliated Nusra Front), which have claimed responsibility for such attacks.\(^3\) Although the regime has largely denied such attempts, the various Syrian and Iranian militias have been accused of similar abuses.\(^4\)

However, despite these instances of violence, sectarian divisiveness does not seem to have taken hold at a popular level to as great a degree as one might expect based on news reports; but sectarian divisiveness has taken hold more than might have been expected in pre-war Syria. In a 2015 study of 2,500 individuals, 26 percent of respondents said they considered themselves “not sectarian at all,” 36 percent said “slightly sectarian,” and 24 percent said “somewhat sectarian,” while 80 percent of respondents disagreed with the concept that sectarianism in Syria is an “old problem and cannot

\(^1\) For an overview of this debate, see Brandon Friedman and Uzi Rabi, “Sectarianism and War in Iraq and Syria,” Foreign Policy Research Institute, January 5, 2017.

\(^2\) Phillips, 2015, p. 360.


be solved.” The study acknowledged that views of sectarianism likely are somewhat underrepresented, given that openly admitting to such views historically has been taboo, but this suggests that high levels of sectarianism are not yet prevalent in Syria. More than 65 percent of the respondents suggested that a secular system based on citizenship would be the best option for a postwar government, while only 13.5 percent said Islamic rule would be the best option and 7.4 percent suggested a quota system based on sect.5

There has been much work exploring the history of internal violence tied to religion in Syria, including violence between Druze and Christians;6 Druze and Sunnis;7 ‘Alawis and Sunnis;8 and, specifically, the sectarian and religious overtones in the Muslim Brotherhood uprising in the 1970s and 1980s.9 This chapter therefore focuses on the complexities surrounding sectarian violence and policies in Syria between 2011 and 2017 through a comparison of the evolving situations in Idlib and Dara’a in order to identify potential points that have made these areas more or less resilient (or prone) to sectarian-style divides. The lack of reliable information on events and populations within Syria makes such an approach challenging, but this chapter will focus on identifying several of the key variables that make regions of Syria appear to be more or less vulnerable to sectarian ideology. Although the activities of IS in the east of the country might seem an obvious place to start, the heavy influence of foreign fighters who have flocked to this group makes it unclear how much of the sectarian violence undertaken by IS is Syrian in nature, rather than merely taking place in Syria.10 By contrast, although the violent Sunni Salafist groups in Idlib (primarily HTS and Ahrar al-Sham) and the militias in Dara’a (primarily the Southern Front) do receive fighters and/or funding from foreign sources,11 a much higher percentage of their fighters are Syrian, so their actions might better reflect possible attitudes and opinions of the Syrian population in that region.

Idlib and Dara’a make a useful point of comparison because they are similar in many ways. Both are somewhat rural and, before the war, were primarily Sunni with few minorities. Both are relatively close geographically to Damascus as compared with far-flung Raqqa or Deir ez-Zour (see Figure 4.1). Both governorates also were early sources of protest against the regime and both experienced violent crackdowns in response. At the time of this writing, both were controlled by rebel groups. And, most importantly for this research, each abuts one of Syria’s neighbors to the north and the south, Turkey and Jordan, which allows us to explore the role of foreign support in
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fanning or mitigating sectarian ideology. Although other comparisons might be useful in addition to this one (e.g., between rebel- and regime-held areas, or areas with diverse and homogenous populations), this case study attempts to control for both of those variables in order to examine the roles of civil society and foreign actors in suppressing or abetting sectarianism.

Although these two governorates share many of the same characteristics, they differ in their levels of sectarianism, at least as measured by the territorial control of sectarian-oriented rebel groups and acts of sectarian violence. On the metric of territorial control, HTS is currently the strongest armed actor in Idlib and, as an Al-Qaeda affiliate, exhibits a Sunni sectarian hue. Ahrar al-Sham is the second-strongest actor in the governorate, and although analysts intensely debate its true colors, it is Islamist and, its critics allege, Sunni sectarian. In contrast, the Southern Front dominates in rebel-controlled Dara’a and is generally considered by observers to be more moderate and secular in its orientation. The one exception is the Khalid Bin Waleed Army, a Syrian group aligned with IS, which operated in Dara’a along the border of the Golan Heights before being expelled by Syrian regime forces in summer 2018. During regime operations against the group, the Khalid Bin Waleed Army carried out a spate of reprisal attacks in Dara’a and As-Suwaydah (the governorate bordering Dara’a to the east).

Still, Dara’a has seen fewer instances of sectarian attacks and a slightly lower percentage of such acts originating there. Idlib is a much more violent area, and, in absolute terms, it registers many more attacks than Dara’a, including sectarian attacks. However, when sectarian violence is isolated as a percentage of attacks, Idlib is only slightly more prone to this type of violence.

The aim of this chapter, then, is to identify the variables that might make Idlib more welcoming to sectarian actors and Dara’a less so as a means of understanding elements that could make populations more or less resilient in the face of sectarian violence. The following sections will address some of the variables across the two locations, including attitudes toward the conflict and religious diversity, demographics, levels of political and economic engagement, local governance efforts, and likely the most influential variable—key foreign actors engaged in those governorates. The chapter ends with a discussion of the variables most likely to contribute to differences in the types of violence in the two regions and the implications those variables have on resilience to sectarianism.

---

13 For readers familiar with comparative methods, this approach is one way to execute Mills’s method. Specifically, the two cases vary on the dependent variable in that one case (Dara’a) exhibits greater resilience to sectarianism than the other (Idlib). Because the outcome variable is different, the independent variables are compared to see which vary and thus might account for the different outcome. This is the method of difference.
Experiences in the Civil War

Dara’a was the spark of the Syrian uprising. In February 2011, 15 school children were arrested in the capital of the governorate for spraying anti-regime graffiti. News that the children were being beaten and abused in prison sparked rallies and protests in Damascus and Dara’a, which led to further detentions and, in March 2011, to four deaths as security forces fired into a crowd at a rally. Similar protests began across the country, and increasingly violent government crackdowns sparked the civil war that continues to rage.\(^\text{14}\) In 2013, the Syrian government lost much of Dara’a governorate to U.S.-backed armed groups, including the Free Syrian Army,\(^\text{15}\) and the Nusra Front, al-Qaeda’s Syrian affiliate.\(^\text{16}\) The Southern Front was formally organized in February 2014 as an umbrella organization of nearly 50 smaller groups of mixed orientations,\(^\text{17}\) including those with secular and moderate outlooks,\(^\text{18}\) despite coordinating with the Nusra Front as late as 2015. The Southern Front’s popularity and strength slowly edged out the Nusra Front’s place in the southwestern governorate, although IS-affiliated groups remained active in the region through 2018. The Southern Front took on the IS groups directly, leading to several suicide attacks in retribution, although they targeted the combatants rather than civilians, suggesting that it was a military tactic rather than a sectarian-fueled approach.\(^\text{19}\) Although the area has remained relatively quiet since 2015 as the regime focused on other fronts, violence began to increase again in 2017 as the government attempted to gain control of Dara’a city, which previously had been controlled by the rebels, and open a corridor to Jordan.\(^\text{20}\)

Over the past several years, one of the consistent elements of Dara’a governorate is that it has not been subject to acts of sectarian violence to the degree that other governorates have. According to the Global Terrorism Database, of the 39 terrorist attacks in Dara’a between 2011 and 2016, only five were likely sectarian in nature (two against likely Shi’a targets, two against mosques that were likely Sunni, and one in a Christian-centric area). Another attack that targeted civilians and was claimed by IS

---


\(^\text{17}\) It is believed that Western states and Jordan, who were providing assistance to Syrian rebel groups at an Amman-based military operations command center, pushed for the establishment of the Southern Front. Their motivation was to increase intrarebel coordination and identify groups that were moderate enough in their orientation to merit foreign assistance.


affiliates might have been sectarian in nature (there is not enough information to be certain). The other attacks targeted primarily military and government personnel and infrastructure. These data suggest that just under 13 percent of the terrorist attacks in Dara’a during that time were sectarian in nature.

Idlib, by contrast, has endured a much higher number of terrorist attacks (155 in total between 2011 and 2016), and a somewhat higher rate of these were likely sectarian in nature (27, accounting for about 17.5 percent of all terrorist attacks in the governorate). Of these, 18 were against Shi’a targets, four were against Christians, three were against Sunni religious targets, and one each was against the Druze and the ‘Alawi. A further 12 attacks did not have enough data to indicate likely targets, so they might have been sectarian. In-fighting between opposition groups in 2016 could reflect intra-Sunni sectarian tensions as well. This higher rate of sectarian attacks, particularly against non-Sunni targets, suggests that Idlib has been a stronghold for more-extreme Islamist groups, particularly since Idlib city fell to rebels in 2015, because all but four of those sectarian attacks occurred in 2015 and 2016.

Like Dara’a, Idlib was an early location for anti-regime demonstrators, and protests were put down with violence, first by police and then through the use of the Popular Committees—regime militias who were, by and large, made up of Sunni members in Idlib and led and funded by several prominent local Sunnis, despite their characterization across the country as being largely made up of Shi’a individuals. Although the regime retained control of the city of Idlib, there was increasing unrest in the surrounding governorate, especially when rebels secured control of one of the border crossings with Turkey (i.e., Bab al-Hawa), allowing them to access weapons and funding from the Gulf countries (primarily Saudi Arabia and Qatar), as well as more-extreme Islamist organizations, such as the Nusra Front and Ahrar al-Sham.

Once the rebels took the city, there was a purge of President Bashar al-Assad supporters, which might have involved targeting minorities but was political rather than sectarian in its focus. However, several of the 27 incidents of sectarian violence are worth highlighting, including an attack on a Shi’a site of worship, the killing of 20 Druze villagers in the village of Qalb Lawzeh, the forced conversion of hundreds of

---

21 Exact data on most of the targets are unavailable, meaning that the author of this chapter made assumptions based on coordinates and other supplemental information.
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Druze to hard-line Sunni Islam, and the siege of two small Shi’a villages. In April 2017, a convoy with Shi’a civilians from the besieged villages who were being swapped with a similar set of pro-rebel villagers from the outskirts of Damascus was hit by a suicide attack (which no group openly claimed). The government, with the aid of Russia, tried to make inroads into Idlib, but it remained solidly in the control of armed groups, although there was in-fighting between the Nusra Front (now reorganized into the coalition group HTS) and Ahrar al-Sham that saw the latter pushed out of Idlib city and much of the governorate in July 2017. Although there has been a greater presence of Islamist groups that espouse sectarian violence in Idlib than in Dara’a and a few more attacks or increased pressure on the local population, overall, the incidences of sectarian-based violence in Idlib are still relatively low when compared with territory held by the IS or in parts of Iraq.

In addition to attack data, the informal justice structures established by armed groups in Idlib are evidence of these groups’ sectarian orientations. Amnesty International documented that armed groups in Idlib, including the Nusra Front and Ahrar al-Sham, targeted Christians for abductions and property confiscation. The United Nations Commission of Inquiry documented detainees separated by faith at a Nusra Front–run prison, with Shi’a prisoners subjected to torture and other practices in front of their relatives.

### Variables in Sectarianism

Although there has not been a vast number of violent incidents motivated by sectarian tensions in either Idlib or Dara’a, the question remains why and how more-extreme Islamist movements that might have promoted such divides are flourishing in Idlib.

---


33 In comparison with the 13 percent of terrorist attacks in Dara’a and 17.5 percent in Idlib being sectarian in nature, the percentage of attacks that were likely sectarian was more than 38 percent in Latakia governorate (presumably because of the far higher numbers of minority citizens present), more than 40 percent in Raqqa.
more than in Dara’a. Understanding where these differences lie could better enable policymakers to ensure that sectarianism does not gain a greater foothold in Syria and could provide models for how to consider engagement during and after conflict in societies susceptible to identity-based violence.

To that end, this section considers several different variables that might impact the resilience of the populations in these two governorates. This list is not exhaustive but instead includes the variables for which there is some degree of reliable data for comparison and that are similar to factors identified in other studies on sectarianism. When comparing variables on attitudes toward sectarianism, demographics, levels of political and economic enfranchisement, and local governance efforts, Idlib and Dara’a overall look fairly similar. There are some differences, particularly with the advent of the war and the vast numbers of IDPs who wound up in Idlib. The most striking difference between the two is the location and, more specifically, the foreign donor support that is able to cross the border into these governorates. The proximity of Dara’a to Jordan and the southern opposition groups’ access to support from the U.S.-led coalition have created a very different environment than Idlib’s border with Turkey, where weapons and money have been flowing much more freely from pro-Islamist funders in the Gulf and elsewhere. The practicalities of controlling territory around these regions and having access to supply lines seem to play the most significant role of all the variables in shaping whether these governorates are more or less susceptible to sectarianism.

**Attitudes Toward the Conflict and Religious Diversity**

One measure of how resilient a local population is to sectarian ideology is popular attitudes toward religious diversity and, specifically, the role of religion in the current conflict. The available information allows for two approaches to assess these attitudes: through the use of a survey conducted across Syria about sectarianism in 2015 and through more-indirect measures, such as how extreme Islamist groups have directed attacks and used messaging. The hypothesis here is that sectarian attacks and messaging, such as proudly claiming to have carried out a sectarian attack, would be more pronounced in areas that are more tolerant of sectarian ideologies. Relatively lower numbers of these phenomena might indicate less popular support for these ideas.

The survey on sectarianism had 178 respondents from Dara’a and 536 from Idlib, with the overwhelming majority being Sunni Muslim (92 percent and 98 percent of the samples, respectively). In Dara’a, 83 percent of the respondents identified themselves as of moderate ideology (on a five-point scale between extreme political Islam and nearly 48 percent in Homs (where there also are higher numbers of minorities) (START, 2017).

34 The researchers involved in the survey explicitly noted their limitations in conducting this work in a war zone and in a country that historically has not allowed much popular polling, but they offer the survey up as the only real data of its kind.
and extreme secularism) and 13 percent identified as Islamist. In Idlib, there was a much wider scale, with 9 percent identifying with extreme political Islam, 18 percent as Islamist, 34 percent as moderate, 25 percent as secular, and 14 percent as extreme secularist (see Figure 4.2). Any findings from this survey should be taken with caution, however, particularly given that there is a high number of IDPs currently living in Idlib (see the next section, on demographics), which might have uncertain impacts on the results.

For many measures, respondents in Dara‘a and Idlib provided very similar responses, particularly in contrast to the broader population of polled Syrians. More than 80 percent of the respondents in both areas suggested that sectarianism is a political rather than a historical problem, compared with 62 percent of the Syrian population as a whole (see Figure 4.3). In both areas, just more than 50 percent of those polled thought that the “tyranny exercised by the regime and the demonstrators’ pursuance of establishing a civilian democratic state” was the primary driver behind the 2011 demonstrations, followed by 37–38 percent who said the reason was “exposure to sectarian discrimination and Alawites’ control over the state.” Both governorates had more than 80 percent of respondents say that the sect of any future president was
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**Figure 4.2**

Reported Ideology of Respondents According to a Survey on Sectarianism, 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of respondents</th>
<th>Extreme secularism</th>
<th>Secular</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Islamist</th>
<th>Extreme political Islam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dara‘a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idlib</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCE:** Based on data from The Day After, 2016.
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35 The Day After, 2016, pp. 11–12.
36 The Day After, 2016, p. 20.
37 The Day After, 2016, p. 30.
either important or very important. That the responses from the two governorates largely overlap in these areas suggests that there is not much difference in attitudes on some of these key topics around sectarianism and that the popular opinion is that sectarianism is more a political than an inherent and intractable cultural issue, at least as late as 2015.

As noted earlier, attack and messaging data can serve as indirect measures for local attitudes toward sectarian violence because a group might be less likely to act and to advertise those actions in areas that are less supportive of sectarianism. These measures could also reflect territorial control of the area, with greater control leading to greater confidence in making claims regardless of the population’s attitudes, but because this chapter focuses on the variables that allow sectarian groups to gain territorial control, the author will focus primarily on the attitudes aspect. In Dara’a, the commitment of rebel groups to remain moderate and to actively combat (at least after 2015) Islamist extremists suggests a broader popular preference to not reify confessional divides and to maintain Syria as a more diverse community (and/or possibly to keep deep extremists like the IS out of the region). Of the five likely sectarian attacks in Dara’a, none was openly claimed by any group, suggesting that messaging that glorifies sectarian violence is not effective or welcome there. Eight of the 28 sectarian attacks in Idlib were claimed, while seven of 16 were claimed in Latakia, four of 17 in Raqqa, and 20 of 87 in Homs (see Figure 4.4). These numbers show that, in all of these governorates, sectarian attacks constituted a minority of overall attacks by opposition
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38 The Day After, 2016, pp. 36–38.
groups, and very few of them were openly claimed, even in Raqqa, where IS was in control. These relatively low numbers of sectarian attacks and minimal positive messaging about them (via claiming them) suggests that popular attitudes across Syria are not highly tolerant of sectarianism.

This pattern held true even in Idlib, where groups with openly sectarian ideologies (such as the al-Qaeda–linked HTS and Ahrar al-Sham) held territorial control. There were more sectarian attacks and more were openly claimed as such, but eight over six years is not a very high occurrence. Of 1,800 terrorist attacks across the country from 2011 to 2016, Idlib also had the only instance of a jihadist (or any) group apologizing for its actions. In the aforementioned 2015 killing of 20 Druze villagers in Idlib by the Nusra Front, the organization released a statement saying that it was an “unjustified error that occurred without the leadership’s knowledge, and the village and its people continue to live securely and calmly under our protection.” Organization leaders also declared that the perpetrators of the killing would be brought before a Shari’a court. Ahrar al-Sham and other groups in the area also issued a response that praised the village of Qalb Lawza and its “sons of the Druze sect” for their support of the Syrian revolution, condemned the incident, called for arbitration at a Shari’a court, and declared that their only enemies were the regime and IS, not other sects. In no


40 Al-Tamimi, 2015.
other instances of sectarian or nonsectarian violence did a group and others in the area release similar statements condemning the violence and making assurances that the perpetrators would be prosecuted. In contrast, in 2016, the Nusra Front and Ahrar al-Sham both claimed credit for attacking an ‘Alawi town in Latakia, and Nusra claimed six sectarian attacks that killed 61 civilians in Homs.

These statements do not suggest that the Nusra Front did not target the Druze in that particular instance and others. It also does not downplay the sectarian elements of the forced conversion of that Druze community. However, it is telling that all of the major militant organizations in the area felt it necessary to employ rhetoric that called it a mistake rather than enthusiastically claiming the event as a victory against members of another sect, as IS might have done and one might expect militant organizations to do to recruit other extremists. Their messaging was targeted at the local population (and, possibly, the international community) and suggests that they felt they needed to be seen as more moderate and tolerant in order to gain legitimacy. This, in turn, points to a possibility that the local population would not find acceptable either extremist, sectarian rhetoric or acts of violence that specifically targeted minorities rather than the regime. Such a view gains further support in light of a 2017 protest in the city of Ma‘arat al-Nu‘man in Idlib. When HTS arrived in the anti-regime town, local activists rallied a peaceful protest that was effective enough that it forced the HTS soldiers to retreat that day. Protestors demonstrated that there is popular resistance to the sort of extreme violence that this group exemplifies, including along sectarian lines.

The courts and rule of law that the groups in both locations employ also point to the importance of balancing group ideals with popular sentiments. In Dara‘a, the factions eventually developed a fairly unified court system that, although based on Unified Arab Code, which is itself based on Shari‘a law, was largely run and interpreted by secular legal professionals. In contrast, Idlib’s many factions set up a series of Shari‘a courts with judges who were appointed by the armed Islamist groups and were often poorly educated, even in Shari‘a law. These courts often handed down harsh punishments for any infractions of the strict versions of Shari‘a law common to extreme Islamists, especially early on. However, by 2016, some of these restrictions were eased—including strict dress codes—in order to appeal to the broader population.

41 At about the same time, Druze populations in the south of Syria were beginning to leave their more moderate pathways and join the regime forces. Some of the placating attitudes in the north might have been to forestall anything similar from happening in Idlib, although the Druze community there had already been known to be pro-government (Patrick J. McDonnell and Nabih Bulos, “Syrian Military and Druze Allies Join Forces to Fend Off ‘Terrorists,’” Los Angeles Times, June 21, 2015).


that was not so enamored by the IS lifestyle. Although the Idlibi judicial system and laws were unquestionably more strictly sectarian than those in Dara’a, they were also less stringent than those of IS, which may indicate a population less comfortable with such a way of life.

**Demographics**

Prior to the start of the war, Dara’a and Idlib were fairly similar in terms of demographics. Both are primarily Sunni with a significant rural population focused on agriculture. The people of the Hawran plain that covers part of Dara’a perhaps had more historical engagement with religious diversity: They are bordered by the Druze-populated Arab Mountain to the east; some of the major tribes in the area were Christian, particularly in neighboring Suwaida; and, prior to the Ba’th era, there was a strong Sufi presence. Idlib’s prewar population had a somewhat lesser presence of minorities, although there was a small Christian community in the provincial capital, two Shi’a villages, and a Druze enclave. Each governorate, then, had a small minority presence, but the Sunnis in both were considered by Hanna Batatu to be more culturally “pacific” than their nomadic and mountainous counterparts in the Euphrates and Druze regions, who were “more independent, more impatient of oppression, and more prone to ignore or defy measures inconsistent with their interests.” This similar background suggests that there was nothing preexisting in the religious demographics of the area that would account for differences in resilience apart from slightly more exposure to other religions in Dara’a than in Idlib.

One historical demographic difference between the two governorates, though, was the presence of tribes as a form of social organization in Dara’a and not in Idlib. The “People of the Tree” in Idlib were considered “clanless peasants,” while the areas around Dara’a had several prominent tribes, many of whom had immigrated from the Gulf in the 19th century and continued to have strong ties to Arabian tribes. Although such clans continued to have social resonance through the 20th century, the agrarian land reforms changed many of the local dynamics that empowered shaykhs by breaking up their landholdings. Access to education and work outside the agricultural arena further eroded the power of the shaykhs as the population became less dependent on patronage systems. Many of the tribes in the area did not bother to replace paramount
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46 Lund, 2014.

47 Batatu, 1999, pp. 11–12.


shaykhs when they died in the later part of the century, as tribes and extended families became less important and less clear-cut (because of higher degrees of intermarriage) than immediate families.\(^{50}\) Researchers have made a strong case that tribalism played a greater role in the Syrian conflict in the east, where Bedouin tribal structures are still relatively influential,\(^{51}\) but there is not compelling evidence to suggest that similar factors were at play in the uprising in Dara’a. Indeed, rather than neatly lining up along tribal lines, most of the opposition groups in Dara’a comprise a wide mix of clans, suggesting that there is no strong unifying tribal force aligning people.\(^{52}\) Nor is there any indication that tribal allegiances would incline a population to be less supportive of sectarian actors. In fact, IS’s domination of the more-tribal eastern portions of Syria might suggest the opposite, if anything, meaning that whatever differences there are in tribal identity between Dara’a and Idlib are unlikely to have a significant impact on their tolerance of sectarian ideology.

However, although historical demographic patterns might not have contributed to differences between the two governorates, recent changes in population demographics could be enabling the continued existence of extreme Islamist groups in Idlib. Dara’a has a fair share of refugees and IDPs who are being housed there, given its close proximity to the refugee camps in Jordan,\(^{53}\) but Idlib has seen a greater demographic shift as a result of population choice, Islamist organization actions, and regime efforts. Many of the 2,000 Christian families in Idlib fled at the beginning of the war, and all but two of the remaining families left when the city fell to rebels in 2015.\(^{54}\) Idlib also has become host to a large number of IDPs: Of 6.4 million IDPs in Syria, it is estimated that between 700,000 and 2 million are in Idlib, many of whom are fleeing the regime.\(^{55}\) As noted, Islamist hard-liners besieged the two Shi’a villages and forced the Druze population to convert to Sunni Islam.

The regime, too, has its hand in changing the local demographics of Idlib. In the swap of villagers mentioned earlier, Iran and Russia helped form an agreement with the regime and the rebels in Idlib to allow the populations of Shi’a in the two villages in Idlib to move to two largely Sunni, rebel-sympathizing villages under siege in regime-
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\(^{52}\) Nicholas A. Heras, “A Profile of Syria’s Strategic Dar’a Province,” \textit{CTC Sentinel}, Vol. 7, No. 6, June 2014.


controlled territory. This move has been interpreted as an attempt at ethnic cleansing, to replace Sunni rebel supporters with a more regime-friendly population in the south and consolidate restive Sunni rebels in the north. This changing demographic landscape in Idlib could continue to alter popular attitudes toward Islamist extremism and sectarian violence.

Concentrating IDPs who are unhappy with the regime in Idlib could serve to increase antipathy toward the regime, particularly if the government is harsher on this population in the remainder of the conflict and early into the post-conflict period. This could make Idlib a hot spot for recruitment into violent extremist groups. These groups can play on feelings of disenfranchisement by marketing themselves as the only organizations actively continuing the fight. These demographic moves are recent enough that it is hard to say for certain how much of a role such shifts will play, but ensuring that IDPs are returned to their homes and that post-conflict negotiations include these populations will be essential to limiting long-term impacts.

Levels of Political and Economic Enfranchisement
As previously noted, both Dara’a and Idlib are rural, agricultural areas, with Dara’a being known as the breadbasket of Damascus, while Idlib has been renowned for its orchards. In the early 1990s, Dara’a had 4.4 percent of the country’s total population but 6.2 percent of the rural population. Similarly, Idlib had 6.7 percent of the country’s total population but 10.9 percent of the rural population. In each case, a high percentage of the population was rural. Both governorates benefited from the early land reforms put in place by the Ba’th Party: More than 5,000 families in Dara’a and nearly 7,000 families in Idlib benefited. As a result of these reforms, the Ba’th Party was relatively popular in both governorates, particularly in the early years of the regime, with active and supporting members of the party being roughly equivalent to the population. Although this might not be a direct measure of local support, other governorates did vary somewhat with regard to regime popularity. For instance, Latakia historically was a stronger supporter of the government and had a higher level of participation than its population size might indicate, while Hasakah was less supportive of the regime and had a correspondingly lower level of participation in the Ba’th Party (see Table 4.1). Dara’a had a slightly higher percentage of supporters in the 1970s and in the early 1990s, and more officers and politicians in the Ba’thist regime came from Dara’a, as opposed to relatively few from Idlib. However, in Idlib, the remnants of these supporters likely formed the backbone of the Popular Committees that remained loyal to

Assad, despite their Sunni background, suggesting that politics rather than sect was the true driving factor in deciding allegiance, even after the uprising had begun.

In the 1990s, Idlib began to slide out of focus, receiving less in the way of development than the rest of the country. For instance, as one measure, the doctor-to-inhabitant ratio in Syria overall in 1993 was one to 966, but in Idlib specifically, the proportion was one to 1,760, suggesting that Idlib was becoming more disenfranchised. In the 2000s, Dara’a fared somewhat better than Idlib in terms of service provision. By 2010, the doctor-to-inhabitant ratio (as reported by the Syrian government) was down to one to 661 across Syria, but Dara’a was down only to one to 1,042 and Idlib had the worst ratio in the country at one to 1,186. Both fared better with respect to schools: Dara’a had 4.7 percent of the country’s state-run primary schools for only 4.4 percent of the population in 2009, and Idlib had 7.3 percent of the schools for 6.2 percent of the population. However, Dara’a had 5.1 percent of the country’s children in schools and Idlib had 8.0 percent, suggesting that there were more students per school and perhaps that the quality of education was poorer than elsewhere in Syria (see Table 4.2, with Assad’s home governorate of Latakia included for comparison). Public service provision in Dara’a and Idlib in numerous sectors lagged behind that of places closer to the regime but was not sharply dissimilar from each other in their trends.

Economically, Idlib has been somewhat worse off, with an unemployment rate of 16.8 percent compared with 13.3 percent in Dara’a in 2011. However, given that the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governorate</th>
<th>1979</th>
<th>1992</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dara’a</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idlib</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latakia</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Hasakah</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

national average was 14.9 percent, with three governorates having rates below 10 percent and four governorates having rates above 20 percent. Dara’a and Idlib were relatively comparable.\(^6^4\) Assad’s economic reforms to bring in higher levels of foreign direct investment did little for hinterlands like Dara’a and Idlib and instead further concentrated wealth in the hands of regime cronies.\(^6^5\) Compounding these economic woes were the global economic depression of the 2000s and a drought that disproportionately impacted the rural, agricultural areas of Syria like Dara’a and Idlib.\(^6^6\)

Overall, then, although there were differences between Dara’a and Idlib in terms of political enfranchisement and economic strength in the 1990s and 2000s, those differences were relatively small in comparison with other parts of the country. The fact that Dara’a was doing slightly better economically could have played a small role in the intensity of the uprisings, but the gap between them is unlikely to have been significant enough for this to have had a major impact on the rise of sectarian actors.

**Local Governance Efforts**

Another hypothesis about local conditions that might increase or limit sectarianism in Syria is the role of civil society and local governance initiatives that have sprung up since the war. Activists and local councils have worked to assert control over civilian issues even in places like Idlib and are often more moderate in their ideologies than their militant counterparts. Alternatively, it is possible that the development of such groups is enabled by the fact that a population is already inherently resilient against sectarianism and extremism, but without a great deal of reliable data from the ground, this section will focus on whether there is at least some degree of overlap between the two.

\(^6^4\) These rates might not be entirely reliable, because reported rates for 2011 and 2012 were identical down to the number of precise individuals unemployed, which seems unlikely. Syrian Central Bureau of Statistics, “Rate Unemployment by Governorate and Labor Force,” webpage, 2011c.


At their height, there were an estimated 76 local councils in Dara’a formed via various methods, including notable families and elections, with a provincial council that was also selected via nominations from local district councils. The councils were primarily responsible for conducting relief operations, distributing rations, keeping the bakeries running, keeping the school system functioning, providing services, and repairing public buildings. The provincial council got its funding from the Syrian National Council, while others relied on humanitarian aid organizations and, in some cases, residual salaries paid by the government. The councils in Dara’a made an active attempt to avoid political affiliation and to keep extreme Islamists and designated terrorists, such as the Nusra Front, from being able to participate directly. Although the Dara’a provincial council provides many of its financial details and workings via its Facebook page, there is little reporting on any active efforts made on the part of these councils to reduce sectarian tensions, apart from the fact that they do not welcome groups like the Nusra Front, suggesting a popular desire to keep the extreme and sectarian ideals of such groups from gaining influence in the governorate. These groups in the south have an advantage over those with similar aims in Idlib in that there is not such a strong presence of extremist groups in Dara’a in the first place, making a case for correlation between local councils and resilience to sectarianism rather than causation. Conversely, one of the challenges for local councils in Dara’a is their location—one study found that councils in governorates near Turkey have fared better than their counterparts near Jordan because of Jordan’s less approving stance toward local administration.

Activists and councils appeared early on in Idlib, with a group of professionals in the provincial capital forming the National Opposition for Idlib Intellectuals organization as early as August 2011 with the aim of encouraging discourse between the opposition and the government, while other activists began providing humanitarian assistance, traffic control, and city guards in areas outside the government’s control. Al-Idlibi House was another such organization that worked hard to pressure armed groups to hand over control of the city to civilians. They worked to push back against
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the extremists and supported women’s activities and rights. They also formed a committee with other civil-rights activists and organized the election of a local council that would negotiate with the armed groups and encourage them to return the court and local security to civilians.73 Across the governorate, about 150 similar groups have organized to provide local governance and services, including utilities, sanitation, provision of subsidized bread, and coordination of relief aid. These councils are the primary targets for international support and often rely on such support to maintain their legitimacy and efficacy, as they have no alternative revenue streams. Local area councils will often work with police and Shura Councils, which provide the enforcement and judicial aspects of governance. Since 2011, many have greatly expanded their roles but, in general, are not very inclusive of women or minority populations. A Swiss Peace report found that one exception to this is a council in the town of Ma’aret al-Numan in Idlib, where women are included on the council and various advisory boards and where the council actively reaches out to the community for input. In theory, were there a religious minority presence in that town, it would have a voice in these councils, but most other local councils are notable for their lack of inclusion.74 There is also a broader Provincial Council for Idlib that is meant to support and coordinate the efforts of the local councils, especially in terms of international aid, but many aid organizations prefer to work directly with the local councils, reducing the broader organization’s real influence.

The councils are not without their challenges, as many of them risk being co-opted by local powerful families or militant and extremist organizations, as has been noted in the local council of Kafr Takharim in Idlib.75 Local councils across the governorate also are facing competition for service provision from the civilian wings of HTS and Ahrar al-Sham. These organizations are beginning to use local administrators to bolster their legitimacy,76 which could eventually create councils that are more extremist and sectarian in their outlook. However, most local councils have managed to maintain their independence to some degree and have improved their standing and legitimacy over time. Reports do not seem to indicate, though, that dealing with social issues like sectarianism is high on their agendas, as most are focused on the day-to-day challenges of governance. Many of the local councils studied in depth are operating in fairly homogenous communities. The leadership is often seen as “a reflection of the


75 Sam Heller, “Keeping the Lights on in Rebel Idlib,” The Century Foundation, November 29, 2016; and Hajjar et al., 2017.

76 Ibrahim al-Assil, “Al-Qaeda Affiliate and Ahrar al-Sham Compete for Control in Idlib,” Middle East Institute, June 29, 2017.
local community,” so it is possible that in more-diverse communities, these councils could be inclusive and supportive of a natural resiliency in the population. This suggests that local council attitudes toward sectarianism and inclusivity could be a product of local levels of resiliency rather than a driver of it.

It is challenging to determine whether such councils and activists influence the levels of sectarianism in an area or if they are the result of underlying popular resilience to such ideologies. One report suggests that “the less religiously adherent a town’s residents are, the more likely they are to embrace a secular local council and be less enthusiastic about sharia courts or other Islamist-controlled bodies,” and notes that religious adherence tends to be higher in more-agricultural areas. The great number of councils active in Idlib, then, could suggest a population that is less sectarian and less committed to ideology. One report suggested that the councils across the country do not demonstrate a strong tendency for inclusivity, particularly with respect to gender, but that most are populated with individuals who are relatively secular or at least moderate. When asked about the councils and sectarianism, one individual responded that

In general, they’re non-ideological bodies, particularly at the local level, which, in a way, looks like a way forward. It doesn’t matter if one guy is a leftist and the guy next to him is an Islamist. They’re there because one of them knows something about how to get the water system working, and another one knows something about education, and they’re working [on] practical things for the sake of the community.

In either case, such organizations do seem to be correlated with and actively working toward a more resilient Syria. However, given the role of foreign actors discussed next, actively supporting or developing such institutions in Syria from the outside might ultimately be more detrimental than helpful, as it will allow space for other actors to accuse such groups of being pawns of the United States and Europe. A better option for international actors hoping to encourage resilience would be to wait for such groups to request aid through traditional humanitarian channels and then support them via those means while working to ensure that any aid efforts make it to their intended recipients. However, there should not be expectations that these councils are necessarily viable in the long term, as their legitimacy is tied much more closely to
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short-term humanitarian aid efforts rather than more-sustainable sources, such as ties to the government and access to steady tax revenue.\(^{80}\)

**Key Foreign Actors**

In many ways, then, Dara’a and Idlib do not seem all that dissimilar in terms of their original, overwhelmingly Sunni demographics; historical exposure to some other religions and sects; economics; historical levels of engagement with and support of the Ba’th regime; attitudes toward sectarianism; and use of local governance structures. Yet the fact remains that Idlib is home to two extremist jihadi groups that espouse sectarian hatred at some level of their ideology while similar groups have largely failed to gain a foothold in Dara’a. Some of the explanation might reside in deep social, cultural, and historical differences in perspective between the two regions that are nearly impossible to detect without the type of intensive on-the-ground data collection that is currently infeasible. However, the other striking difference between the two governorates, as was briefly discussed in terms of local councils, is their location (in particular, their proximity to a border with Jordan on the one hand and Turkey on the other; see Figure 4.1).

Two of the main supporters of both Ahrar al-Sham and HTS are Qatar and Turkey. One of the reasons that these extremist opposition groups are able to continue to operate so effectively in Idlib might have less to do with local resilience to sectarianism and more to do with the fact that Idlib shares a border with Turkey, allowing these two countries to funnel arms, money, and fighters to the group.\(^{81}\) The main channel into Idlib and Syria through Turkey is the Bab al-Hawa border crossing. As a major supply line, it has immense strategic value and has been hotly contested since 2011. It was seized first by opposition groups in 2012 and became a “jihadist congregating point” before ultimately falling into the hands of Ahrar al-Sham.\(^{82}\) In 2017, HTS succeeded in pushing out Ahrar al-Sham and taking control of the crossing to secure its own access to resources.\(^{83}\) In addition, HTS has made an effort to control numerous towns along the Syrian-Turkish border, as well as key smuggling routes.\(^{84}\) There are no reliable estimates of the flow of people, funds, and resources across the border or of how much income has been provided to the Islamist groups that controlled Bab al-Hawa and the licit trade across the border, but the crossing has been a regular access
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\(^{80}\) However, the success of local councils is tied to the size of the city, the proximity to friendly international borders, and access to natural resources. See Centre for Human Dialogue, 2014, pp. 15–16.


\(^{84}\) Al-Assil, 2017.
point, particularly for thousands of foreign fighters entering the country.\textsuperscript{85} It is estimated that 30 percent of HTS’s fighters are foreigners, so such access has considerable impacts on its ability to fight.\textsuperscript{86} With Kurdish and IS control of other border areas during much of the conflict, the Bab al-Hawa crossing remained the major option for supply lines for Ahrar al-Sham and HTS. Controlling this territory was therefore both the motivation to maintain a strong presence in Idlib and the source of resources that allowed them to do so.

By contrast, Dara’a shares a border with Jordan, which has been the source of considerable support from the United States and other Western-aligned countries that have made an active effort to support moderate groups rather than extreme Islamist ones. Much of the Central Intelligence Agency’s investment in training and support programs was based in Jordan and targeted at the moderate Southern Front,\textsuperscript{87} which is the dominant opposition group in Dara’a and is widely considered to be supported actively by a military operations command center based in Amman.\textsuperscript{88} Jordan itself sees the matter of extremism on its borders as one of national security; thus, it has actively supported the Southern Front with training and supplies across the Nasib border crossing into Dara’a.\textsuperscript{89} Reportedly, in 2015, Jordan also considered establishing a buffer zone on the Jordanian side of the border, supplemented by safe havens in Dara’a and using Syrian fighters vetted and supported by Jordanian officials.\textsuperscript{90} Jordan border policing has limited the amount of support available to extremist groups in Dara’a, as well as the numbers of foreign fighters crossing into the governorate, compared with the more open borders in the north.\textsuperscript{91} In 2016 and 2017, though, support to moderate opposition groups in Dara’a and the south has been somewhat reduced.\textsuperscript{92} Concurrently, there has been an increase in the presence of extremist opposition groups in this area, which often have much more-sectarian ideologies.\textsuperscript{93}
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The provision of funding, weapons, and fighters is essential to maintaining any sort of conflict. Even early on in the fighting in Syria, more-moderate oppositions groups lost fighters to better-funded extremist groups for the simple reason that organizations like IS and Jabhat al-Nusra had the ability to pay them.\textsuperscript{94} Securing access to resources and backers has been a main driver in the strategic decisions of many rebel groups. In the south, the major supply lines into Dara’a come through Jordan, which more strongly regulates the flow of people, weapons, and resources and (along with its pro-secular American and Gulf allies) targets moderate and secular organizations. In contrast, Idlib’s border with Turkey is much more open, with opportunities for extremist financing and fighters to cross more readily into Syria.\textsuperscript{95} This suggests that international support for sectarian groups and the sheer access those organizations have to funding and resources could be the most significant variables that allow the groups to flourish. If external funding and support are indeed the primary sources driving sectarian violence in Syria today, access to resources might be what drives the presence of sectarian ideology, and a denial of that access—or, better yet, active support for moderate organizations—might help support a seemingly relatively broad Syrian desire to be resilient to such violence.\textsuperscript{96}

Discussion

During the Syrian civil war, Dara’a and Idlib remained two centers of rebel holdouts against the regime forces. Both were home to early protests against Assad and the government, and both saw violent crackdowns that led to continued fighting for control. Both are and have been primarily Sunni Arab by demographics, with a smattering of other minority religious groups. Each is a rural, agricultural area, impacted by the drought in the late 2000s, but each is also a recipient of Ba’th Party land reforms and had active Ba’th Party members in rough proportion to the size of its population, although the citizens of Dara’a had greater participation in higher levels of the regime. To the extent we can measure, the populations of Idlib and Dara’a espouse similar ideas about sectarianism and religious difference. Both areas have seen the development of local councils to run service efforts in the absence of the regime’s ability to effect governance. And finally, both share a border with another country, and rebels


\textsuperscript{95} See Tom Keatinge, “The Importance of Financing in Enabling and Sustaining the Conflict in Syria (and Beyond),” \textit{Perspectives on Terrorism}, Vol. 8, No. 4, August 2014.

\textsuperscript{96} As of mid-2018, this trend of foreign support does not seem to be diminishing, with Turkey’s continued support of armed groups in Idlib challenging its relations with Russia (Fehim Tastekin, “Syria’s Idlib Emerges as Achilles Heel in Russia-Turkey Partnership,” \textit{Al-Monitor}, July 30, 2018).
are able to receive funds and support across these transit lines more readily than governorates in the interior of the country.

And yet, despite these similarities, Idlib became home to two of the major extreme Islamist organizations that have perpetrated some degree of religious cleansing, while the rebels in Dara’a actively opposed such groups, suggesting a popular resilience against sectarian ideology. That said, there are certainly elements within Idlib governorate that are willing to confront the Islamist militias, and civilian organizations compete with militants to control efforts at governance. Additionally, HTS’s hedging when it comes to messaging about their own sectarian actions suggests that its views are not yet widely held. Nevertheless, HTS remains dominant in Idlib, enabling sectarianism to grow there, a situation that is only likely to get worse with the demographic shifts of other rebels into the area who might feel cornered and liable to turn to terrorism as Assad’s forces continue to make advances.

Indeed, this demographic shift seems to be one of the major points of difference between the two governorates that might account for the continued existence of these groups in Idlib. The other—and likely more influential—variable that is clearly divided between the two regions is which border they are close to and, more precisely, which external actors are using these borders to provide resources to rebel groups. In Dara’a, the Southern Front receives assistance from the United States and European allies via Jordan. In Idlib, where extremist groups control the border crossings with Turkey, it is Qatar and other wealthy Gulf and Islamist benefactors who provide support. Given the lack of reliable data on social dynamics, the strongest conclusion this author can draw is that the practical variable of international support for rebels with particular ideologies is what enables these groups to operate, more than any social or civil-society efforts.

Fortunately, unlike developing civil society or influencing culture, the movement of people and resources, especially from outside the country, is something that policymakers outside Syria can more significantly affect. The first step would be to make a genuine effort to cut off the resources, supplies, and fighters coming from foreign sources. This might involve putting greater pressure on places like Qatar or, perhaps more effectively, cooperating with Turkey to close the border to traffic of this kind. HTS and Ahrar al-Sham almost entirely rely on trade and resources coming from outside Syria, so cutting them off would limit their ability to operate effectively and drive them out of Idlib. As for the changing demographics, to the extent that outside

---


98 This is not to say that such elements do not play a role, only that, with the current limits on information and data from Syria, it is impossible to assess the strength of these variables at this time.

powers have any influence in a postwar Syria, they should make it clear that they will not accept the attempts at ethnic cleansing that have left the population more-strictly divided along religious lines. The Balkans has proven that allowing this demarcation to endure can have long-term consequences in terms of solidifying differences based on identity rather than encouraging reconciliation and acceptance of diversity.\textsuperscript{100} Reconciliation and reconstruction efforts, then, should emphasize the importance of returning IDPs and refugees to their homes rather than pressuring them to settle in religious enclaves.

What little polling there has been suggests that Syrians in Idlib and Dara'a, as well as in other parts of the country, largely feel that sectarian divides are not old, unsolvable problems but are political in nature, pointing to a more popular resilience to sectarianism and tolerance for religious diversity. However, with every act of violence committed by an extremist militia or the regime and its allies that is or appears to be based on religious grounds, sectarian divides will be reified in a cycle of action begetting retribution. This makes solutions like cutting off the flow of foreign resourcing and pushing for the importance of inclusivity and diversity essential to preventing long-term cycles of violence and retribution. Resilience is present in Syria, but it could fade if world powers do not make an effort to allow it to flourish.

\textsuperscript{100} Tom Evans, “Bosnian Leader: ‘Ethnic Cleansing’ Continues 15 Years After the War,” CNN, March 1, 2010.
This chapter analyzes resilience to sectarian violence in Baghdad neighborhoods in 2010 and in the Kurdistan region of Iraq (KRI) in 2017. The Baghdad section builds off of earlier work that explains why some neighborhoods were better able to resist the descent into sectarian violence during the insurgency of the late 2000s.\textsuperscript{1} This chapter introduces a second case study focused on Dohuk governorate in the KRI to test whether similar factors might be at play in explaining that area’s resilience to violent conflict, despite its proximity to ISIS-controlled territory and an influx of IDPs.

At the outset, it is important to note that Baghdad and Dohuk differ in size, demography, history, and institutional stability. The premise of this case study is not that these two areas are the same. The primary comparison in this chapter—as in the earlier research—is among different neighborhoods in Baghdad. The intra-Baghdad comparison has the methodological advantage of controlling for many variables, including location, proximity to sectarian diversity, and embeddedness in national politics, an advantage that Dohuk lacks.

The reason for including Dohuk in this treatment of resilience is practical. First, the Kurdistan region was one of the few places in Iraq where fieldwork could be safely carried out by a Westerner in 2017. Although the Kurdish region does not possess significant sectarian diversity, it does contain substantial ethnic diversity. Dohuk has served as a receiving area of many Sunni-Arab IDPs, as well as smaller populations of Christians and Yezidis who fled ISIS control in nearby areas, including Mosul. Given this challenging context (i.e., Dohuk’s hosting of non-Kurdish IDPs), which might have been expected to erode Dohuk’s stability, and the prior consideration of fieldwork access, this chapter treats Dohuk as a second case to test the portability of the Baghdad findings in a different setting.

\textsuperscript{1} Carpenter, 2012; Ami C. Carpenter, \textit{Community Resilience to Sectarian Violence in Baghdad}, New York: Springer-Verlag, 2016.
This chapter finds that, despite the different contexts, there is a great deal of overlap in what accounts for Baghdad’s and Dohuk’s capacity to resist the impulse of violence. Although not an exhaustive classification of resilience factors, social capital (high intergroup trust) has a great deal of explanatory power in both cases. Communities in which people trusted each other and interacted on a regular basis were less likely to become fearful and angry in Baghdad’s rapidly shifting and chaotic landscape and were more likely to take strategic action that reinforced and protected their relationships and values.

Resilience, Conflict Escalation, and Social Capital

Multiple studies have found that community resilience depends on the strength of intergroup trust and cooperation among community members. This is particularly true when theorizing about resilience to violent social conflict, because strong intergroup relations provide a buffer against conflict escalation. Violent social conflicts do not emerge suddenly and without warning; they escalate through a series of stages.

Escalation usually is triggered by an event that unsettles relationships between groups. Within a group, higher levels of fear and anger drive changes that separate groups further: Each group coheres, cuts off communication with the “other,” and prepares to defend itself. Because “victim” and “aggressor” are contested roles in violent conflict, and because the desire for revenge is an emotion tied to the trauma of violence, readying for defense often leads instead to offensive attacks. Violence then

---


spreads through exposure\(^4\) as victims become perpetrators\(^5\) and the visibility of violence increases.\(^6\) The longevity of violent conflict only exacerbates these dynamics.\(^7\)

High levels of social capital buffer against the negative effects outlined above. People who trust each other and interact on a regular basis are less likely to become fearful and angry at each other and therefore are less likely to demonize the “other.” They are less vulnerable to mobilization and recruitment by sectarian actors because of “competing loyalties to other identities, competing shared histories from a broader religious affiliation [and] conflicting loyalties from their memberships in other groups on other cleavages.”\(^8\)

**Background**

After Saddam Hussein was deposed, the conflict in Iraq evolved from an insurgency against the interim U.S.-led government (the Coalition Provisional Authority) into a sectarian civil war. Al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI) was formed in late 2003 and led by Abu Mus’ab Al-Zarqawi, a Jordanian who adapted the Jihadist organization to which he belonged—Tawhid wal Jihad—to the Iraqi context. His initial goals included armed and ideological opposition to American and foreign involvement in Iraq, the overthrow of the new Iraqi government, and the establishment of an Islamic caliphate. But AQI’s strategy shifted quickly from attacking coalition forces to attacking Shi’ite civilians, first in western Al-Anbar province and then in Baghdad’s mixed sectarian and Shi’ite-dominant neighborhoods. Al-Zarqawi’s explicit aim was to provoke sectarian violence, despite warnings from Osama bin Laden’s then-deputy, Ayman Al-Zawahiri, that such a strategy undermined the overarching goal of ousting coalition forces and establishing a pan-Islamic state.


Among the Shi‘a community, Muqtada Al-Sadr formed the Mahdi Army in 2003. Sadr is the son of the late Grand Ayatollah Muhammad Al-Sadr, who was a figurehead of Shi‘a resistance under Saddam Hussein’s regime. The organization began as a religious and social movement, based in Baghdad’s marginalized Shi‘ite-dominant areas (particularly in Al-Thawra, since renamed Sadr City) and provided social services and spiritual support. Like Al-Zarqawi, Al-Sadr opposed the presence of U.S. and coalition forces in Iraq. Unlike Al-Zarqawi, Al-Sadr publicly rejected sectarian violence against Sunni Muslims. However, as internal violence increased, the Mahdi Army played a larger public-security function in Baghdad neighborhoods, with the goal of protecting both Baghdad’s Shi‘a population and religious shrines. The organization expanded rapidly between 2004 and 2005 and decentralized into different (and often rival) factions, many of which adopted sectarian tactics despite Al-Sadr’s policy.

In 2005, Al-Zarqawi called for a comprehensive war against Shi‘ite Iraqis. The bombing of the Shi‘a Al-‘Askari shrine in Samarra in February 2006 became a symbol of the scope of sectarian violence in the country. It occurred at a time when Baghdad was becoming increasingly divided into Sunni and Shi‘ite enclaves as 80 percent of Baghdad’s households fled their formerly multiethnic neighborhoods. Sectarian violence continued largely unchecked until 2008, when Sunni tribes realigned themselves against AQI and drove them out of Al-Anbar and other Sunni areas. Afterward, Al-Sadr entered into a ceasefire agreement with Prime Minister Nouri Al-Maliki’s government.

By 2012, AQI had reconstituted as the Islamic State (IS). Its seizure of territory in northern Syria caused an exodus of refugees east across the Syria-Iraq border into Dohuk governorate in the KRI. In June 2014, 48 miles southwest of Dohuk City, IS captured Mosul and the governorate received hundreds of thousands of IDPs fleeing the violence. Two months later, IS attacked the KRI directly, capturing Sinjar, the Mosul Dam, and eight other towns. This “Northern Iraq offensive” displaced 40,000 Yezidi and other minorities and generated the third wave of IDPs into Dohuk. As of this writing, refugees and IDPs constitute 50 percent of the population in Dohuk’s capital city and 33 percent of the total population in the governorate.

---

9 The territory is politically divided between the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK), each of which retains its own security (Peshmerga) forces. Significant numbers of refugees from the Syrian civil war began to arrive in Dohuk in early 2012, and by 2014 there were more than 100,000. By early 2017, when Iraqi forces began to recapture Mosul, 395,000 IDPs lived in Dohuk, and the vast majority were from Mosul. See International Organization for Migration, “Iraq Mission: Displacement Tracking Matrix—DTM Round 64,” webpage, February 2017.
Neighborhood Versus City Resilience

The main reason to compare neighborhood-level analysis with city-level analysis is to explore how the nature and relevance of resilience capacities vary across different scales. The Baghdad study compared neighborhoods in order to understand how parts of Baghdad coped with rising sectarian violence. Prior research had established that “the social and organizational characteristics of neighborhoods explain variations in the geographical concentration of violence,” and more-recent studies confirm that support for (or resilience against) extremist recruitment occurred at the neighborhood or community level. Therefore, the author treated neighborhoods as units of analysis where people either supported or rejected sectarianism.

The Dohuk case examined a larger social system—a city—in order to compare resilience capacities between small and large communities. For the analysis of resilience factors in Dohuk, the author relied on focus groups and interviews conducted in January and June 2017 and on a large urban profile of Dohuk governorate published by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (UNHCR) in August 2016. The author was able to combine case study data with secondary survey and focus-group data in response to inquiries about social cohesion, coexistence, and coping strategies. The following sections describe each research site in more depth.

Baghdad Neighborhoods

The earlier Baghdad study compared ten neighborhoods to examine how different variables related to people’s adoption or rejection of sectarian attitudes and behaviors. The research effort differentiated neighborhoods by their ethnic composition and whether they permitted or rejected sectarian militias. Thus, neighborhoods were placed in one of the six categories indicated in Table 5.1. Four neighborhoods (Al-Karadah,
Al-Kuraiaat and Al-Dhubat) were resilient to sectarian conflict and protected life and property during the civil war.

Al-Karadah and Al-Kuraiaat were Shi'a-dominant areas. Al-Karadah neighborhood is located in Al-Karadah district, a relatively large area on the east bank of the Tigris River, where militias operated. It was home to Sunnis and Christians, many of whom had high levels of education, and moderate-to-high socioeconomic status. Baghdad University is in close proximity, and the region was home to many businesses and NGOs. On the same (east) side of the Tigris River is historic Al-Kuraiaat, a smaller area famous for its restaurants and bordered by Al-A'dhamiya. Diversity in socioeconomic classes was reported in Al-Kuraiaat, meaning that wealthy residents intermixed with poorer residents, who also tended to have a lower standard of education.

Palestine Street is an administrative division of Sadr City, but it differs from the latter in significant ways. It is a well-known commercial area like Al-Karadah and is home to Baghdad’s second-largest university, Al-Mustansiriya. Many residents had middle- to upper-level income and were highly educated. Buildings were in good condition, and home sizes were generally large. Despite being bounded by Sadr City regions, Palestine Street did not experience the same influence by the Mahdi Army and remained relatively safe. Interview and focus groups were conducted in these areas.

Al-Dhubat was the only nonviolent Sunni-dominant area where Shi’a and Christian residents also live that could be identified by the field research team. Al-Dhubat, which means “The Officers,” is located within the otherwise violent Zayouna district, a residential area in Baghdad whose residents earn above-average income. Residents of Zayouna, and of Al-Dhubat in particular, include a large percentage of high-ranking Iraqi army officers.

A key point is that proximity to violent areas did not predict the spread of sectarian attitudes and behaviors. For example, both Al-Za'faraniya (where the Mahdi Army
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Table 5.1
Research Site Selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sectarian militias permitted</th>
<th>Sunni Dominant</th>
<th>Shi’ite Dominant</th>
<th>Mixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al-'Amiriya</td>
<td>Sadr City</td>
<td>Al-Bayaa’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-A’dhamiya</td>
<td>Al-Za’faraniya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Doura</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sectarian militias rejected</th>
<th>Al-Dhubat</th>
<th>Al-Karadah</th>
<th>Palestine Street</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al-Kuraiaat</td>
<td>Al-Kuraiaat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES: Sunni-dominant areas are those where Sunnis make up more than 70 percent of the neighborhood population. Likewise, Shi’ite-dominant areas are those where Shi’ites constitute more than 70 percent of the population. Mixed areas are where two or more ethno-religious groups (i.e., Sunni, Shi’ite, Mandaean, Iranian, and Christian) make up 30–70 percent of the population.
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14 Interview with a YouGov facilitator, September 2011.
and AQI operated) and Al-Karadah, where they were not permitted to operate, are located within the larger Al-Karadah district. Palestine Street is a subdivision of Sadr City, the birthplace of Mahdi Army, and is plagued by attacks and counterattacks. Al-Dhubat neighborhood is in Zayouna district, which was an extremely violent area of Baghdad. There is no doubt that the proximity of violent actors increases the risk of sectarianism, but whether that risk becomes a reality depends on how it is managed by local actors.

**Dohuk City**

Dohuk governorate consists of four districts,\(^{15}\) two of which—Dohuk and Semel—were the subject of this analysis. This research treated Semel and Dohuk as a single urban area. Semel is a suburb of Dohuk City, and each has a higher population density than other parts of the governorate. More importantly, together they host the highest percentage of refugees and IDPs in Dohuk governorate (50 percent). Virtually all IDP households are from Nineveh governorate: 54 percent from Mosul City; 39 percent from Sinjar; and 7 percent from Tal Kayf, Hamdaniya, and Tal Afar.\(^{16}\) The majority of IDPs live outside camps and are mingled in with the host communities, which causes tension. “No one expected this huge number of IDPs coming to our city; everything became a mess. There was no plan to take care of the IDPs and, honestly, they should all be in camps instead of staying in the urban areas.”\(^ {17}\)

Social fissures and safety concerns were influenced by “the war next door” and the presence of IS militants in Dohuk. Although uncommon (and absent in the official record), IS’s capacity to operate in Dohuk included kidnapping\(^ {18}\) and recruitment.\(^ {19}\) Tensions and grievances were particularly high between Dohuk’s host community and Sunni Arab IDPs, who “tend to live in isolation from other groups and from the host community because of their alleged role in Iraq’s conflict.”\(^ {20}\) The more-widespread and deeply felt pressures were caused by a pervasive financial crisis. A severe economic shock caused by a crash in world oil prices struck Dohuk in early 2012 at the same time that significant numbers of refugees from the Syrian civil war began to arrive.
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15 These districts are Amedi, Dohuk, Semel, and Zakho.

16 UNHCR, 2016, p. 13.

17 UNHCR, 2016, p. 19.

18 Focus group member, June 8, 2017.

19 Official and unofficial estimates of recruitment differ significantly. Official estimates placed the total number of Kurdish IS members at around 1,000 (see Rebecca Collard, “Kurdish ISIS Recruits Threaten Identity and Security of Kurdish State,” *TIME*, January 23, 2015). An unofficial estimate by a credible source placed the number of young men recruited from religious schools in rural areas at about ten per month, per school.

20 UNHCR, 2016, p. 25.
The economic crisis was exacerbated by fallout from serious political conflicts between the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) and the national government. The immediate result was the KRG’s inability to meet its huge government payroll, which led it to cut the salaries of public-sector employees (more than half of the workforce) by 75 percent. The widespread reduction in disposable income, coupled with the burden on public services, generated significant levels of perceived deprivation. A majority of host and IDP community members viewed themselves as victims of an unfair advantage conferred on the “other” in the way that humanitarian aid is allocated and over competition for jobs.

Despite all of these challenges, Dohuk has escaped the widespread violence and collapse of law and order experienced in neighboring Nineveh governorate. The remainder of this chapter explains how and why actors and institutions coped, adapted, and ultimately self-organized to safeguard their social infrastructure.

Social Capital

Social capital is built on trust embedded within social relationships. The structure of social relationships varies across two dimensions. The horizontal dimension connects people of different identity groups (e.g., Sunni, Shi’a) in the same community. The vertical dimension connects community members to their leaders and to different levels of government. Considered together, these two dimensions of social capital shape how communities respond to upheaval and crisis.

Horizontal Relationships

Bridging social capital refers to formal and informal relationships connecting people of different identity groups through organizations, agencies, and institutions at mul-
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21 The KRI receives 17 percent of the federal budget, which the Iraqi government refused to pay in 2014. The failure of Erbil and Baghdad to implement an oil deal negotiated at the end of 2014 compounded the shortage of funds.


23 Fifty-four percent of host respondents and 58 percent of IDP respondents felt that aid was unfairly distributed, while 56 percent of host respondents and 52 percent of IDPs felt that competition for jobs was unfair. See UNHCR, 2016, p. 26.

24 One year later, both concerns emerged as major themes in the interviews and focus groups.


tiple levels. The Baghdad case study found higher levels of bridging social capital in the four resilient neighborhoods, as measured by the frequency of collective problem-solving and community action.

Residents in Al-Karadah, Palestine Street, Al-Kuraiaat, and Al-Dhubat reported a history of coordinated collective action to solve whole-neighborhood problems, including organizing trash collection and financial contributions for poor families, collecting signatures from residents on petitions, and cooperating to settle disputes. Humanitarian assistance to the needy was organized by community members and executed by wealthy families, individuals, and Imams through collections at mosques. One resident of Al-Karadah discussed this type of community organization in depth:

Al-Karadah, Baghdad (2010): People in the neighborhood used to solve problems without returning to the state. They helped each other, particularly with regard to poor families. Members of the society informed the rich people about the presence of poor families. Rich people used to collect money to help the poor. Sometime a person dies or has to undergo an operation so the people used to cooperate to help them financially.

This account stands in sharp relief to those from Al-Za’faraniya, a Mahdi Army stronghold. The following respondent’s response to the same question is illustrative:

Al-Za’faraniya, Baghdad (2010): People in my neighborhood didn’t have ties with each other. Every person minded their own business. People don’t meet or gather. I personally faced a problem; I needed money for an operation to my son; I wasn’t comfortable about asking for help from the others; I sold something I have and I paid for the expenses of the operations. People of the neighborhood don’t know each other.

Although several factors account for the difference in bridging capital between Al-Za’faraniya and Al-Karadah, the Baghdad research suggests the importance of two geographic factors: (1) availability of public spaces and (2) integrated housing versus residential enclaves. These dynamics also proved critical in the example of Bahrain (see Chapter Three). First, the availability of public spaces where people come together to socialize and connect creates opportunities for interacting. Neighborhoods without public places limit these possibilities, and Al-Za’faraniya is one such neighborhood. Respondents believed that the lack of markets, cafes, and playgrounds resulted in very low levels of interpersonal interaction and community cooperation. Second, residential enclaves (i.e., where Sunni and Shi’ite residents live in separate areas) affect interaction

---


28 Field interview in Al-Za’faraniya, November 11, 2010.
and communication between sects in mixed neighborhoods. Al-Bayaa' and Palestine Street differed on this variable. Palestine Street is characterized by mixed neighborhoods and proved resilient to sectarian conflict.

The configuration of physical space also mattered in Dohuk. As one respondent explained, “From its founding, Duhok was a small city; there are Christian communities inside the city, Muslims, there are Jews, and most tribes are neighbors to each other.”29 Some respondents emphasized that tensions are managed because of the strong relationship between Dohuk’s tribes and religious groups. Others described tribal affiliation itself as an important form of bridging social capital, linking members of both major political parties. One person cited the Iraqi Kurdish civil war between 1994 and 1997 (which pitted KDP and PUK supporters against each other) to argue that Dohuk experienced less violence than other areas because belonging to the same tribe was more important than identification with a political party:30

Dohuk City, KRI (2017): It was not easy for people to kill each other because of political issues. For example, if me and you [are] from the Doski tribe, but I am PUK and you are KDP, we don’t kill each other because we are from same tribe.

As in Baghdad, Dohuk and Semel residents also reported a history of coordinated collective action between different religious groups. In line with earlier research in the disaster recovery literature, residents cited the importance of informal ties to individuals from different socioeconomic backgrounds—i.e., those who would not be accessible through bonding capital alone—and also through connections to organizations that could provide support through institutional channels:

Dohuk City, KRI (2017): When someone has a health problem, or needs a funeral, or needs to go to the hospital and doesn’t have money, people give donations. They also do this when there is a wedding but a family is not rich.

Semel, KRI (2017): In 2010, there was a Kurdish city called Wan on the Turkish side that suffered a big earthquake, and the people of Duhok did a big campaign for the people of Wan. Nobody told us to do it—you would just see collection boxes outside so many stores or mosques, you put whatever you can donate into the box, and then that organization would send it.

Bridging capital in Dohuk City was also evident in strong economic support networks. “Very poor doesn’t exist here,” said another respondent, adding, “I don’t know anyone who doesn't have enough food for a day.” Chen and colleagues have suggested that such “informal arrangements for sharing economic gains with friends and neigh-

29 Interview with a local NGO director in Dohuk, June 12, 2017.

30 An important piece of this dynamic is the greater salience of tribal identity to Dohuk residents over political affiliation. An exploration of these dynamics is unfortunately outside the scope of this research.
bors in need may lessen relative deprivation.”31 These informal networks might have lessened the perceived unfair distribution of humanitarian aid and job opportunities discussed earlier.

Neighborhoods whose residents interacted frequently before 2003 on shared neighborhood problems were also more successful in organizing and executing actions critical to maintaining safety and security during periods of sectarian conflict. This is because prior cooperation helped build a sense of trust and community within neighborhoods and helped residents develop shared expectations about their respective roles in addressing problems and how best to coordinate their actions:32

Al-Dhubat, Baghdad (2010): People self-organized to protect Yaqin mosque that was inside of the neighborhood and no one was able to reach it. They were not organized; they just wanted to protect the mosque from any enemy. There was no leader.

Al-Karadah, Baghdad (2010): The good relationship between the people that was built in the previous years was sufficient to face [sectarian] tensions.

Al-Kuraiaat, Baghdad (2010): Sunnis and Shi’ites had good relations with each other and they worked and cooperated to maintain security in the neighborhood. The people respect and value the old relationship.

Dohuk residents also attributed their successes to established relationships. When IS kidnapped a Yezidi family from Semel, local leaders were able to quickly organize their rescue by pulling together men from different tribes and villages into an ad hoc rescue team. “They were able to do it because we had worked together in the past, and we knew each other.”33

**Vertical (Linking) Relationships**

Vertical relationships connect people in a community with institutions and authorities that are often (but not always) external to that community.34 Vertical relationships

---


32 This phenomenon is also referred to as a mental model. Shared mental models allow people to “anticipate one another’s actions and to coordinate their behaviors, especially when time and circumstances do not permit overt and lengthy communication and strategizing among team members” (Beng-Chong Lim and Katherine J. Klein, “Team Mental Models and Team Performance: A Field Study of the Effects of Team Mental Model Similarity and Accuracy,” *Journal of Organizational Behaviour*, Vol. 27, 2006, p. 405).

33 Focus group in Dohuk, June 8, 2017.

34 Glenn A. Bowen, “Social Capital, Social Funds and Poor Communities: An Exploratory Analysis,” *Social Policy and Administration*, Vol. 43, No. 3, 2009; Ichiro Kawachi, Daniel Kim, Adam Coutts, and S. V. Subrama-
connect individuals and communities to the government and financial markets. However, both systems were in flux during Iraq’s sectarian civil war. Despite this fact, Al-Karadah, Al-Kuraiaat, and Palestine Street had strong links to markets because they had been centers of commerce prior to the U.S. invasion. This had two effects. First, their relatively high socioeconomic status reduced residents’ vulnerability to sectarian recruitment efforts. Although both Al-Kuraiaat and Al-Karadah were Shi’ite-majority neighborhoods and Palestine Street bordered Sadr City, the Mahdi Army was not able to gain a foothold in these areas. “The middle class viewed Mahdi Army as a challenge,” a resident of Al-Karadah explained. A resident of Al-Kuraiaat noted succinctly, “businessmen know full well that violence is bad for profit.”

The second effect for centers of commerce like Al-Karadah and Al-Kuraiaat was that new officials and visitors set up residence there after Saddam’s regime fell. “Al-Karadah became a center for the residence of the officials and [the security forces that] were protecting themselves and the people,” noted one respondent. Their residences required additional security presence by Coalition and Iraqi Army forces:

Al-Kuraiaat, Baghdad (2010): As the state grew stronger . . . the army began to deploy checkpoints and this saved the people from kidnapping.

Better security in Al-Karadah and Al-Kuraiaat helped prevent large numbers of its residents from fleeing, thereby preventing the negative effects of dislocation. In other areas, wealthy residents who could afford to leave did so as sectarian tension mounted, leaving behind poor residents who were preyed on more easily. “Many Sunnis and rich people left their houses for Syria and Jordan,” recounted a resident of Al-Bayaa’. “Only poor people remained and many of them were forced to serve the terrorists. People had to cook for them and harbor them in their houses.”

Residents in Al-Dhubat, the Sunni-majority neighborhood in the otherwise violent Zayouna district, also achieved a high level of security through vertical ties. Because Al-Dhubat is a small residential area, the links were contained in the close relationships that connected ordinary residents to the neighborhood’s founding Haj Raad Tabra family, rather than through a cooperative relationship with the Iraqi Army. The Tabra family provided the whole neighborhood (not just its own residences) with a sophisticated border-monitoring system, including surveillance equipment, cameras, civilian checkpoints, and electricity generators.

---

35 The Iraqi Army, reconstituted after “de-Ba’thification,” largely abandoned Sunni-dominant areas, leaving them vulnerable to AQI.
A second factor in Al-Dhubat’s resilience was the continuity of vertical ties to government institutions that was lacking in other Sunni-dominant areas during de-Ba’thification. Many of Al-Dhubat’s elder residents were former high-ranking military officers. They had served “during the 1958 revolution that overthrew the Hashemite monarchy, . . . are not pro-Ba’thists, [and] hold different views from the other Sunni areas, not only of the sect but [a] different view of the politics.”

In other words, they did not feel aggrieved or threatened by the changes taking place.

It must be noted that the combination of vertical and overlapping links between local leaders in Baghdad and external tribal authorities in Al-Anbar had a negative impact on community resilience. The Baghdad case study found that the Ba’thist elites and former government officials who lived in Al-‘Amiriyah were situated within a complex tribal network that connected members of Saddam’s Al-Bu Nasir tribe to the Dulaimi tribes in Al-Anbar, where AQI had been operating with tribal support since 2004. AQI leveraged the tribal networks (via smuggling and trade routes) to enter Al-A’dhamiya and Al-‘Amiriyah neighborhoods; it also entered Al-Doura from nearby rural Arab Jabur on the boundaries of Baghdad City.

Thus, resilience sometimes depends on being able to disconnect from a larger network with potential negative impacts. Palestine Street, Al-Dhubat, Al-Kuraiaat, and Al-Karadah were more insulated from the external interference of tribal support for various militias because tribal leaders did not figure as prominently in local governance as “old Baghdadis,” or descendants of prominent families involved in Ottoman gov-

---

36 Email correspondence with a YouGov research coordinator, January 12, 2011.
37 Overlapping links bond members of a subgroup to other members of the same subgroup in other locations. Tribal affiliation falls into this category of social capital.

38 Austin Long, “The Anbar Awakening,” *Survival*, Vol. 50, No. 2, 2008, p. 74. Al-Anbar is the largest province in Iraq and its residents are entirely Sunni and from the Dulaim tribe, whose membership extends into Syria, Saudi Arabia, and Jordan (Al-Zarqawi’s birthplace). These links dated back to the Iran–Iraq war. As more party members (especially members of the Ba’th militia, known as the Popular Army) were sent to the front, the presence of loyal Ba’thists in tribal areas was thinned. This forced increasing reliance on tribal loyalty, and Hussein widened the circle of tribes he relied on, drawing heavily on the large Dulaimi confederation in Al-Anbar.

39 In fact, both Sunni and Shi’a tribes controlled smuggling and trade networks into particular parts of the city, and with their blessing, AQI and the Mahdi Army used those networks to facilitate movement of people and guns.

40 Although tribal authorities were not entirely absent, respondents described old families as the legitimate local leaders and reported a greater reliance on these respected old families for solving problems and resolving conflicts. For example, in Al-Dhubat, problems were reportedly resolved through the help of “trusted old families,” as well as neighbors and friends. Respondents from the two other resilient Shi’a neighborhoods (Al-Kuraiaat and Al-Karadah) reported that Sheikhs were present but were more ambivalent about their influence on neighborhood affairs and stated that they were needed only for tribal disputes, and that not everyone went to them.
Leaders from these trusted old families made decisions based on the security of the neighborhood, not the sectarian agenda of external tribal authorities.

Local leaders also figured prominently in Dohuk. Dohuk residents were more likely to trust and seek help from informal leaders than from elected officials or the justice system. Policing and security were achieved cooperatively via strong vertical relationships between state authorities and informal tribal leaders (aghas) and religious leaders (mullahs). Each relied on the other for judicial administration. “The court will sometimes ask the Agha [tribal leader] or the Mullah [religious leader] to get involved in particular cases” to help enforce its verdict.

Likewise, tribal leaders told Dohuk police when and where they conducted mediations, because tribal customs permit revenge acts of violence in cases where dialogue fails. In such cases, police intervened by arresting the alleged perpetrator (as much for protection as for due process), protecting their extended family, and issuing warnings to aggrieved parties on both sides. The result was an interlocking security structure involving “a great deal of cooperation between the police and courts and the informal leaders” to manage local disputes.

Dohuk also is connected to regional, national, and international systems that bolstered its resilience. Regional cooperation between Kurdish defense forces and the large Shammar tribe played a key role in the ability to keep IS out of the Kurdistan region. KDP leaders also worked with “paramilitary forces affiliated with Turkey . . . and the National Mobilization (Al-Hashd Al-Watani) forces of Athil Al-Nujaifi, the former

Notable families are a typical social formation throughout the Arab lands of the former Ottoman Empire. They were a social class of urban elites who had served as intermediaries between the Ottoman state and the larger Iraqi population.

Focus group in Dohuk, June 8, 2017.

Focus group in Dohuk, June 8, 2017.

Focus group in Dohuk, June 9, 2017.

Vertical social capital facilitates adaptive capacity but does not guarantee it. Achieving the formal alliance that resulted in a major military victory in Rabia required a three-month negotiation between tribal leadership and KRI President Masoud Barzani. The immediacy of the threat posed by IS in Shammar territory created incentives for cooperation. However, perceived and real grievances stemmed from “the rise of Kurdish influence, and Shammar claim [that] the KDP has taken steps to marginalize their political, economic and social power” around Rabia and the greater province. The recent alliance between the KRG and the Shammar tribe was made possible by (1) the Shammar tribe’s “long-established tribal policy of building relations with the dominant adjacent power”; (2) the immediacy of the threat posed by IS in Shammar territory; and (3) a more recent context of cooperation between large Sunni tribes and the Kurds relating to mutually beneficial oil contracts between the KRG and international oil companies, which benefit the tribes. See Christine van den Toorn and Ahmed Ali, “Challenges and Opportunities in Post-ISIS Territories: The Case of Rabia,” Institute of Regional and International Studies, IRIS Iraq Report, August 3, 2015.
governor of Ninevah Province, who has been living in Erbil since being displaced from Mosul in summer 2014.46

Transgovernmental humanitarian aid agreements have enabled large resource flows critical to Dohuk’s local response capacity. Aside from the benefit of emergency assistance, NGOs serving the displaced created a secondary labor market for English-speaking Kurds, helping many supplement their reduced public-sector salaries. City officials are connected to regional and international actors through the KRG’s Joint Crisis Coordination Center (JCC).47 JCC is a humanitarian-government coordination platform that works closely with its counterpart in Baghdad (the Joint Coordination and Monitoring Centre) and with hundreds of aid organizations. JCC’s integrative potential is high but is severely curtailed by the fraught relationship between Erbil and Baghdad. However, one positive local impact, achieved through information-sharing at monthly meetings, was the identification and banning of sectarian relief organizations that were distributing aid to Christian and Sunni families and excluding Shi’a households.48

Military coordination is another aspect of vertical linkage. The military agreement among Erbil, Baghdad, and the U.S.-led coalition resulted in Combined Joint Task Force—Operation Inherent Resolve (CJTF-OIR), which coordinated military operations between the Iraqi Army, Shi’ite militias (Hashd al-Shaabi or Popular Mobilization Units), and different Peshmerga forces. CJTF-OIR also has been a platform for mediating tensions between Erbil and Baghdad over the KDP policy of laying claim to contested territories during the offensive against IS. High-ranking coalition officers have facilitated negotiations between KRG and the government of Iraq over shared land use,49 the distribution of oil revenue from Kirkuk,50 and the provision of security in the disputed territories.51 These instrumental agreements are not sustainable in the

---


47 The KRG established JCC in 2014 “as a lead institution for coordination and management of all phases of crisis and disaster, such as risk assessment and mitigation, early warning and preparedness, response, and management, including preparedness, mitigation, response, and recovery to the current humanitarian crisis and all future man-made and natural disasters and crises as well as new emergencies.” The center is led by a director general under the Minister of Interior. See Kurdistan Regional Government of Iraq, Ministry of Interior, “Joint Crisis Coordination Centre,” webpage, undated.

48 Interview with Hoshang Mohamed, JCC Director General, in Erbil, June 17, 2017.


51 Laurie Mylroie, “U.S.-Led Coalition Supports Continuing Talks Between Erbil and Baghdad,” Kurdistan 24, November 15, 2017
long term. However, KRG officials refer to these examples to emphasize that third-party assistance in future political negotiations was a key component of “the kind of cooperation that is needed and that works.”

So far, this chapter has argued that communities with strong horizontal relationships between religious and ethnic groups (bridging ties) and vertical relationships to centers of power (linking ties) were better equipped to deal positively and proactively with rising sectarianism, along with the violence and displacement it caused. The following section explains how these communities did so.

**Translating Trust to Action**

Cooperative relationships between different groups are based on interactions that fluctuate over time. Relationships are never static, and the incentives for cooperation versus conflict can shift dramatically during political or social uncertainty. Even where pre-existing cross-cutting relationships do exist, they tend to deteriorate rapidly in crisis environments without concerted efforts to nurture, protect, and strengthen them. In times of uncertainty and crisis, fears can grow quickly about the “other,” and people’s behavior deteriorates to match their assumptions about how the other is likely to act. Three strategies sustained and strengthened intergroup relations in Baghdad neighborhoods and Dohuk City: conflict resolution processes, leadership advocacy, and border monitoring. In different but complementary ways, each helped prevent the spread of sectarian attitudes and behavior.

**Conflict-Resolution Processes**

Conflict-resolution processes are critical to sustain high levels of trust between groups. In Baghdad neighborhoods, people engaged in spontaneous behavior intended to manage rising tensions associated with the violence surrounding them. People played the role of informal “street” mediators in order to counter sectarian mobilization. Discussions of political or religious issues were taboo under Hussein’s regime, but the new coalition government encouraged “open and free debate of ideas”:

> Al-A’dhamiya, Baghdad (2010): Young people started to gather at the street corners because of the unemployment. They had many discussions and debates among themselves. They divided into Shi’ite and Sunni groups with the spread of sectarianism. Friends of different sects stopped greeting each other after that. They avoided mixing because they would only talk about Omar and Ali.

Self-organized intervention in those street conversations was a conflict-resolution intervention strategy reported in all four Baghdad neighborhoods:

---

52 Interview with a representative from the JCC, Erbil, June 15, 2017.
Al-Kuraiaat, Baghdad (2010): There were heated arguments between Sunnis and Shi’ites; they started calling each other names and accusing each other of being sectarian but no killing; people from both communities would intervene to settle those arguments.

Al-Dhubat, Baghdad (2010): I don’t mean they never talked about such things; I meant that they don’t talk about Sunnis or Shi’ites in a degrading way. When arguments started, people tried to calm things down while other guys [in other areas] make things worse.

Informal mediation is extremely effective in reducing conflict escalation in small communities. When people participate in small-group discussions like the ones described above, they are more likely to express extreme positions and advocate riskier actions than they did before. Between high-prejudice individuals, such discussion can increase and intensify preexisting attitudes, worsening group polarization. Street mediation helped prevent these psychological changes from taking root and spreading.

At the Dohuk City level, conflict-resolution processes were embedded in formal networks, organizations, and structures. Although informal conflict-resolution processes existed, respondents believed that the most impactful initiatives were embedded in formal programs and organizations. Each initiative described was also intentionally designed to pass peacebuilding and conflict-resolution skills from person to person. These and similar programs were designed to create horizontal and vertical connections—no doubt because many of them originated in organizations with experience in peacebuilding theory and practice.

Between 2009 and 2010, Mercy Corps’ Governance Promotion through Conflict Management in Iraq program “supported a nationwide network of 87 Iraqi leaders who are committed to promoting good governance and reconciliation through consensus-based negotiation.” The Network of Iraqi Facilitators (NIF) was trained in negotiation, mediation, coaching, and mentoring skills. They subsequently “worked together across regional, political, and sectarian lines of division to resolve almost 130 major disputes, including tribal conflicts over land, tensions between citizens and government over services, disputes over elections, and clashes between rival factions of the Iraqi army and police.” In the KRI, NIF “brought together Sunnis and Shi’ites, Arabs

---


56 For example, two police officers recently decided to start using mediation to settle car accidents so that parties did not escalate tensions by involving tribes (Focus group, June 8, 2017).
and Kurds, and members from the rival Kurdish political parties” and helped resolve disputes between the PUK and KDP over control of labor unions in Dohuk.57

Three other initiatives that originated in Dohuk are local Peace Education workshops, Peace Journalism trainings, and Interfaith Dialogues. The community Peace Education workshops teach a three-day curriculum of techniques and strategies for resolving conflicts peacefully. They were organized by the University of Dohuk, which has KRI’s first and only degree program in peace and conflict resolution. Like the Mercy Corps project, the workshops aimed to create a multiplier effect by “creating ambassadors of peace in schools, youth centers, and IDP and refugee camps.”58 In fact, local NGOs have adapted the curriculum in the work they do around the governorate. “I now use 80 percent of what I learned in the workshops I conduct for [Dak Organization for Yazidi Women’s Development]. The women I have trained have welcomed the idea. They have always lived in peace with other religious groups.”59

Peace Journalism trainings aim to produce the same positive impacts at the level of public discourse. Attendees are selected for their positions in various media outlets, which enable them to impact discourse, and for their commitment to “activist journalism” by writing stories that incorporate principles of ethnic reconciliation.60 In one such training, participants focused on how the current conflict has influenced minorities in Sinjar, Nineveh, Tal Afar, and Mosul.61 Participants were instructed to identify and describe major problems in each area and their impacts on Yazidis, Chaldeans, Assyrians, Turkmen, and Shabak communities. Feedback from the trainer was illustrative of the training’s intended impact:

Dohuk, KRI (2017): The way you are describing these problems is as though you are politicians, or religious leaders. Yes, fundamentalism is increasing, but what should these communities do about that? This is the job of the journalist: You must write about this in a different way—it must have some sort of message regarding reconciliation.

58 Interview with Joutyar M. R. Sedeeq, Director of the University of Dohuk Center for Peace and Conflict Resolution Studies, January 20, 2017. High school students who attended the Peace Education workshops founded more than a dozen “youth peace clubs” that reproduced the conflict-resolution trainings (and created new adaptations through theater) to engage displaced youth in high schools and IDP or refugee camps around Dohuk governorate.
60 Interview with Khider Domle, June 7, 2017. Dohuk trainings are organized by Domle, who is a well-known Yazidi journalist, activist, and recent author of The Black Death, a book about the kidnapping and sexual enslavement of Yazidi women and girls.
61 The author observed this training during field research. Journalists from newspapers, news agencies, magazines, NGOs, and social media news websites (Kurdish news agency, Azaman and Ainkawa news agency, and a Syrian news agency) were in attendance.
By the end of the training, each journalist had developed a media story for dissemination later that week.

Interfaith Dialogue projects use a similar logic of targeting key stakeholders and have been conducted at all levels of society in Dohuk governorate. The University of Dohuk has organized Interfaith Conflict Resolution Meetings between Muslim, Yazidi, Assyrian, and Chaldean leaders for five years. Participants stated that these dialogues had promoted tolerance and increased their trust of other members over time. Participants in the January 2017 dialogue gave unanimous affirmative feedback to this question and further requested that the university extend the dialogue model downward into communities:

Dohuk, KRI (2017): I have learned so much about other religions coming here, and that kind of awareness needs to extend down into the community. Can the university assist in facilitating these kinds of meetings at the community level?

Dohuk, KRI (2017): The audience here believes in peace. We are not reaching the clergy who believe in and are fomenting violence. How can we reach the clergy who don’t believe in peace and non-violence?

Newer initiatives have built on the same methods of conflict-resolution training and intervention. Community-based mediation structures, called peace committees, have been actively intervening in IS-cleared areas since 2016. The peace committees were set up as part of the Nineveh Paths Project, which was funded by the United Nations Development Program and run by the Department of Peace Operations and a local NGO partner, Un Ponte Per. The goal of the peace committees was to prevent youth recruitment and improve intercommunity relations “using dialogue, mediation and restorative justice practices customized for local context, culture, and ownership.”

The project’s original funding cycle ran from October 2015 to March 2016, but at the

---

62 At the grassroots level, for example, the priest at Our Lady Monastery in Al-Quosh has been convening regular dialogues with Christian, Yezidi, and Muslim leaders.

63 This feedback was given during the January 2017 Interfaith Dialogue, “Peace and Conflict Resolution After ISIS,” 5th Annual Dialogue, University of Duhok’s Center for Peace and Conflict Resolution, Duhok, Iraq, 2017.

64 For a history of this project and others organized by the Center for Peace and Conflict Resolution Studies, see University of Duhok, “Peace and Conflict Resolution Studies Center,” webpage, undated.

time of this writing, the project has been extended to support new community-based interventions and monitor and evaluate their impact more rigorously.

**Leadership Advocacy for Coexistence**

Credible leaders who promote a narrative of peaceful coexistence can reduce tensions. Advocacy by local religious leaders in Baghdad neighborhoods had a tremendous impact on the adoption or rejection of sectarian attitudes and behaviors. In the four resilient neighborhoods, and consistent with other studies, religious leaders articulated core values and traditions to advocate for nonviolence. In Al-Karadah, a prominent local Imam explicitly forbade young people from attacking Sunni mosques, and in Al-Kuraiaaat, Al-Karadah, and Palestine Street, religious leaders spoke out regularly against sectarianism. Religious leaders in Dohuk conveyed a similar message and on a regular basis; multiple respondents reported that “the mullahs used every Friday sermon to encourage us to go out and help the refugees.”

Leadership advocacy at the Dohuk City level also included messaging by the political elite. Kurdish leaders across the political spectrum have successfully propagated a strong cultural narrative of the KRI as a place of tolerance and coexistence in order to garner support from the wider international community. “The Kurdish leadership spoke the language of pluralism, human rights, and international norms in the effort to acquire international recognition and legitimacy.” However, this narrative also reflects how the majority of Kurds see themselves, and political leaders used it to shape public opinion as the humanitarian crisis grew. In 2015, for example, Erbil’s governor responded to rising fears over IS infiltration of refugee and IDP camps in Dohuk. He issued an authoritative statement that reinforced the government’s prevailing narrative that refugees and IDPs were victims requiring assistance and sympathy, not security threats. President Barzani also gave several formal televised statements regarding the welcoming of IDPs. Interviewees believed that Barzani’s messaging in particular had reduced tensions as newcomers began streaming into the region, because it impacted leadership structures at municipal and local levels:

Dohuk, KRI (2017): There was a statement by Barzani to receive the IDPs and treat them very well. The tribal and religious leaders received this statement and worked on it . . . and the media especially in Duhok did good work to receive these people. And then it had an impact on the host communities and on the IDPs and refugees also. Because the IDPs were also afraid of the host community—how were they going to treat them? There was a big tension between the two.

---


Dohuk, KRI (2017): Barzani’s statement was picked up by local religious leaders and repeated every Friday.

As recounted by a leading member of the Yezidi religious community, the role of the Islamic clergy was important in the days when people fled Sinjar. “They told people, you have to provide help, open the doors of the mosques, provide safety. The real worship of God is to provide help to people.” It was not inevitable that local religious leaders would pick up and share Barzani’s message. Local clergy are ideologically heterogeneous, belong to different Islamic political parties, and often have complicated relationships with KDP leadership. Historically however, disaster has had a unifying effect on Islamist and secular leaders in Kurdistan, and even Islamists were largely united in condemning (and distancing themselves from) the atrocities committed by IS. Whatever their reasons, the clergy’s persistent messaging was critical in shaping how people responded to aiding the “other” in the context of crisis.

**Border Monitoring**

Restricting a militia’s access to a particular area is a short-term solution, with an important long-term impact: protecting people from exposure to violence. The credible threat and enactment of violence not only creates a fear-induced conformity that limits residents’ responses to active or tacit cooperation but also makes people more likely to express support for violent religious extremism. Thus, a defining feature of community resilience in Baghdad neighborhoods and in Dohuk was the ability to prevent the physical entry of sectarian militias and their recruiters.

The Baghdad neighborhoods did this by setting up local defense groups to defend boundaries and existing populations regardless of religion, rather than by driving out certain residents or carrying out attacks in other places:

Palestine Street, Baghdad (2010): Some alleys formed self-protection groups, only for a limited period of time . . . [in] the beginning, when they faced the extremists. They were all our friends. The people had good relationships with them. They didn’t make problems with the people. They prevented the entry of extremists to the neighborhood and they didn’t misuse their power.

---


70 Finkel et al., 2016.

71 Both Anderson and Wallace (2012) and Carpenter (2016) identified this as an important factor in successful resistance strategies.
Al-Kuraiaat, Baghdad (2010): Some good people in the neighborhood donated their rifles and trusted the young people of the neighborhood to protect [them] . . . Nobody paid them. They didn’t misuse their authorities and had a good relationship with the people. They didn’t belong to any party.

KDP peshmerga forces guarded the border areas proximate to Dohuk City72 and were largely successful in preventing IS from entering the city. However, Peshmerga forces were spread thin during IS’s offensive into nearby Sinjar, and IS militants were sometimes able to enter Dohuk. In these cases, residents pulled together in ad hoc defense groups:

Semel, KRI (2017): Sometimes when daesh came near this area, people formed volunteer groups to protect themselves because the police and Peshmerga were fighting somewhere else, so people had to protect themselves.

Discussion

Social capital is a critical ingredient in the ability of communities to withstand internal and external shocks that heighten the risk of sectarian conflict. In the context of Iraq, the physical layout of urban centers—especially integrated housing and public spaces for different religious groups to interact and socialize—increased social capital. In addition, the ability of local governance structures (tribal, religious, and familial) to provide public services incentivized further cross-sectarian cooperation.73 Repeated interactions over time built a durable type of bridging trust based on personal observation and knowledge about the dependability of others.74 Where bridging social trust between groups was lacking, as in Al-Za’faraniya and Al-Bayaa, residents instead organized by sect. Those neighborhoods ended up with separate local militias or were ultimately “occupied” by either AQI or the Mahdi Army.

Working together on public service projects had two additional effects. First, as people worked together, they shared knowledge and learned from each other, which led

---

72 Peshmerga forces were spread thin during IS’s offensive into nearby Sinjar. However, IS also might have been able to exploit coordination problems between KDP and PUK, each of which controlled part of the governorate’s larger border. Dohuk was guarded by three KDP peshmerga units (Asayish, or secret police; 80 Unit; and Zervani forces). Policies and operational practices differed between KDP and PUK units. See Mario Fumerton and Wladimir van Wilgenburg, “Kurdistan’s Political Armies: The Challenge of Unifying the Peshmerga Forces,” Carnegie Middle East Center, December 16, 2015.

73 This is also called task cohesion, or shared commitment among members to achieve a goal that requires the collective efforts of a group.

to the construction of shared expectations of the task at hand (e.g., trash cleanup), working relationships (e.g., who does what), task strategies, and how to solve potential problems. This enabled people to coordinate and anticipate others’ needs and responses, building a capacity that could be drawn on in times of crisis. Second, working together helped communities develop a sense of their own agency. People’s shared belief in their ability to achieve results catalyzed local actors to organize and execute actions critical to their safety and security. The community’s actual responses—conflict resolution, leadership behaviors, and security strategies—all helped prevent the spread of sectarian attitudes and behavior, buffering communities from the potential spillover effect of sectarian conflict in neighboring areas.

The local capacity of communities to remain resilient in the face of sectarian conflict varied across the cases considered. Resilience in Baghdad neighborhoods depended less on the presence of international security and development organizations and more on local actors, social networks, ad hoc organizations, and community leaders. Resilience in Dohuk depended heavily on those international security and development organizations that helped mitigate the humanitarian crisis, create a new job market, partner with security forces, and mediate tensions between Erbil and Baghdad.

In Baghdad neighborhoods, conflict resolution was self-organized and informal. Spontaneous third-party interventions or “street mediation” successfully de-escalated public arguments, positively affecting sectarian relations. At the city level, conflict resolution processes were embedded in formal networks, organizations, and structures; moreover, many processes were designed to have an impact on a broader scale. For example, the NIF has shifted away from “small domestic or criminal disputes (e.g., car accidents between individuals or family disputes over housing) to larger, more complex, multi-stakeholder disputes involving issues such as tribal competition over land or political disputes.”

Advocacy by local religious leaders had a positive impact on the rejection of sectarian attitudes and behaviors at both scales (neighborhood and city). At the city level, however, advocacy necessarily included messaging by the political elite. Border monitoring at both scales was largely defensive, oriented toward defending boundaries and existing populations. However, this resilience factor does not scale as well from small to large areas. Border monitoring is easier in small areas, where people can recognize strangers who do not belong to the community. In a large area like Dohuk, the process of recognizing strange faces has become a region-wide policy of withholding access to the area not just by potential IS members but also by Arab Iraqis in general. Although Dohuk has provided refuge, security details, and housing for displaced Sunni Arab


leaders from Mosul (people they believe they can trust, like politicians, sheikhs, academics, and clerics), the official policy bars entry of Arabs to the governorate without the explicit permission of the asayish (Kurdish police forces).

Conclusion

Such crises as the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003 or IS’s invasion of Mosul in 2014 do not, in and of themselves, cause ordinary people to take up arms against each other. The escalation of sectarian conflict proceeds in stages that only eventually lead to the demonization of the “other” and widespread violence. Sectarian actors encourage this transformation; most communities work against it. This chapter has argued that communities with strong horizontal relationships between religious and ethnic groups (bridging ties) and vertical relationships to centers of power (linking ties) are more likely to remain resilient to sectarian conflict.
CHAPTER SIX
Lessons and Policy Recommendations for Countering Sectarianism

Jeffrey Martini and Dalia Dassa Kaye
RAND Corporation

There is no denying that sectarianism has become a defining feature of the modern Middle East. Whether driven by political elites as regime-survival strategies or by major powers as part of power plays for regional influence, the conflicts and politics of the region have made these identities real over time in ways that will be difficult to reverse. This does not mean, however, that we should accept that sectarianism and sectarian violence cannot be prevented, or at least reduced. Indeed, at least at the local level, this study has demonstrated that communities can resist the slide toward sectarianism, bucking broader regional trends toward sectarian framing and manipulation of conflicts.

Contrary to common policy debates that paint the Middle East as a hopeless bastion of sectarian conflict, even countries that have experienced deadly sectarian civil wars have demonstrated levels of resilience in countering sectarian forces. Identifying resilience in sectarian contexts does not suggest that we ignore the real sectarian identities that continue to exist across the region. In all four cases considered in this report, some segment of the population adheres to religious identity in ways that are exclusionary of outsiders. But it is possible to reduce the salience of sectarianism, even in highly sectarian settings.

For this reason, we chose to focus on cases with mixed sectarian populations and histories of sectarian tension or conflict; in other words, the challenging cases. By identifying resilience among communities in even these difficult cases—Lebanon, Bahrain, Syria, and Iraq—we can draw broader lessons and policy recommendations for bolstering resilience in the Middle East with the aim to prevent—or at least minimize—the intensity of violent conflict.

This final chapter summarizes the main arguments advanced in the four case studies, identifies common themes and lessons, and concludes with a discussion of policy implications for the United States and international partners. This chapter should help readers understand the factors that account for resilience to sectarianism and what policymakers can do to support a community’s resilience, or, at a minimum, avoid actions that undermine it.
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Summary of Case Study Findings

In Chapter Two of this report, Amanda Rizkallah analyzes municipal politics for clues about what accounts for the Lebanese public’s resilience to sectarian identity mobilization. Beginning with the observation that Lebanese voters have shown different levels of support for identity-based voting over time, the author investigates explanations for this variation. Rizkallah contrasts the impressive showing of a cross-sectarian coalition, Beirut Madinati (Beirut, My City), in the 2016 municipal elections with the straight-line sectarian voting on display in the 2010 election cycle. This temporal comparison provides a basis for investigating what factors account for the cross-sectarian voting of 2016 relative to the sectarian hue of the 2010 contest.

Rizkallah argues that two main factors explain this difference. The first is that the declining legitimacy of traditional elites, who are closely associated with sectarian constituencies, created a window of opportunity for a cross-sectarian coalition in 2016. The author further argues that the growing capacity of the challengers, which developed through civil society and professional networks, positioned the leaders of Beirut Madinati to take advantage of this opening in local politics. Thus, Rizkallah attributes the relative resilience of the public in 2016 to a combination of the political opportunity structure and decades of accumulated experience gained by activists and professionals with ambitions to steer Lebanon toward more-technocratic governance.

As to whether Beirut Madinati can grow as a movement and sustain the development of a cross-sectarian political culture, Rizkallah sees some signs for optimism. Internal schisms are one of the principal threats to new political groups, and the movement she profiles has largely succeeded in avoiding these fractures. Moreover, building on the momentum generated by its second-place finish in the 2016 municipal contest, the group subsequently was able to win important leadership positions in professional syndicate elections. Perhaps most importantly, changes to the electoral process—including the introduction of proportional representation at the national level—should clear the path to representation that was blocked by the winner-take-all format of the municipal vote. Finally, generational changes appear to support the growth of this movement and others like it as younger Lebanese cohorts poll as less wedded to traditional elites and less susceptible to sectarian identity mobilization.

Although Beirut Madinati represents promise in Lebanon’s political development and speaks to societal resilience to sectarianism despite the scars of the past, the author identifies several challenges to sustaining the momentum generated in 2016. One challenge is that, despite a favorable political environment in 2016 to challenge traditional elites (particularly in the city of Beirut, which was suffering through a trash crisis), Beirut Madinati ultimately finished as the runner-up in the election, revealing the staying power of traditional elites even in an anti-incumbent season. Another factor working against movements like Beirut Madinati is the strategy of external actors who have an interest in hardening, not softening, sectarian identities. Local politicians have
to compete against patronage networks financed by external players, principally Saudi Arabia and Iran, which have sought to use sectarian identity to project regional influence. Although the sectarian-oriented efforts of external players can backfire, such as Saudi Arabia’s 2018 effort to force the resignation of Prime Minister Saad al-Hariri, external backers still exercise considerable influence and are critical to sustaining the patronage networks that have defined modern Lebanese politics. Finally, nonsectarian movements might struggle to make inroads into Lebanon’s lower socioeconomic classes. The cross-sectarian message of Beirut Madinati is decidedly cosmopolitan and privileges technical competence over other forms of legitimacy, attributes that thus far have shown less resonance outside urban settings like Beirut.

In Chapter Three, Justin Gengler examines resilience to sectarianism in Bahrain. Like Rizkallah, Gengler focuses on an urban setting—in this case, different neighborhoods in the sprawling townships outside the capital. A second similarity between the cases is that, although both countries suffer from sharp sectarian tensions and Lebanon has recent historical experience with a sectarian conflict, neither country is experiencing an active civil war. On the other hand, there are several differences in the cases. Gengler focuses on housing choices—as opposed to voting preferences—as a signal of openness to cross-sectarian mixing. In contrast to Rizkallah, who relies on a temporal comparison, Gengler employs a cross-sectional comparison, analyzing two communities to discern what accounts for community resilience to sectarianism. Specifically, he profiles the situations of Bahrainis living in ‘Isa Town, a mixed Sunni-Shi’a settlement, with those inhabiting Hamad Town, a virtual sectarian enclave.

Gengler begins from the hypothesis that residential integration (i.e., mixed Sunni-Shi’a neighborhoods) is an important component of resilience to sectarianism. To test this hypothesis, Gengler relies on a combination of neighborhood-level survey data and qualitative observation of local responses to the 2011 uprising. The demographic data show that ‘Isa Town is a genuinely mixed area. Of the five districts within ‘Isa Town for which the author has detailed demographic information, four reflect a sectarian mix of 60 percent Shi’a to 40 percent Sunni, mirroring the country’s broader demographics.1 Moreover, each district within ‘Isa Town shows significant sectarian mixing—no district contains a larger margin than a two-thirds majority for one sect—suggesting that ‘Isa Town is integrated at the neighborhood level. Hamad Town presents the opposite situation. Of the ten districts in Hamad Town for which the author has detailed demographic data, five are communally segregated, with at least three-quarters of the population of those districts belonging to a single sect.

This demographic composition is the backdrop for the author’s examination of local grievances. Gengler finds strong evidence that government employment, access to public services, and perceptions of economic well-being are all highly contingent

1 Although many authors cite Bahrain’s sectarian composition as 65–70 percent Shi’a majority, Gengler’s household survey research shows that the Shi’a majority may be a more modest 55–60 percent.
on sect. Bahraini Sunnis—the minority sect but the religious identity of the ruling family—fare better on all of these metrics, whereas Bahraini Shi’a are less likely to reap state benefits (e.g., government employment, social services) and hold worse perceptions of their economic well-being. The trends are more pronounced for those living in communally segregated environments insofar as Sunnis living in more-monolithic Sunni communities fare much better, whereas Shi’a living in more-monolithic Shi’a neighborhoods fare much worse.

Comparing the experiences of ‘Isa Town and Hamad Town during the 2011 uprising provides Gengler a window on whether these realities better equipped one area or another to resist the slide into sectarianism that accompanied the aftermath of the 2011 uprising. He found that ‘Isa Town—where residents have frequent exposure to sectarian mixing and where the stark divides between Sunni and Shi’a are mitigated by the mixed nature of the community—was less prone to sectarian violence and Sunni reprisals against the Shi’a during the uprising. Lacking the same basis for community resilience, Hamad Town featured violent clashes and retribution. The violence in Hamad Town also had a strong sectarian hue, with Sunni militias cropping up to defend group interests against a neighboring Shi’a village.

The different experiences of ‘Isa Town and Hamad Town during the uprising confirm Gengler’s hypothesis, suggesting that residential integration acts as a brake on violent conflict during periods of tension. The author attributes this to three mechanisms. First, residential integration implies shared physical space that encourages interactions among sectarian groups, habituating each group to the “other,” which can mitigate escalation when tensions do arise between religious communities. Second, mixed neighborhoods thwart regime efforts to target resources to co-sectarians only, a practice that cements sectarian loyalties and works against a Bahraini identity that transcends sect. Third, the existence of integrated communities provides an outlet for inclusive-minded Bahrainis to live out their nonsectarian values, keeping alive their vision of a less sectarian future.

In Chapter Four, Kathleen Reedy analyzes Syria, adding a second case study on resilience in the midst of a civil war. Like two of the other contributors, Reedy employs a cross-sectional comparison, contrasting the strength of sectarian militias in Idlib and Dara’a governorates. Reedy’s strategy is to compare Idlib as an example of an area that has fallen prey to sectarian actors with the situation in Dara’a, which has largely proven resilient to the inroads of Sunni sectarian actors. The relative resilience of Dara’a is all the more worthy of examination because it has endured despite a conflict that has generally empowered more sectarian actors among the Sunni Arab armed opposition groups.

The author begins her analysis by considering a series of potential explanations for why Idlib succumbed to Sunni sectarian militias while Dara’a did not. Reedy finds that several of the key variables that might explain the outcome are common between the two areas and thus cannot account for the variation. For instance, both governor-
ates are overwhelmingly Sunni, both are underdeveloped compared with Syria’s large urban centers (Damascus and Aleppo) or areas that benefited from sectarian ties to the ‘Alawi-led regime (e.g., Latakia), both had similar representation in the Ba’th Party, and neither possesses a strong tribal culture in the present period.

Having considered these variables, Reedy argues that the key distinction between the two governorates is the approach of foreign actors on the governorate borders with neighboring states. Northern Idlib abuts Turkey and contains one of the key crossing points and resupply routes (Bab al-Hawa) for opposition forces in the governorate. As for Dara’a, it abuts Jordan, which provides sanctuary for some elements of the opposition and is an area from which the United States exercises a degree of control via conditions-based assistance. The key difference, Reedy argues, is in the approach of these foreign states.

Reedy sees Turkey as abetting sectarian actors in the service of broader national security objectives. Early on in the war, Turkey’s overriding objective was the overthrow of the Assad regime, which Turkey saw as an impediment to stability on its southern border. Over time, that objective has evolved into checking Kurdish autonomy, for which the Sunni-Arab opposition forces are a useful partner. Although Turkey could have chosen to limit its assistance to the “moderate opposition,” it appears to have pursued an “all of the above” strategy that has aided such sectarian-tinged groups as Jabhat al-Nusra and Ahrar al-Sham. Those groups have moved closer to Turkey’s border to best exploit sanctuary and resupply.

In contrast to Turkey, the Hashemite Kingdom and the United States have taken a much stricter approach to the opposition that operates on the Jordanian border. These external efforts seek to use sanctuary and other forms of assistance to keep opposition units within a more moderate frame of reference. Specifically, the external backers have placed limits on the type of operations these units undertake, policed their relationships with jihadi groups in the area, and attempted to shift their focus to counter ISIS and the provision of local security versus offensives targeting the regime. Reedy argues that this approach accounts for the weak position of sectarian actors in Dara’a governorate, in contrast with the more inviting territory of Idlib.

Finally, in Chapter Five, Ami Carpenter explores one of the two case studies in the volume that address countries in civil war. Carpenter executes two cross-sectional comparisons in Iraq to analyze community resilience during the conflicts that ensued after the 2003 invasion of Iraq. The first component of Carpenter’s analysis juxtaposes the experiences of different neighborhoods in Baghdad in 2010, while her second examines four districts within Dohuk governorate (KRI) during the rise of the Islamic State. In both instances, Carpenter relies on in-country fieldwork, and her treatment of two comparisons within her case should increase confidence in the robustness of her findings.

The author’s analysis of Baghdad in 2010 focuses on the variation in the presence of sectarian militias and levels of violence perpetrated across neighborhoods. With the
overall high level of conflict, Carpenter seeks to explain how some Baghdad neighbor-
hoods (Al-Karadah, Al-Kuraiaat, Palestine Street, and Al-Dhubat) escape the worst
violence. Drawing on the conclusions from the Baghdad component of the study, Car-
penter then investigates whether these factors are at play in explaining the resilience of
Dohuk to identity conflict. Dohuk represents an interesting case because of its stabil-
ity in the face of an influx of internally displaced Iraqis after the Islamic State seized
nearby Mosul, Iraq’s second-most–populous city just 50 miles to the south.

Carpenter finds that the factors explaining resilience across these two cross-
sectional comparisons are the preexistence of social capital and the formation of adaptive strategies during crises. The specific forms of social capital that Carpenter finds most salient are levels of trust, norms around community participation and cooperation, and social networks that bridge identity groups. The adaptations that are most impactful are the activation of conflict-resolution processes, the efforts of leaders to advocate for peaceful coexistence, and the creation of border-monitoring mechanisms that protect communities from the threat posed by violent sectarians operating in adjacent communities. Carpenter further argues that the presence of both factors—preexisting social capital and adaptive strategies—is necessary to create a strong buffer against sectarian conflict.

Common Themes and Lessons
The rich empirical exploration in all four cases of why some communities are able
to counter sectarianism offers a variety of explanatory factors, none of which can be
reduced to a single overriding argument for how to account for resilience. All the
cases demonstrate a complex interplay of external and domestic factors, offering initial
insights that can serve as building blocks for future research on how to stem sectarian-
ism in divided societies.

The cases also highlight a variety of challenges to curtailing sectarian tension and
contact in the region, including the staying power of traditional elites hostile to cross-
sectarian cooperation; external actors and regional powers seeking to intensify sectari-
anism through patronage networks; and socioeconomic gaps that create grievances,
making communities more prone to sectarian manipulation. That said, the case study
analyses still offer important lessons for how resilience might emerge in even highly
sectarian contexts. Although the following list is not exhaustive, it offers an important
starting point for future research.

Geography Matters
Borders were a critical factor in several cases in determining whether certain commu-
nities became more vulnerable to sectarian actors, often from outside the country. In
the Syrian case, the ability of sectarian actors to cross over from Turkey into Idlib was
a key driver for higher levels of sectarian violence than in communities on the Jorda-
nian border, like Dara’a, which was better protected and did not face the same types of
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...driven actors supported by states. Similarly, in Iraq, the ability to prevent the physical entry of sectarian militias into some neighborhoods helped explain the variation in the levels of sectarian violence in different local communities. In a workshop for the study, one of the experts referred to sectarianism fostered from external sources as some of the most virulent in the region, labeling it “weapons-grade sectarianism.” Although borders cannot always prevent sectarian mobilization (such as when sectarian narratives are promoted by media channels that transcend national boundaries), physical borders still matter in local settings. This is particularly the case in active war zones, where the ability of sectarian militia groups to easily traverse borders can fuel conflicts that otherwise might not turn violent.

Political Elites Can Both Foster and Impede Sectarianism

The role of political leaders proved critical in all cases, in both positive and negative ways. Political elites with patronage systems, particularly from external sources, can foster sectarianism and stymie cross-sectarian cooperation. However, when such elites lose legitimacy and are unable to deliver for their constituencies, as we saw in the Lebanon case, windows of opportunity can emerge for alternative leaders and movements with nonsectarian agendas. The Iraq case study also demonstrated that credible local leaders promoting coexistence can counter sectarian pressures. Generational change might also boost the cultivation of political elites with nonsectarian agendas over time.

Civil-Society Development Is Critical

It is difficult to capitalize on windows of opportunity if there are no alternative political leaders or movements to seize the moment with nonsectarian agendas. This requires some opening of political space, at least at the local level, for movements to form around issues that transcend sectarian identities, such as economic development, education reform, female empowerment, or environmental challenges. In the case of Lebanon’s Beirut Madinati movement, the trash crisis created a focal point for grassroots organization and political mobilization across sectarian lines. In Syria, local administrative councils have tried to buffer communities from militias, although many councils lack the capacity to prevent armed groups from controlling decisionmaking in their areas.

Cross-Sectarian Interaction Can Serve as a Buffer to Sectarianism

Communities with existing cross-sectarian interaction, particularly in urban areas, possess what Carpenter calls “social capital,” which can boost resilience in the face of sectarian challenges, as occurred in some communities in Iraq even at the height of armed conflict. The stronger the level of trust and social connections among community members across sectarian lines, the stronger the social capital that can better equip communities from sliding into sectarianism when conflict emerges. Conversely, when communities are built to segregate citizens along sectarian lines and create economic disparities, as occurred in Hamad Town in the Bahrain case, the prospects for sectarian division and conflict increase. Cross-sectarian interaction can be increased by the
development of physical infrastructure that encourages walkability and emphasizes public spaces.

**Less Pronounced Socioeconomic Gaps Improve a Community’s Ability to Resist Sectarianism**

The 'Isa Town example from the Bahrain case study demonstrates that the narrower the socioeconomic gaps between Sunni and Shi’a residents (in large part because, in mixed cities, it is more difficult to discriminate against a particular sect), the less likely we are to see sectarian grievances and violence emerge. But in neighborhoods where economic grievances and discrimination are greater, we are more likely to see communities vulnerable to sectarian violence. One related area that might merit further research is whether communities suffering greater negative economic impacts from climate change might be more susceptible to sectarian conflict, with countries like Iran as possible case studies for such analysis.

**Policy Recommendations**

Clearly, some of the most critical factors that can reduce the salience of sectarianism in the Middle East would be the reduction of conflict and narrowing of socioeconomic gaps that fuel grievances and make populations susceptible to sectarian-based elites and regional powers who are serving their own narrow interests. But ending conflict and socioeconomic disparity in the region is a long-term and ambitious goal, and unfortunately not one that policymakers can easily or quickly implement. However, we can draw more-achievable policy lessons from the case studies, particularly at the community level. Some preliminary policy recommendations that might guide decision-makers both within and outside the region who seek to minimize sectarian conflict in the Middle East over time are as follows:

- **Improve the control of borders.** Cutting off the resources, supplies, and fighters coming from foreign sources is critical, as is pressing border countries to stop these flows, particularly in conflict zones like Syria and Iraq. Communities that are better walled off from external sectarian influence exhibit higher levels of resilience and lower levels of violence. The international community can support improved border control through programs that focus on physical infrastructure, capacity-building of partners’ border security forces, and leveraging of technology (e.g., biometrics) relevant to these challenges. As the Iraq case study demonstrates, not all border security is provided by formal state institutions. In these cases, the international community might need new types of programming that empower localities over the typical state-based approaches.

- **Limit foreign funding of sectarian leaders and parties.** The fueling of sectarian conflict from external sources, and the patronage systems that sustain this, is one of the most significant drivers of sectarian tension and violence in the region. Exerting leverage on regional governments (in particular, Iran and Saudi Arabia)
to curtail such activities is critical. Preventing sectarian conflicts that have negative spillover effects across the region should create a common incentive among external powers to limit the influence of sectarian actors, even if the external powers are at odds on broader policy goals. The international community can use financial leverage to crack down on state funding to groups designated as foreign terrorist organizations. The challenge is that some of the individuals and groups purveying sectarianism are not designated terrorists, and many do not qualify for designation because they are not necessarily advocating for violence. In these cases, the international community will need to convince funders that the net effect of their support runs counter to their interests. Pointing to instances of “blow back” (i.e., when sectarian actors turn on their patrons after receiving foreign funding) is one potential argument.

• Encourage civil-society development. Pressing for freedom of expression and association in bilateral dialogues with regional partners is crucial. This does not mean insisting on elections or backing specific opposition leaders or parties. Rather, the focus should be on opening up space at the local level for civic engagement as a peaceful channel for expressing grievances and discussing policy challenges that cut across sectarian agendas. Civil-society movements can help cultivate new cadres of leaders and form an important alternative to sectarian-driven elites. This requires creating more spaces for dialogue. Even non-democratic governments recognize the need for release valves, and most national leaders in the region say that they are seeking to build national identities that transcend sect. Opening up more space for greater cross-sectarian cooperation at the community level would be a good way to test that resolve.

• Focus on governance. It is important to help regional leaders focus on domestic governance agendas, particularly in terms of the ability to better deliver public services through institutional capacity-building and skills development among their youthful populations. Highlighting leaders who are dependent on patronage and corrupt practices and who are not delivering basic services to their people can open up opportunities for alternative leaders. Cultivating leaders who support domestic reform programs aimed to benefit the broader public—not just a particular group or tribe—will be critical for reducing sectarianism and solving day-to-day public policy challenges. The reputation of regional leaders among the international community is an important currency. Just ask former Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki, who was removed via joint pressure from the United States and Iran after they concluded that his sectarian orientation had contributed to the rise of ISIL. The international community could do more in this area before the onset of a crisis. By praising leaders who prioritize public services and refrain from engaging in divisive identity politics, the international community can bolster incentives for inclusive politics.
• **Take urban planning seriously.** How cities are designed in the Middle East matters, not only for sustainable development but also for social and political stability. Urban areas designed to better integrate different sectors of society and increase economic opportunities and social interaction through public spaces are more likely to remain stable and peaceful when societal tensions increase. Although it will be difficult to redesign villages and urban areas already based on segregated models where interaction across tribal or sectarian affiliations is limited, post-conflict areas provide an opportunity to rebuild in ways that could foster greater integration and reduce intercommunal tension in the future. Many countries have rich experience in urban renewal, and the challenges of climate change are bringing greater attention to cities and bolstering their resilience to natural catastrophe. These global trends can create new opportunities to improve infrastructure in Middle Eastern cities and create more public spaces to enhance economic development and attract intercommunal mixing.

• **Promote local media.** Regional media outlets on both sides of the sectarian divide are increasingly promoting sectarian agendas. This mobilizes sectarian leaders and movements and increases the prospects for conflict in communities with high levels of socioeconomic grievance and low levels of cross-sectarian interaction and trust. More support for local media could help counter such trends, increasing coverage of technocratic municipal issues that transcend sectarian difference, such as water challenges, trash collection, youth unemployment, or education gaps. The international community has invested significant resources in creating a message against violent extremism. Because narrow identity politics is a major source of regional instability, the same donors have a parallel interest in promoting more-inclusive groupings that transcend sect. A palatable approach to achieving this aim is to support media coverage with nonsectarian agendas.

The aim of this research effort is not to solve the problem of sectarianism in the Middle East or to pretend it does not exist. Rather, this effort seeks to fill important gaps in our understanding of how resilience might already be at work and the factors that might boost or undermine it. Although research has already illuminated what might be driving sectarianism in the region, we have far less understanding about how we might counter it. Identifying resilience at local community levels in highly divided societies in the Middle East is a step in that direction, but it is only the beginning in tackling a complex challenge that is likely to stay with the region for years to come.
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Sectarianism has become a destructive feature of the modern Middle East. Whether it is driven by political elites as a regime-survival strategy, by major powers to build regional influence, or by religious leaders and believers who are unwilling to accept the equal status of other religious groups, sectarianism is likely to remain part of the regional landscape for years to come. This does not mean, however, that sectarianism defines all facets of the Middle East or that the violence that stems from sectarianism is irreversible. Middle Eastern communities are generally resilient to the worst sectarian impulses, and even communities that experience sectarian strife can recover from it. This report takes a multidisciplinary approach to explore resilience to sectarianism through four Middle Eastern case studies: Lebanon, Bahrain, Syria, and Iraq. No one factor is likely to be sufficient on its own, but the case studies suggest that formal and informal mechanisms for mediating the early onset of conflict, preexisting levels of trust between community leaders, activists with experience in building movements, strong border monitoring, and physical infrastructure that encourages sectarian mixing all help. Indeed, this research demonstrates that, at least at the local level, communities can resist the slide toward sectarianism.